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With the increased industrialization during the twentieth century, chemical processes have
become more common. Combustion in factories, industrial chemical reactions, and the wide
spread use of automobiles has brought a smorgasbord of environmental concerns which
require the monitoring of individual gas levels. [1–4]
Improvements in gas sensors have been driven by four requirements: gas selectivity,
low-level detection of gas concentration, stability, and response times. The first types of
industrial gas sensors were palladium wires, which burned the analyte gas and measured
the resistance change due to the heat of combustion. Though a functional technique, this
method did not give good selectivity for different gases.
Electrochemical sensors, which measure electopotential changes, have also been studied
for gas sensing. These sensors operate as a target gas oxidizes or reduces on the surface of
electrodes [5]. These sensors gave better selectivity due to the tunable reduction potentials of
various analyte gases. Later, metal oxide sensors became the standard sensor for industrial
processes [6]. This marked a return to measuring resistance but more selectively than
palladium wires, to meet the needs of targeting a wide range of gases. Some sensors could
measure SO2, produced in sulfuric acid production, others could detect NH3 in industrial
fertilizer processes, a few were designed to interact with PH3 from pesticides, and a selection
of sensors check the levels of CO, NO, or NO2 from combustion of fossil fuel, such as in
automobiles [7].
1.1 Today’s Needs
Today, government regulation drives the gas sensor industry [8]. Examples of the importance
of low-level detection are the requirements dictated by Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) regulations. For example, OSHA requires that the short-term
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exposure to PH3 be at 0.3 ppm levels. This low level of exposure means that sensors used
to detect PH3 must be both accurate and have a fast response time for workers safety.
Along with health and environmental concerns, other industries and agencies also require
gas sensing. In the manufacture of illegal methamphetamines, PH3 is produced [9]. The
ability to detect sources of the PH3 emissions is of great use to law enforcement, as they
search for illegal production sites. As an example of gas detection in the health sector, a
rapid increase of NO in the breath of a patient is an early warning sign of an asthmatic
attack. NO is produced by the body to fight inflammation, an increase in NO indicates that
the lungs are inflamed. However NO also reacts with the O2 present in the breath. This
chemical reaction produces NO2. Being able to detect increasing NO quickly and cheaply
and subsequently NO2 can help prevent these attacks [10].
1.1.1 Sensor Characteristics
Historically advances in gas sensor technology have been driven by sensitivity, selectivity,
stability, and response time; however, as other applications developed more detailed char-
acterizations became desirable. The important attributes for determining the value of a
sensor are listed below [5]:
1. Sensitivity is the change detected in the concentration of the analyte gas that the
sensor can measure above the noise. A gas sensor with higher sensitivity can detect
smaller changes in the gas concentration. The smallest concentration the sensor can
detect accurately is defined as the limit of detection. Having a low limit of detection
provides two benefits: first it allows for more accurate measurements and earlier
detection of leaks or spills. Secondly, to decrease false signals from the sensor, the
sensitivity should be well below the triggering value of the gas analyte, increasing the
signal to noise ratio [11].
2. Selectivity is the sensitivity of the sensor to one gas over another gas. Most gas
sensors operate to target one individual gas, and false positives, where other gases
falsely trigger the sensor, are undesirable in these sensors. Indeed, very often, sensors
must pick out one specific analyte from a gas mixture. Being able to isolate the sensor
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response to one specific analyte is very difficult to do, so detecting the specific analyte
is often achieved by processing the signals from an array of distinct sensors operating
simultaneously with different levels of sensitivity for the gases of interest. This must
be followed by mathematically solving for the required signal.
3. Response Time is the time required for the sensor to interact with a gas from the time
the gas comes in contact with the sensor. Faster response time will allow distinguish
the sensor response from baseline drift. Where baseline drift is defined as changes to
the baseline over half and hour or longer time periods. Also, for toxic or flammable
gases, it is desirable to reduce the response time as much as possible. In many sensors
detection time is dominated by the rate of diffusion and the speed at which the gas
diffuses to the sensor is rate limiting. Thus, the response time is often diffusion limited.
The bottleneck for the response rate is how fast the gas gets to the sensing surface.
If the material length scales, i.e. size of pores, are bigger than the mean free path,
the distance a gas molecule moves before it encounters another gas molecule, Fickian
diffusion occurs. However, porous materials with small length scales constrict airflow,
since the gas collides with the pore walls of the material not with itself, and slow,
Knudsen gas diffusion into the material occurs. This increases the response time.
Figure 1.1: Picture of Knudsen diffusion. L is the mean path length of the gas and d is the
diameter of the pore. Licensed under Creative Commons.
4. Recovery Time is the time after an exposure required for the sensor to return to within
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90% of base line response. This characteristic is important when rapidly measuring
the changing gases that might be encountered in a combustion environment. The
recovery time depends on several factors. First how easily the gas desorbs off the
surface. Second, how fast the gas diffuses out of the sensor area. Third, whether
there is chemical bonding of the analyte gas to the sensor, which affects not just short
term recovery time but also long term stability. This is because the chemical bonds
formed are not reversible causing a long term degradation of the sensors
5. Long-term stability is a measure of a sensors measurement characteristics over time.
Does the sensor quickly loose its sensitivity or does it remain fairly constant over long
periods of operation? This metric is obviously harder to measure since it takes several
months (or years) to test, however, it is very important for commercial applications
[12].
6. Power consumption is the amount of power drawn by the sensor when in operation.
This is especially important for remote sensing applications and handheld sensors.
For extremely low-power consumption, renewable energy harvesters, making use of
solar or thermal power to power the sensors, can be a valuable asset.
One last difficulty with the gas sensor that must be overcome is sensor poisoning. A
problem emerges when instead of adsorbing reversibly onto the sensor surface a gas chemi-
cally bonds to the sensor surface or another deleterious gas attacks the surface . Chemical
bonding poisons the active sites, thus slowly degrading the sensor and rendering it inac-
tive [12].
Ruhland, et al., saw that SnO2 sensors measuring NO2, when heated to a high tem-
perature (400 oC) experienced a poisoning effect. This poisoning effect was assumed to
be caused when two NO2 molecules interacted in close proximity to each other. At this
high temperature, the NO2 breaks down to N2O4
2-, which chemically bonds to the surface.
The N2O4
2- then reduces available bonding sites and decreases the majority charge carriers
available to the SnO2, thus reducing the sensor’s conductivity and sensitivity [13].
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Figure 1.2: Methods of NO2 poisoning on an SnO2 surface at high temperature.
Yu, et al. [14] also found that their tin oxide nanobelts were being poisoned when
detecting dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP), a nerve agent stimulant. The poisoning of
the sensors was first thought to result from grain boundaries in the metal oxides; however,
poisoning continued to occur in single-crystal nanobelts. The researchers determined that
by creating a better electrical contact with the nanobelt, the poisoning stopped. It appears
that the gas poisoning was actually a breakdown in the heterojunction between SnO2 and
the platinum contact to the nanobelt. This is important since the sensing material does not
sense alone. The entire sensing system must be able to resist toxic analyte gases.
Figure 1.3: (a) A sensor running correctly to detect H2 before oil contamination. Once oil
was added no response to H2 is observed. (b) After several hours of UV exposure the sensor
has the same magnitude as the original response.
Mor et al. [15] suggested an interesting technique for reversing sensor poisoning.
They created a hydrogen sensor out of a TiO2 array, which had the ability to detect 1000
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ppm of hydrogen. They then purposely covered the sensor with motor oil to simulate ran-
dom air contaminants. The oil poisoned the sensor, degrading all response to the hydrogen.
They then exposed the contaminated sensors to UV light. Since TiO2 is photocatalytic,
the TiO2 then broke down the motor oil, allowing the sensors to return to their initial state
before they were poisoned. The sensors require 10 h of UV exposure to return to the pre-
poisoned state. This study suggests that TiO2 nanoparticle photocatalysis could be used
to clean a sensor of air contaminates. This is especially true since a normal sensor would
not be rapidly exposed to so high a concentration of contaminants.
1.2 Gas Sensor Types
There is a wide variety of gas sensor types, including infrared spectroscopic, mass spectro-
scopic, mass sensitive, and solid state sensors. Spectroscopy measures the absorption levels
of gas samples that absorb at various light frequencies. These systems have good selectivity;
however, the limits of detection can be high, only 50,000 ppm for minor gas constituents
due to the overlap of multiple gas spectral fingerprints. Mass spectroscopy is often used
with infrared spectroscopy, this technique ionizes the gas and then determines the charge
to mass ratio. This method is more used in stand-alone analysis due to the large size of
spectrometers. Portable mass spectrometers are still suitcase sized, and to obtain good
resolution a vacuum must be used to reduce noise, thus adding to weight requirements and
operating expense. Mass sensitive devices such as cantilevers work by letting the analyte
gas adsorb onto the surface of the sensor, resulting in an increase in the total mass [5]. The
change is then measured via the mass or the resonance frequency shift of the sensing ma-
terial. Solid state devices generally measure some electrical properties of the material and
from that detect the gas. The most common type of solid state gas sensor available now is
the metal oxide sensor. These sensors use the metal oxides of tungsten (WO3), nickel (NiO),
copper(CuxO), aluminum (Al2O3), titanium (TiO2), or tin oxides (SnO2). Zirconium is also
used occasionally [16, 17]. The two methods that are cited in the literature for interface
preparation usually use thin < 1 micrometer films, though some examples use thick films
doped with noble metals or various nanoshapes to effect grain boundaries [17–24]. These
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metal oxides sensors are heated to specific high temperatures (that range from 100 up to
600 oC depending on the gas) during operation [17,25–27].
1.2.1 Examples of Metal Oxides
In one study, a thin film of tungsten oxide was sputtered onto an aluminum substrate. This
thin film sensor was then heated to between 100 to 250 oC. NO2 introduced as the lone
gas in nitrogen was then detected via changes in the films resistance allowing for detection
down to the 100 ppb level at 150 oC.
Zirconia is mainly used as a solid electrolye in sensor applications. In a solid electrolyte
material, the charge carriers are not electrons but are ions. This allows for zirconia to
be used to detect O2 levels in gases, which is especially useful in combustion applications
involving automobile engines. Zirconia electrodes can also be paired with yttrium oxide to
form a solid electrolyte sensor. In this sensor a membrane, that allows O2
- ions to freely pass
through, separates the zirconia and yttrium electrodes. As the ions rearrange due to the
chemical potential the electrical potential also changes between the two electrolytes. This
change in potential is measured and corresponds to gas concentrations [28]. By heating this
sensor to 550-650 oC, the Yamazoe group was able to detect Cl2 gas from 1-100 ppm. [29] In
another study 50,000 ppm H2 has also been detected in an N2 background with a zirconium
sensor held at 450 oC [30].
Nickel oxide films generally has a very rough shape providing significant surface area. At
Ni vacancies on the surface, O atoms can react with the analyte gases causing an electron
to jump into the NiO film. Some examples of NiO films include ultra thin NiO created
by molecular beam epitaxy onto a silicon substrate, a time consuming process. The article
shows that this technique allows for the reported sensing of H2, NH3, NO2, SO2, and CO,
individually [31,32]. For these sensors the film had to be heated to 300 oC for the detection
of 100 ppm of these target gases via conductrimetrics. If NiO is heated to 450 oC, it can
easily sense H2, O2, and CO2 below 10,000 ppm concentration [31,33].
The band structure of Cu2O is often treated as a p-type semiconductor. The semicon-
ductor has excellent conduction and junction properties allowing it to be used in diodes.
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This results in the use of CuxO in conjunction with other metal oxides for sensing pur-
poses [34]. A CuO nanoparticle on a sputtered thin film of SnO was found to decrease
the response time to H2S from 52 seconds down to 14. Chowdhuri, et al., theorized that
the CuO had two purposes, first it acts as a catalyst for the reaction of CuO with H2S
allowing H2 to be formed which easily reacts with the adsorbed O2, and second it increases
the surface area of the SnO2 thus decreasing the response time [35]. One big advantage
of this technique is that SnO2/CuO mixtures can be screen-printed, decreasing costs. In
another study ZnO heterojuctions of doped and undoped layers with CuO have been shown
to detect CO and CO2 [36, 37].
Porous anodic aluminum has good stability at room temperature for humidity sensing.
Combining capacitance and resistance measurements, Naher, et al., were able to measure
the range from 3% to 98% humidity [38]. H2, O2, and CO2 detection to 90,000, 90,000, and
21,000 ppm respectively was reported by Seiyama, et al., using alumina thin films on silica
at 450 oC [33].
Titanium oxide in addition to being a semiconductor also has photocatalytic properties
and is used to create dye based solar cells. In the gas sensor realm Comini, et al., used
TiO2, produced by the sol gel technique, to detect 100 ppm of ethanol and methanol at 400
and 500 oC [39]. Titanium nanofiber networks (diameters between 200 to 500 nm) at 300
oC detected down to the 500 ppb level for NO2 and could reach ppm levels of detection for
CO, H2, and CH4, according to Kim, et al. [40]. Yates examined the chemisorption of NO
to TiO2 with UV light in a range of temperatures from 100 to 1500
oC [41]. Ferroni et al
used nanosized TiO2 films at 600
oC to detect NO to the 20 ppm level [42]. These thin films
of TiO2 have also detected 500 ppm of NH3 when operating at 250
oC with small variances
of temperature [43].
SnO2 is one of the most common metal oxides studied for gas sensing purposes. It
is stable and durable at high temperatures. SnO2 has been used to measure H2 at temper-
atures from 25 to 650 oC [31]. The only problem with this metal oxide is it’s selectivity.
Since tin oxide can be used to detect a wide range of gases at any given temperature, re-
configuring the response is important. In order to deal with this problem, creating various
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shapes of the material has been tried. Single crystalline nanobelts of Sn have been found to
detect CO, NO2, and ethanol at 400
oC [39]. Nanowires have also had success in detecting
CO in an oxygen background at 250 oC [44]. Other methods include doping with various
metals like iron and nickel, these materials seem to decrease the SnO2 grain size allowing
for more interaction sites on the surface [22,31,45].
1.2.2 How Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Sensors Work.
The basic mechanism for metal oxide sensors was suggested in the 1960’s. The metal oxides
adsorb oxygen to their surface. Then the surface oxygen reacts with the analyte gas
chemically, where the metal oxides catalyze a reaction causing the surface states to change.
In order to facilitate the oxygen chemical reaction with the analyte gases the temperatures
are raised to between 200 and 500 oC in order to ionize the oxygen atoms [1,16,46]. While
O2 is a reactive substance, in order chemically react with the analyte it must be broken
down into O2
-, O-, or O2- to facilitate an electrochemical reaction. These ionized reactants,
when they adsorb onto the metal oxide surface, carry their charge with them. So when they
react with the gas analytes, the charge is transferred away from the metal oxide and thus the
reaction can be monitored. The temperatures determine whether it is molecular or atomic
adsorption on the surface, defining what reactions will take place. Temperatures higher
than 150 oC cause the O2 molecules to break down into their atomic ions. In addition, the
higher operational temperatures decrease the humidity fluctuations that affect the sensors
reproducibility.
These chemical reactions affect the charge density and cause a band bending in the
semiconductor. The oxygen by itself has a different Fermi level (Ef) then the metal oxides.
In order to equilibrate the differing Ef’s, the bands in the metal oxides bend to equilibrate
with the oxygen. At higher temperatures, the O2 molecules start to break down and form
O- on the surface. These molecules and atomic oxygen ions react with the various analyte
gases [47]. If the gases are reducing (i.e. CO and NH3), the reaction adds electrons into
the surface of the metal oxide thus changing the resistance. If the gas instead oxidizes
9
Figure 1.4: O2 breaks down to O- on the surface modifying the bands on the surface causing
a depletion layer.
as does NO2, then the reaction with the adsorbed oxygen removes electrons from the sur-
face causing an opposite change in resistance. The response of the metal oxide depends
on whether the majority charge carriers are holes or electrons. If the majority carriers
are holes, then removing electrons increases conduction while adding electrons decreases
the conduction. If the majority charge carriers are electrons, then adding more electrons
increases the conductivity and decreasing the number of electrons lowers the conductivity.
Figure 1.5: The left hand side shows the O- adsorbed on the surface of the metal creating
the depletion layer on the oxides. The right side shows O- adsorbed on the sensor surface
reacting with the analyte gases, in this case CO, modifying the surface and potential barrier
across the sensor changing the resistance. Adapted from Reference [48]
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1.3 Porous Silicon
The chemical etching of a silicon substrate creates porous silicon. There are a variety of
methods to etch the silicon, the most common being metal assisted and electrochemical
etches [49, 50]. Changing the parameters of the etching causes changes in the resulting
physical characteristics of the resulting porous silicon. This allows for a large variety of
possible pore sizes, depths, and densities. These are adjusted depending on the application
desired.
Metal assisted etches are a recent development in porous silicon etching [49]. Small
amounts of metal nanoparticles, normally from noble metals, are placed down on the silicon
surface, and then the surface is exposed to a solution of oxidizers and HF. The metal oxides
act as catalysis, and the silicon is etched underneath the metal. This promotes a very high
aspect ratio for the etches; however, this comes at the expense of added materials and extra
steps, versus other methods.
The most common and most studied method involves using electrochemical etches. In
this method the silicon substrate is exposed to a chemical solution. An electrode is attached
to the silicon, and another is placed in the chemical solution. Then an electric current is
applied across the electrodes, which causes the silicon surface to roughen and eventually
form pores via the removal of the silicon by electrochemical processes. Longer durations of
etches generate a deeper pore structure. Higher current, to a point, creates a higher density
of pores on the structure [50].
Figure 1.6: Etch depth as a function of etch times. The longer etches cause deeper pores.
From Reference [51]
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1.3.1 Applications of Porous Silicon
Porous silicon is used in several applications. Its large surface area makes it a good candidate
for battery and ultra- capacitor electrodes, however there are problems as silicon does alloy
with lithium. Porous silicon has been used to create high-current scalable batteries (it has
a theoretical limit of 4140 mA h/g for lithium batteries, which is 11 times higher than the
limit for graphite, the current anode in lithium batteries [52]. The use of porous silicon
capacitors on a chip for power is a promising technology that is now being researched.
Brunet and Kleimann found that they could reach capacitance levels of 700 nF/mm for
their capacitor on a chip [53]. Porous silicon also has applications as a biomaterial. It
is nontoxic and biodegradable [54–58]. The surface can be easily modified allowing for
different growth rates that can be used to capture different cells. For the same reasons, it
is also a good biosensor. Rossi, et al., used PS to measure plaque-forming units down to
the 2 x 107 per mL by monitoring the change in fluorescence intensity of the PS [59].
Another property of PS is its photoluminescence. When nanoporous Si is illuminated
by UV light, it releases energy in the viable light region. This effect has been studied for
to use in optoelectronics [60], however the long lifetimes of the material limit the switching
speed [61].
There are two theories on the origin of PS luminescence. The first theory is that
porous silicon does not have the same band structure as normal silicon. The band structure
of silicon is generally calculated by using single crystal bulk silicon without considering
the surface. However due to the etching process the silicon becomes more amorphous with
several different silicon crystals in each pore sidewall. This disorder creates previously
impossible states for the electrons to occupy and removes other lower energy states which
could release energy in the infrared [62,63]. The main problem with this theory is that the
spectrum of the PS should be thermally dependent, since the electron occupation depends
on temperature, but the photoluminescense is not temperature dependent.
The second theory is that the luminescence results from a chemical phenomenon. Be-
cause the electrochemical etch breaks down the silicon through oxidation and fluoridation,
the silicon can form oxide and oxyhydride and be in a different chemical state than the
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original bulk silicon. It has been demonstrated that the etched silicon would be primar-
ily a silicon oxyhydide hybrid polyatom surface coupled flourphore. Because of this the
excitation would be more dependant on the functionalization of the surface. The function-
alized silicon oxide groups rotate and vibrate, which allows energy states that accurately
match the emitted electromagnetic radiation from PS. These emissions are not thermally
dependent which agrees with experiment [64,65].
1.3.2 Gole Research Group
The Gole group initially studied the effects of the chemical environment on the photolu-
minescence of porous silicon (PS) [66]. Various gases were found to interact with the PS
surface and shift the emitted light frequency. Later in Gole’s research conductometrics was
found to be equally useful for measuring the response of the sensor interface to individual
analytes [67]. As the Gole group had prior experience working with and creating metal ox-
ide nanoparticles, specifically titanium and zirconium oxide [68,69], the research group thus
experimented with decorating the porous silicon with these metal oxide particles and other
electroless metal depositions such are gold, tin, nickel, and copper. Small amounts of metal
oxides decorating the PS surface enhanced the response [70]. Substantially larger coatings
degraded the sensitivity of the sensors. The correct depositions allowed the sensors to
be tuned to a variety of individual gas responses enhancing the responses [71–77]. As an
example tin oxide nanoparticles formed upon oxidation of electrolessly deposited tin allows
for the room temperature detection of CO at much lower concentration levels than other
PS systems [3, 78,79].
Other groups have also experimented with using additives to the PS. PS has been used to
detect NO2, with Pd and SnO2 treatments giving rise to 25s and 57s responses for NO2 [80].
Rahimi, et al., have used a Pd coating on to porous poly silicon (PPS) and PS to detect
hydrogen [81]. This Pd coating allows for a response to been seen with both the PPS and
PS. This suggests the creation of a Schottky barrier which forces an induced dipole moment
within the H2 increasing a resistance change [82]. TiO2-x has also been used for hydrogen
detection by Arakelyan, et al. [83].
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While electroless depositions are well studied as a method for adding metal oxides [84,
85], other methods include using an e-beam to deposit aluminum oxide [86]. An alternate
method to make PS amenable to sensing is to sputter metal oxides onto the surface of the
porous silicon. Tungsten oxide can be evaporated onto the porous silicon in a quartz tube
heated to 100 oC. This forms an array of tungsten oxide nanorods with widths of 50 to 100
nm and lengths of around 20 micrometers. These nanorods then enhance the interaction
of NO with the porous silicon. This allows the detection of 250 ppb of NO on the silicon
surface at room temperature [87].
Though PS sensors doped with metal oxide particles offer the widest range of gas selec-
tivity there are other options for using PS to detect gases. One method is the measurement
of the capacitance of the PS, which has proved extremely useful for humidity measurements.
The porous silicon used in these sensor studies had very small pore structures (on the order
of 10 nm). Here, capillary effects are a very important consideration, leading to slower
response times.
The hydrophobicity of the silicon surface is also an important consideration. It is more
difficult for water to enter small silicon pores. The solution to this problem is to functionalize
the silicon by oxidation or carbonization. This hydrophobicity also causes a strong hysteresis
effect, While the water has a difficult time entering the pores, it has an equally difficult
time exiting the pores causing the water to remain while the system is drying, lengthening
the return to baseline [88–93].
Due to porous silicon’s large surface area, optical measurements of the surface have also
been used for sensing. Using an ellipsometer on the PS surface, it has been possible to
measure acetone to the 49 ppm level [94]. However, an ellipsometer is not a practical tool
for sensing, so alternative optical methods have been developed. A method, created by
King, et al., was to remove the PS crystals, using an electropolishing technique, and then
glue the crystals to the optical fiber with an epoxy. Using this technique they were easily
able to measure down to the 100 ppm level [95]. Karacali, et al., refined this approach by
simply attaching the light source directly to the wafer with epoxy. They have measured
various different vapors repeatably with very small variations using this method although
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at concentrations around 50,000ppm [96].
1.4 Basic Solid Gas Interactions
When a gas is adsorbed onto a solid, it either chemisorbs or physisorbs onto that solid.
Chemisorbtion results when a gas reacts chemically with the surface, creating a strong ionic
or covalent bond normally of the order .3 to 2 eV. However, there are chemisorption energies
on the order of 10 eV. For example, oxygen chemisorbs strongly to copper with an energy of
around 4 eV [97]. This type of adsorption is generally monolayered since the gas can only
bond at the surface. This can be seen in the narrow valley of the chemisorption potential
energy.
Figure 1.7: Potential shape of the chemisorption (solid line) and physisorption (dashed
line). Note the broader but shallower potential well for the physisorption versus the
chemisorption.
Physisorption generally has a much smaller interaction energy than chemisorption (on
the order of 0.05 to 0.01 ev which is equivalent to roughly 500 to 100 kT) [98]. This
interaction is due to van der Waals forces (dipole-dipole interactions). While the van der
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Waals force attracts the gas to the solid the electrons of the gas begin to interact with the
electron orbitals from the solid. Since electrons cannot occupy the same orbitals and there
isn’t enough energy to rearrange the surface, the gas is repulsed at short range. This leads to
the shape of the physisorption potential, as seen in Figure 1.7. This wider potential energy
well allows for a wider but weaker layer of adsorbed atoms then chemisorption [28,99].
1.5 Gas-Semiconductor Interactions
1.5.1 Semiconductor Theory.
When an electrical potential is applied across a material, charges rearrange to minimize the
potential inside the material. If the charges can move quickly through the material, then
the material is classified as a conductor. If the electron mobility is very low, the material
is classified as an insulator. If the electrical conductance of the material falls in-between
these two extremes, the material is termed a semiconductor [100].
The conductance of the material is determined by the shape and position of the
electronic band structure. These bands are a set of quantum states that electrons can
occupy in the semiconductor. Since electrons have a half spin, they are defined as Fermions.
Fermions cannot occupy the same quantum state, so the electrons fill up the available states
two by two starting with the lowest energy levels until all the available electrons have been
used. The highest energy level that the electrons reach at 0 K is called the Fermi energy.
However thermal fluctuations at higher temperatures cause the electrons spread out more
at the Fermi energy.
A similar concept is the Fermi level defined as the energy where the occupation of elec-
trons is 50%, such that there is an equal chance of finding the state occupied as unoccupied.
This definition is mathematically equivalent to the Fermi energy at 0 K and for simple band
structures such as Figure 1.8, but this concept allows for the Fermi level, Ef, to change with
temperature in more complicated band diagrams. This concept is also called the total
chemical potential.
It is often easier to look at the density of states of these electron bands. The more states
available at an energy level the broader the density distribution of the band at that energy
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Figure 1.8: The Fermi distribution of electrons at various temperatures around Ef. for a
metal. Notice the broadening of the distribution with increasing temperature.
Figure 1.9: Density of states for various materials and their relation to the Fermi level. The
metal has the Fermi level in a band of conduction states. The semiconductor has the Fermi
level right in the middle of two bands with a small energy difference. The band with the
lower energy is called the valence band and the higher energy band is called the conduction
band. The insulator has the Fermi level in the middle of two well separated bands. Licensed
under Creative Commons.
level. A material is a conductor when a conduction band is slightly filled with electrons,
allowing space for the electrons to move up in energy and rearrange themselves easily. In
other words, the Ef is located within the electron conduction band. If, on the other hand,
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the band (valence band) is completely full and the next allowed band differs greatly in
energy (on the order of 10 eV), the material is an insulator because the electrons do not
have an easy way to surmount the energy gap and thus cannot rearrange the electrical
charge. A semiconductor is a material where the valence band is full but the energy gap
between the valence and conduction bands, (defined as the band gap), is small (on the order
of 1.1 eV). In this case some electrons can be excited up to the conduction band, which
then leaves holes in the previously filled valence band, allowing charge as holes to move in
the valence band.
The conductivity is also determined by the electron mobility within the bands. Different
bands have unique curves that describe the relationship between momentum space and
energy space. The greater the curvature of these curves, the less energy is needed so as
to add velocity to an electron. This effect is envisioned as changing the effective mass
of the electron and it is manifest as if the mass of the electron has been changed. The
effective mass and also the direction the electron moves can be increased or decreased and
thus changed by the band structure. Since the bands are three-dimensional there can be
a different effective mass for different directions. This makes the effective mass a tensor
quanity. In practice the variations are minor so the tensor is simplified down to a single






where k is the wave vector and E is energy of the electron.
For the conduction band it is easy to describe the electrons moving in a fairly open
band, but for the valence band with a large amount of electrons it is easier to look at the
movement of empty states as the electrons rearrange. The empty states are called holes.
For silicon the holes in the valence band have an average effective mass of 36% of a free
electron. The effective mass of an electron in the conduction band of silicon is 26% that of
a free electron. Since the electrons move faster than the holes in silicon, they have a higher
mobility and can thus conduct more current, on average the electrons move more than three
times faster than the holes in silicon.
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1.5.2 Doping
If a semiconductor is in its pure elemental state it is called an intrinsic semiconductor.
These semiconductors only have spontaneously-generated electron-hole pairs as the charge
carriers (as seen in Figure 1.10). This depends on temperature as the conductivity increases
with temperature; however, the number of charge carriers produced by thermo-fluctuations
is very small and not conducive to significant conduction. In the intrinsic configuration,
the Fermi energy is exactly in the middle of the band gap, Ef=(Ev-Ec)/2 where Ev is the
highest energy of the valence band and Ec is the lowest energy of the conduction band.
Figure 1.10: The left figure depicts the effect of n-type doping as a donor level is formed
making available electrons to jump up to the conduction band. The right figure shows
the effect of p-type doping as acceptor levels are formed, allowing holes to open up in the
valence band.
Adding dopants to the semiconductor can increase the low conductivity in a semicon-
ductor. Dopants are small trace amounts of a different material with a higher or lower
valence than silicon that change the properties of this semiconductor. In semiconductors,
dopants of higher valence can either add electrons to the conduction band by donating
electrons from the donor levels or remove electrons from the valence band, creating holes
which correspond to the charge carriers. Semiconductors thus modified are called extrin-
sic semiconductors. For silicon, boron is added to create holes and phosphorous/arsenic is
added to donate additional electrons. These changes in the charge carrier density cause
the Fermi level to shift at low temperatures (100 K). Adding electrons causes Ef to move
closer to the conduction band; however as more electrons are excited up from the donor
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levels to the conduction band, the electron distribution smears so that Ef decreases down to
the intrinsic level. Similarly the acceptor atoms cause the Ef to start out near the valence
band; however as the electrons jump up into the acceptor level and generate more holes,
the distribution smears up towards the intrinsic level.
Figure 1.11: Effect of temperature with Fermi level for extrinsic semiconductors.
1.5.3 Band Bending
If any other material contacts a semiconductor, the Ef shifts so that the Ef of the two
materials is equal [102, 103]. This charge shift causes band bending as the charges try
to equalize the energy levels. This band bending causes a depletion layer to form in the
semiconductor. The depth of the depletion layer is called the Debye length (Ld or D) [1].
The Debye length is dependent on the dielectric constant of the material, the temperature,
the Boltzmann constant, the charge of the electron, and the charge density. The band
bending has an important influence as it changes in conductivity. The potential barrier
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Figure 1.12: Examples of band bending for P and N-type semiconductors. The disequi-
librium shows the bands and Fermi levels before the electrons rearrange to equalize the Ef
in (a) and (c) and after, when the Ef is in equilibrium bending the bands in (b) and (d).
Figure used from [101].
of the band junction is called Vs, and is related by an Arrhenius-type relationship to the




Understanding gas semiconductor interactions is necessary to detecting gases using PS.
When the analyte gas is adsorbed onto the surface of the semiconductor material, the
change in the charge density in that region is due to an array of measurable properties of
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Figure 1.13: Band bending (a) shows the bands being bent, (b) shows the change in the
charge density creating a depletion layer for a distance D, (c) shows the resulting electric field
from the layer, and (d) shows the resulting voltage barrier Vs which affects the conduction.
Adapted from reference [101]
the material such as conduction, capacitance, and light absorption. There is a limit to how
much can be adsorbed onto a surface. Gas semiconductor interactions are best modeled by





where PA is the partial pressure of the analyte gas Θa is the coverage of the analyte gas
and Ka is the adsorption constant of the gas with the surface. This relationship allows the
gas to be more or less “sticky” with respect to the surface of the semiconductor.
1.6 Sensor Arrays
In the previous section an overview of sensors was given including metal oxide and semicon-
ductor sensors. While there are numerous types of gas sensors, that can detect low levels
of individual gases, the main problem is selectivity. In the previous discussion, the chemi-
cal/physical response between a sensor and a gas was described; however, most sensors do
not distinguish between responses for various gases. The analytes will each interact with
the sensor interface and, while each response might vary in magnitude, the signal cannot
separate them. This difficulty is not as severe for the detection of a limited number of
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analytes in high concentration using optical methods as the absorption spectrum is gener-
ally unique for each analyte gas. However for more solid state based materials, the sensor
must be modified so it interacts with the anaylte gases differently, generally this is done
by functionalizing the material or changing the temperature of the sensor allowing certain
interactions to take place on the surface and discouraging other interactions [106].
One sensor is usually not selective enough to isolate the interaction of only one individual
gas in a mixture of gases. In order to deal with the problem of selectivity, modified sensors
are placed into an array. Here, each sensor has a variable response to each gas, and the
signals from each sensor are to be cross-correlated to extract the make up of the anaylte
gases. This allows for both higher selectivity and better sensitivity [107].
This method of slightly different materials being put together to construct a sensing
array is used for a variety of different sensor types. Sensors that measure the resistances
of polymer layers or a ”thick” metal oxide films are common [104, 108], but these sensors
generally have long response times due to slow diffusion through the film. Generally these
are found in arrays of about twelve sensors. They are used to distinguish between different
flavors in food such as beer and coffee. Another common example of a sensor array
measures the current across an array of sixteen metal electrodes used to detect toxic vapors
in cereal storage. Analysis using a MOSFET, made of various metals, generally requires a
larger array than other sensor types (about twenty sensors); however, this number allows
for a greater number of versatile measuring techniques and applications that include breath
analysis or ammonia detection [104,109].
1.6.1 Analysis
Analyzing sensor responses is difficult, but there are several different algorithms used
in the multivariate analysis of responses. These algorithms are first divided into either
statistically based algorithms or artificial neural networks. They are further sub-divided
into those that use quantitative and those that use pattern analysis. Quantitative analysis
is very useful for computing an exact number for the different gas concentrations. Meanwhile
pattern analysis is useful to differentiate between various odors, for example for the detection
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of various odors from food rotting in storage. For pattern analysis, the algorithms can
be classified between unsupervised, supervised, and self-supervised. Supervised requires
calibration measurements before starting the analysis [110]. Unsupervised pattern analysis
simply classifies the odors into different groups [111]. Self supervised falls between those two
extremes. There a small part of the data calibrated, for example the response to individual
gases are labeled in the response but the more complicated response to multiple gases is
not, forcing a computer to classify the response as best it can [112].
The most common statistical methods for multivariable analysis, due to their simplic-
ity, are multiple linear regression(MLR) and partial least squares(PLS) [113, 114]. These
methods assume that the response to all the gases is linear and that they are not interact-
ing. These methods only work if the sensor response is linear, which is not always the case,
especially at larger analyte concentrations. In order to deal with this problem, the sensor
response can be linearized. One method of linearization is called transformation. In that
method a nonlinear equation such as y=x/(1+x) is rewritten to a more linear form. In this
case it would be 1/y=1/x+b which, with a change of variables becomes y*=x*+b. Only
certain equations can be written this way, those that can be called intrinsically linear. As
an example of a linear transformation, the resistance for a sensor can decrease as a response
for certain gases. A decrease in resistance is the same as an increase in conduction. The
conduction could be linearly increasing but since we are measuring resistance, which is the
inverse of the response, the signal is nonlinear Dr=R/(1-C). While this equation is nonlinear
we can rearrange the equation to Dc*R=1-C which is a linear equation, again thus allowing
an MLR or PLS analysis to take place. [115]
If the function is not intrinsically linear, other methods can be used. One common
method is to construct a nonlinear neural net [116]. Artificial neural nets are simply a set
of nonlinear functions with variable weights on the functions. They also have feedback loops
to the variable weights in order to adjust the response. This is especially useful for sensors
that degrade over time.
One method useful in odor detection is Cluster analysis where responses are grouped
together to reduce signal noise. One clustering method, the agglomeration method, looks at
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the multivariable distance that each response is from all other closest neighbors [117, 118].
An alternate method, the divisive method begins the analysis by grouping all responses
together and separating them out gradually into smaller groups [118,119].
Principal component analysis (PCA) assumes that there will be a linear set of orthogonal
relations between the sensor response and the gas mixture with various degrees of variance.
In more practical terms one suggests that each response to a gas has a set amount of
variation that can be isolated into a single axis. As an example, suppose we have an array
of sensors A through E with a response A,B,C,D,E. The response to NH3 in a sensor array
ideally has a measurement 1,1,3,4,5 per ppm and NO has a response of 5,6,3,2,1.5 per ppm.
However, the actual measured values will have a variance to them. The response from each
individual sensor can vary independently by some amount. PCA simply takes a look at a
large collection of the data and says, though taking the eigenvectors of covalent matrixes,
this data has major trends in these directions (in multivariable space) a.k.a. the NH3 in
the 1,1,3,4,5 direction. Then since this trend in the data is a principle component, we fit
the data along this direction, so everything moving in the 1,1,3,4,5 direction is considered
a response to NH3 in this example. This model handles the real fluctuations in the data
very well, because PCA will group multiple sensors having similar responses together in
thus reducing noise and increasing redundancy [120].
1.7 Doping Sensor Material
To create different elements in a sensor array, the sensing surfaces must be modified. When
modifying the sensor, while still leaving the sensing mechanism intact, care must be taken.
Very often this is accomplished by doping the sensing material with additives. For example
tin oxide is often doped with other metals to enhance its sensing properties. When mea-
suring CO levels, it can be doped with palladium, which increases the sensitivity five fold.
With platinum the sensitivity increases to 4 to 10 times that of tin oxide [121]. Nickel has
been added to tin oxide sensors to increase the sensitivity to liquefied petroleum gas by
a factor of four [45]. The two major problems with these techniques, is that they either
require a very high temperature to achieve modification of the metal oxides, (around 1400
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oC) or they require expensive additives, such as palladium.
Another method of functionalizing the metal oxide is to add nitrogen or nitridate the
oxide creating an oxynitride. Asahi, et al., increased interest in this method with their
publication on visible light excited photocatalysis using TiO2-xNx. Doping with nitrogen
lowers the band gap of the titanium oxide moving the adsorption range into the visible
wavelength spectral region. Asahi sputtered N2 onto TiO2 and then annealed the material
in an N2 gas for 4 h at 550
oC. In another study Diwald used ion implantation to create
a nitrogen doped TiO2. [122] These authors sputtered N2
+ ions mixed with Ar+ into the
TiO2. The ion implantation is then annealed for 3-5 h at 900 K. This allows for a stable
oxynitride to be formed [123].
One further example of nitridation passes NH3 across the metal oxide. Irie managed
to add nitrogen to titanium oxide by baking the TiO2 in NH3 at 500 to 600
oC for 3
h. However, this method did not lead to substantial doping and resulted in less than 1%
conversion to TiO2-xNx [124].
Sol-gel techniques are another method of generating nitrogen doped TiO2. In the sol-gel
method, the nanoparticles are created in a solution that is then allowed to gel into a solid.
This method creates a very porous structure compared with alternate TiO2 materials such
as DeGussa P25. With the oxide formed and dispersed in solution, it is much easier to add
dopants. Additives to the solution can thus change the chemistry of the resulting porous
material much more easily [125].
Gole, et al., showed that treating a solution containing porous sol-gel generated
TiO2 nanoparticles allowed them to be easily modified into the oxynitrides. The resulting
material was then washed, spun, and dried under vacuum. The material was subsequently
baked at 200 oC for 45 to 60 min to remove any organic residue on the TiO2. This method
allowed for a more heavily doped material in the range of 1 to 20%. The resulting particles
had a yellow tint and yielded excellent adsorption properties [126].
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1.7.1 Sulfur Doping
While nitrogen doping is popular, other additives have been tried. Sulfur is another common
additive. Tang and Li took TiO2 nanotubes and put them into an oven heated to 380
oC
for 12 h. Into this oven, a small amount of H2S was flowed over the material. The resulting
sulfur doped material had an increase in adsorption at longer wave lengths. This adsorption
allowed for higher photocurrents thru the TiO2. This effect is theorized to result from the
band gap narrowing due to the mixing of the sulfur orbitals with the TiO2 bands [127].
Sulfur can also be added to TiO2 formed by sol gel methods. Yu, et al., added thiourea
to P123 TiO2 solution in order to dope it with sulfur. The solution were dried at 100
oC
and then heated to 500 oC to remove a copolymer template. The resulting sulfur doped
material adsorbs more in the visible range and displays antibacterial photocatalysis [128].
Another method for using sulfur with metal oxides, that the Gole group has developed,
is using basic diethylsulfide (Et2S), and acidic ethane and butane thiols (EtSH, BuSH))
to functionalize the surface of the metal oxide. The sulfur groups of S-(CHx)y and S-H-
(CHx)ymodify the metal oxide and change it’s Lewis acidity. The diethylsulfide decreases
the Lewis acidity and the thiols increase the Lewis acidity. [129] The method of in-situ
modification will describe in greater detail later in the thesis.
While the majority of the literature is on TiO2 doping other metal oxides have been
doped. For example, Bae, Seo, and Park created zinc oxide nanowires in a tube furnace.
They heated zinc to 500 oC as Ar was flowed over the zinc for 2 h at 500 sccm. The zinc
formed nanotube arrays on an Au particle substrate. In order to dope the zinc, sulfur
was added to the tubes. This sulfur on the surface of the tubes was then modified as the




2.1 Silicon Etch Theory
Silicon wafers are a cheap monocrystal material normally used for the creation of integrated
circuits. Silicon crystals are grown using the Czochralski (CZ) process. These crystals are
then diced into silicon wafers with various orientations, like (100) and (111). However for
these experiments we used only (100) wafers.
Since these wafers are polished smooth, using the chemical mechanical polishing (CMP),
for ease of fabrication, they do not have the surface area of a porous material in order to
sense analyte material. In order to create a porous material some of the silicon in the wafer
must be removed. This removal is called etching.
Because of this fact, the etching bulk silicon to create a porous silicon (PS) layer is the
critical step for creating the gas sensors used in these experiments. An improper etch can
ruin the sensor’s response to the point of quenching it completely, so carefully understanding
and controlling the etch process is crucial.
Porous silicon etches has three defining characteristics pore density, pore diameter, and
pore depth. These characteristics are controlled by the etch technique and the doping levels
of the bulk silicon wafer used to prepare the PS interface.
There are several methods to create PS. PS can be created via electroless etching,
however, the PS created by this method, has the problem of being isotropic in all directions.
Since the etch goes in all directions, the maximum depth of the pores is very small, on the
order of 1-2 micrometers. Metal assisted etching is also popular. It results in an anisotropic
etch and can easily give high pore width to depth ratios, however, the down side to metal
assisted etching is the increased expense in time and materials [131].
Basic electrochemical etches offer a nice trade-off between the expense of metal assisted
and the ease of electroless etches. These electrochemical wet etches are also the only style
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that gives hybrid PS structure. Hybrid PS consists of micron sized pores with nanopores
inside the surface of the micropores. The increased surface area of hybrid PS creates more
reaction sites for an incoming analyte gas, enhancing the PS response to these analyte gases.
Because of the need for hybrid etches, electrochemical etches are the only method used in
this thesis to create PS.
In an electrochemical etch the main parameters are current density, etch time, and
composition of the etch solution. Pore depth is generally controlled via the etch time while
pore diameter and density is controlled by the current density and etch solution.
Figure 2.1: This is an IV sweep curve of a electrochemical etch. The voltage changes 0.25v
per second and the current is measured. Current peaks in the curve correspond to elec-
trochemical reactions, since these reactions require a charge transfer. The IPS corresponds
to the current needed to etch porous silicon. IOx is the electropolishing current. Current
is used to monitor and control the system as opposed to the voltage, since it is easier to
measure the current at the surface of the wafer than the voltage.
The etch current helps control the pore size, which can be seen in the IV curve. A
sample curve is shown in Figure 2.1. Peaks in the IV curve correspond to oxidation of
the porous silicon. The lower voltage peak corresponds to the creation of PS, where small
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amounts of the silicon are removed creating the pores. The higher voltage peak corresponds
to electropolishing of the silicon wafer. Electropolishing is when the whole wafer is dissolved,
smoothing out its surface.
While some PS etches use KOH to etch the silicon, the majority of PS etches use HF
acid. The model proposed by Lehmann and Gosele to describes the silicon HF etching
reaction is widely accepted in the community [132]. This model assumes that the silicon
initially forms Si-H bonds on the surface. Si-F bond are created when a free F atom from
HF interacts with a hole on the Si-H interface. This new bond polarizes the silicon atom
weakening the Si-Si bonds. The F continues to replace the H till the silicon atom is attached
only to F allowing the silicon atom to leave the bulk. This process can be seen in Figure
2.2. This is a simple model since other more complicated molecules can form on the surface;
however, this model does highlight the importance of holes and current in etching silicon.
Adding an oxidant doubles the current as the etch rate increases. [133,134]
Figure 2.2: Steps taking in the etching of the silicon by the HF system. The holes allow
the F to replace one of the surface H then this weakens the Si bond allowing for another
F to replace the H. With those molecules attached the final two bonds to silicon go easily.
This leaves a SiF4 molecule away from the bulk. Adapted from [132]
The basic mechanisms for formation of porous silicon are as follows. The etch solution
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begin to etch away the surface of a bulk silicon wafer. Initially a roughing of the silicon
wafer surface happens where the electrical field effects is not prominent so the vertical (Rv)
and the horizontal (Rh) etch rate are the same. Later in the etch the pores begin to form,
the tip of the pore produces an easier hole injection allowing an anisotropical etch into the
bulk material, so that Rv is much greater than Rh. This mechanisms are seen in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: A) The flat prepared bulk silicon wafer before etching. B) The initial etching of
the silicon were Rh is equal to the Rv. C) The etch, with the electric field in place, creating
the anisotropic etch where Rh is much less than Rv.
2.1.1 Silicon Doping
While the silicon etch conditions are very important, the single most important variable is
the dopant type and level of the wafer to be etched. There are two major types of wafers
P-type and n-type. P-type wafers are doped with boron, a type III material, to remove
electrons from the valence band thus generating holes. These holes are the majority charge
carries and are positive, so the material is called P-type for positive. n-type wafers are
doped with arsenic or phosphorus. These are type V material and add electrons to the
conduction band. Since the majority carries are electrons with negative charge, they are
labeled n-type for negative.
The various dopant atoms can be added in the CZ method and the amount added
changes the resistance values. Since measuring the resistance is very easy vs. taking the
dopant levels, all wafers are referred to their resistance value, in ohm cm. This resistance
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value is measured using a 4-point probe.
Because the resistance can range from 0.001 ohm cm to 1000 ohm cm., the literature
separates out the very heavily doped wafers as +. P+ and N+ type wafers are very heavily
doped in the 0.01 to 0.001 ohm cm range.
2.1.2 P+ Etching
The etching PS depends on holes in the valence band to start the removal of silicon from the
wafer. P+ wafers have a very high (1e18 to 1e19 dopant atoms per cm3) number of accepter
atoms, creating a large number of holes in the valence band. In theory a P+ silicon wafer,
with an extremely high number of holes, would be easy to etch. However, the problem with
the high number of dopants is that there are too many starting positions. Thus the PS
etches but without enough initial anisotropy to create the nano or micro porous structures
needed for the PS structures. As a result there is a limit to the dopant density which one can
effectively use to produce etched PS. S. Lust and C. Levy Clement found that wafers with
resistances of 0.1 to 0.2 ohm-cm (2e18 dopants per cm3) {100} is the highest dopant level
possible to get nanoporous silicon. 2-3 ohm-cm (1e16 dopants per cm3) {100} resistivity
were found to be the highest dopant level commenurate with the formation of nanopore
coated microporous silicon [135]. We used 1-3 ohm-cm {100} wafers from Siltronic for our
experiments, to fall with in this range.
In order to put the etch solution in contact with the P+ silicon wafer and to create a
uniform current distribution, an etch cell is employed. The etch cell is made of high-density
polyethylene (HDPE), chosen to make the cell because it is chemically inert. A platinum
cathode is affixed to the wall closest to the wafer, as seen in Figure 2.5, to give a consistent
current density across multiple etch sites on the wafer. A Viton gasket is placed on the
polished surface of the wafer to surround the etch area. This allows the wafer some give
as it is clamped onto the etch cell, insuring that the wafer does not crack. The gasket also
creates a watertight seal maintaining the solution in the etch cell.
On the back of the wafer a steel disk wrapped in aluminum foil is added for two reasons.
The first is to spread the pressure of the clamping across the wafer and the other is to make
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Figure 2.4: SEMs of the plane-view of p-type silicon with various resistivities, anodized
in 4 M HF/DMSO (i=10 mA/cm2, t=10min), without KOH treatment: (A) 0.1-0.2, (B)
1.2-2, (C) 2-3, and (D) 10-15 Ω cm. From reference [135]
a homogenous cathode electrode. The cell, gasket, wafer, and steel plate are then clamped
together (with a C clamp) to form a watertight seal. The etch solution can then be added.
Care should be taken to not over tighten the clamp and crack the wafer.
Figure 2.5: Diagram of the p-type etch cell. The platinum electrode epoxied to the cell
insuring that the etches are easily reproducible.
Using DMF as the solvent and adding 4 M HF and 4.8 M H2O (required because the HF
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corresponds to a 50% by weight solution) creates the proper etch solution, The solutions
are mixed in a plastic beaker. Then the solution is carefully pored into the etch cell. A
Lab View program is used to control the power supply which provides the voltage to the
etch cell. The etch current is then set at 10 mA/cm2 for 10 min to create a PS layer. The
average pore diameter of the resulting PS is 0. 7 micrometers with an average of 3 pores
per micrometer2. This creates a high fill volume.
In order to remove the nanoporous silicon top layer, the wafer was soaked in a 0.1 M
KOH solution until this solution stops bubbling. The exact process of removal was not
determined by Clement and Lust, nor why it only removed the top layer of nanoporous
silicon and does not go deeper. A literature review has not enhanced our knowledge on
this phenomena, but the removal of the nanoporous top layer is important for a smooth
diffusion of the gas into the PS.
2.1.3 P Etching
P type etching is initially very similar to P+ etching. The same etch cell is used with the
same setup. Because P-type silicon has a lower dopant density than P+, the etching method
is different. The wafers used have resistances of 7-13 ohm-cm. They are boron doped (100)
silicon wafers from Siltronix.
The etch solution consists of 1M HF, and 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate
(TBAP) in acetonitrile (MeCN). All chemicals are mixed in a plastic beaker then the solu-
tion is transferred to the etch cell. The etch current is controlled to 3-6 mA/cm2. The etch
time is 45 min. After etching, the wafer is washed with methanol to remove any residue
solution. The methanol is removed via air-drying. The etch creates PS with a porosity of
50-80% with the µ pore diameters varying from 0.8 to 1.5 µ m and pore depths varying
from 10 to 30 µ m. [51]
2.1.4 N Etch
Etching n-type silicon is different from p-type because of the lack of extrinsic holes in the
semiconductor. In order to generate holes for the chemical reaction, a UV light source is
used. The UV light generates an electron hole pair in the silicon. The hole travels to the
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surface and starts the reaction, thus enabling the n-type silicon to etch.
There are two methods of illuminating the silicon, the first is known as backside illumi-
nation. In this method UV light illuminates the back of the wafer while it is being etched.
The generated holes from the UV light migrate up to the etch surface and these holes start
the chemical reaction which removes the silicon. The other method of illumination is top-
side illumination. As the name implies, the UV light goes through the etch solution and
illuminates the topside of the silicon wafer to generating the necessary holes [136].
Figure 2.6: Close up side view of the etch cell showing the location of the platinum electrode
and the attachment of the screws. The half fill line roughly corresponds to the level when
the ethanol is added and the fill line shows the solution level after the HF is added, such
that the platinum electrode just touches the solution.
The etch used in the experiments are all carried out using topside illumination. In order
for the light to reach the wafer a different etch cell was created. The etch cell was set up
in the form of a well. The wafer is put on to the top of a steel plate smooth side up. Then
a gasket is placed on the wafer and the HDPE cell is place on top of the gasket. Then
four bolts are place through holes in the corners of the HDPE cell and plate and carefully
tightened to hold the wafer in place. The bottom HDPE piece was simply used to add
depth to the metal screws so the threads. The platinum electrode is placed on the side of
the well just touching the solution so the flat end is 2 cm down from the lip.
Into the cell, we place a solution of 7ml of ethanol and 7 ml of 50% by weight HF. The
literature suggests modifying the solution to 6 ml of ethanol 7 ml of HF and 1 ml Hydrogen
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peroxide. However, there has not been a noticeable difference in the resultant etch between
these two solutions. The ethanol is added first in order to check for leaks in the gasket.
After a minute and if the solution level has not dropped the HF solution is added. The
solution should be almost to the top of HDPE.
Figure 2.7: Diagram (left side) showing how an n-type silicon wafer is exposed to UV light.
The right side of the figureshows how the etch cell was assembled.
A Blak-Ray light 365nm UV lamp is turned on and positioned over the hole so that
the highest intensity of UV light is exactly over the hole. The lamp is propped up in order
for the light to shine straight down onto the wafer. Normally, the light is turned on before
the cell is assembled in order to give the light source sufficient time to warm up and reach
steady state operation.
Once the UV light illuminates the wafer, the etch starts. The current is run at 10
mA/cm2 for 10 min with the negative (black) current hooked up to the platinum and the
positive (red) current attached to the metal plate, which is in contact with the wafer.
After the etch is finished the solution is pipetted away into a waste container before
the cell is disassembled. The wafer is placed into a dilute (1:20) HF solution of methanol.
The HF solution dissolves away the SiO2 that forms on the wafer once the PS is exposed
to the air. Since SiO2 is an insulator having a layer between the conducting PS and the
conducting gold layer would at best increase the resistance of the sensor. At worse SiO2
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Figure 2.8: Side view of the n-type etch. Notice the depth of the pores. [137]
would completely halt current flow. The resulting etched pores are 0.5-0.7 um in diameter
and 50-75 um in depth as seen in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 [137].
2.2 Sensor Creation
In order to make sure the etched silicon is usable and functional, smaller discrete etch areas
were used. These smaller areas allow for smaller sensors. Smaller sensors are useful for
integration onto a chip. Also smaller sensors allow for more sensors per wafer. In order to
create these smaller areas, a protective mask has to be put down onto the wafer. This mask
separates the etch areas protecting some of the silicon from being etched. The material
for the mask to produce the required regions had to meet the following criteria. First, it
must be a good insulator. When etching, the current must flow only to the areas to be
etched. With no current flowing in the regions of the protective mask, the selected areas
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Figure 2.9: Top view of n-type etched porous silicon. The pores are randomly distributed
with irregular shapes due to the etch method. [137]
Figure 2.10: Close up of a finished wafer. The green is SiC and the gold is gold contacts
and the brown-grey is PS.
have no electrochemical etching. Secondly, it has to be chemically inert, the mask has to
withstand 45 min of HF electrochemical etching. SiO2 and SiN meet the first condition but
do not meet the second. SiC meets both conditions; it is extremely chemically inert and
nonconductive. [138]
In order to put down a layer of SiC, a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) tool is used. This method takes place at much lower temperatures, at around
200 to 300 oC, than other CVD methods. The wafers are placed on a deposition electrode
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Figure 2.11: The SiC both keeps the HF from the silicon and causes the current to flow to
unmasked areas.
in a gas chamber. The chamber is then evacuated and a controlled flow of gas is added.
The deposition gases are exposed to a high-powered RF field. This RF field speeds up the
electrons in the vapor as a result of their light weight. But the RF field does not excite
the ions since they are heavier and thus slower. The electrons attain thermal energies of
ten thousand Kelvin creating a plasma. This plasma disassociates the deposition gases into
simpler chemical atoms. A small electrical bias is placed over the silicon wafer drawing the
positive ions towards the silicon surface. These ions deposit on the surface creating a thin
film.
While the initial research used the Unaxis PECVD, in order to increase reproducibility
and minimize contamination the process was moved from the Unaxis to the Oxford PECVD
80 plus plasma lab machine in the cleanroom. The Oxford machine is not used to deposit
silicon oxide, so in theory the resulting SiC should be cleaner.
The normal recipe for SiC on the Oxford is 13 sccm of SiH4, 100 sccm of CH4, and 185
sccm of N2 at 1000 mTorr in a 50W, 13.6 Mhz electric field with the plate temperature
at 250 oC. The recipe is run for 20 min, enough time to deposit 2000 Å of SiC on to the
surface. While higher amounts can be deposited, this depth allows for good contacts to be
created with the gold deposits applied later on in this process.
Once a thin layer of SiC has been uniformly deposited across the wafer, holes in the film
must be created to expose the underling silicon for etching. In order to do so a photoresist
is put on the wafer and the wafer is placed in a spinner. The spinner creates an even coating
on the wafer by centrifugal force. The coating thickness (Figure 2.12) depends on the spin
rate and type of photoresist [139].
The most important initial classification of the photoresist is whether it is a positive
or a negative resist. Positive photoresists, when exposed to UV light, becomes soluble in
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Figure 2.12: Examples of spin speed vs. resist thickness.
the correct developer. For our systems process we employed Microposit sc1813 photoresist.
This resist was chosen, since it was available in the G.I.T. cleanroom for no cost and fit all
needed parameters.
Figure 2.13: When the positive tone resist is exposed to UV light it becomes soluble in
developer leaving behind only the dark red. Negative resist when exposed to UV light
becomes insoluble in the developed leaving behind the dark red parts.
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The method to create the sc1813 photoresist mask is as follows. The wafer is placed in
a spin coater, and the photoresist is pipetted onto the wafer. The wafer is spun on the spin
coater for 30 sat 3500 rpm with an acceleration of 500 rpm/s. After that the wafer is soft
baked at 95 oC for 2 min. The wafer is then exposed to 365 nm UV light for 30 sthrough
a lithography mask using the Klaus Suss MA6 mask aligner. Then the wafer is put into a
dish filled with MF-319 developer until the fine features are exposed, generally after 30 s.
The developer is washed off with DI water, and the wafer is dried with an air gun. Finally,
the wafer is baked at 110 oC for 10 min.
Negative photoresist becomes insoluble in the developing solution when exposed to UV
light as shown in Figure 2.13. During one of the wafer treatments, the positive photoresist
mask accidently broke. While transferring the mask from the mask aligner, the mask slipped
out and fell. This accident shattered the mask rendering it useless. The exposure mask had
to be redone.
While being redone, the mask became light field instead of dark field due to communica-
tion issues. This required changing the process to use a negative photoresist. NR71-3000P
is the negative resist used. The standard recipe for the NR71-3000P is to place it on a wafer
and spin it up to 3000 rpm for 30 s with an acceleration of 1000 rpm/s. The wafer is then
baked for 2 min at 150 C in an oven. It is exposed to 365 nm light in the mask aligner
and then baked at 100 oC for 30 min. The resulting coating is developed in Futurrex RD6
solution for 1 minute then dried with nitrogen.
All UV exposures are done on a KSA Mask aligner. This tool was used to properly
expose the wafer. The mask aligner holds the wafer and mask in place so that the exposure
is perfectly aligned. The wafer is aligned so that the bottom edge was parallel to the
outside edge of the mask aligner allowing the crystal structure of the wafer to align with
the lithography pattern for smooth dicing as shown in Figure 2.14. All exposures are done
with a soft contact at 50 micrometers.
After the photoresist is developed it forms a protective layer for the SiC. The wafer is
then placed in a reactive ion etch machine (RIE). The RIE generates a plasma that strips
away material on a surface. In this case the RIE is used to remove the SiC allowing the
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Figure 2.14: Wafer alignment for p and n-type wafers. Note that the primary edge is the
same for both wafers.
formation of windows to the bulk silicon underneath. The Oxford endpoint RIE is used to
do this with the standard SiC etch using CF4 and O2. Before etching, the SiC depth is
measured via the Nanospec Reflectometer. Then the etch rate is calculated using a trial
run. The etch is run for just enough time to etch the SiC and expose the silicon. If the etch
runs over, it eats into the Si. If the Si is etched too deep the SIC will not act as a chemical
barrier causing etch problems. If the Si is etched a little bit, the gold deposition will have
a hard time covering the larger SiC side walls leading to connection problems.
After the holes have been created in the SiC, the wafer is washed with acetone, methanol,
and 2-propanol, in that order, to remove any remaining photoresist resulting in a wafer that
looks like Figure 2.15.
The wafer is then etched, depending on the type of wafer, using the methods described
previously.
All wafers are soaked in a dilute (1:20) HF solution, just prior to coating with gold, to
avoid surface oxidization. Then the wafer is quickly prepared for a metal deposition, first
cleaning with methanol and then drying with nitrogen. The metal mask is attached to the
wafer using vacuum tape, preventing the mask from moving or falling off. The wafer is then
place into an e-beam machine. A 100 angstrom layer of titanium is placed on the surface
for good adhesion then a 3000 angstrom layer of gold is quickly deposited on top of the
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Figure 2.15: Completed silicon etch pattern the purple is the SiC and the reflective grey
is the exposed silicon. Note the alignment of the squares with the flat edge at the bottom
of the wafer.
titanium for electrical contact as shown in Figure 2.16.
After the deposition the wafer is diced. The wafer is carefully aligned early on to
maximize the sensor yield per wafer. We align the directions of fracture with the sensor
outline seen in Figure 2.17.
Once the sensors are created and removed from the wafer, they are then tested for their
response to the analyte gases. The testing apparatus is described as follows: the diluted
analyte gases are stored in gas cylinders. The cylinders are attached to Swagelocked stainless
steel lines. These Swagelocked lines are connected to mass flow controllers to allow flow
thru an MKS 1179 or 1279 flow controllers. The gas lines are then fed into a main line of
ultra high purity nitrogen, which is also controlled by an 1179 MKS flow controller. The
nitrogen is used to dilute the analyte gases from either 100 ppm or 1000 ppm to the 1 to 10
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Figure 2.16: A completed wafer of sensors. The gold just touches the PS(grey areas) at
the edges allowing current to flow through.
ppm range. The resultant gas mixture exits a 1/8” pipe and flows over the sensor or array
of sensors. The basic experimental configuration is diagramed in Figure 2.18 [10].
In order to measure the resistance, precision microprobes are attached to the gold con-
tacts. A square wave is pulsed across the sensors at 1 to 20 Hz. The sensor is in series with
a resistor, in order to effectively measure the resistance change. The size of the voltage
pulse across this circuit is generally kept at 3 volts for all measurements. 3 volts has been
found to have the best signal to noise ratio for measurements with the sensors.
To generate the voltage pulse and measure the voltage drop, the circuit is connected to
a data acquisition platform (DAQPad). Initially we used the NI 6015 DAQPad; however,
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Figure 2.17: Dicing of a wafer into sensors. Since the wafer is properly aligned, the sensors
are easily diced along the dashed lines into 2 by 5 mm sensors.
Figure 2.18: Diagram of the gas preparation system. MFC corresponds to a mass flow
controller.
we have upgraded to the 6363 NI DAQPad for faster sampling frequencies. The DAQPad is
also hooked up to the gas flow controllers via the MKS 246C and MKS 247D power supplies.
The DAQPad is connected to a computer running a Labview program to control the gas
flow and record the resistance changes [92]. This program is attached in Appendix C.
After testing the sensor response to determine its baseline, the sensor is decorated with
various metal oxide nanoparticles. In some cases the decoration is done by placing the
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Figure 2.19: IV sweep of a sensor. The sensor has a voltage placed on it from 1 to 1.5
volts with a continuous power consumption of 25 to 60 microwatts. Note that the voltage
measured is not the voltage across the complete circuit. The sensor has excellent linearity,
following a straight IV curve similar to a resistor with no hysteresis.
sensors in an electroless solution for 10 to 30 s. These include gold, nickel, tin and copper
solutions [66,67]. In order to deposit TiO2 nanoparticles onto the PS surface, the sensor is
directly dipped into a diluted sol-gel solution. These sensors should just be lightly decorated
by the metal oxide nanoparticles on the surface [140]. If too many metal oxide nanoparticles
are deposited on the surface, this causes crosstalk between the particles. This crosstalk
lowers and often kills the sensitivity of the sensor.
After a short soak in the depositing metal oxide solution(10-30 s), the sensors are quickly
placed in deionized water for 2 min, to remove the solution. Then the sensors are removed
from the water and placed in methanol for another 2 min. The methanol leaches the water
from the pores. The methanol easily evaporates out of the pores, due to its low vapor
pressure. This evaporation takes place overnight in a fumehood.
After the sensors have been decorated with the metal oxides and dried, they can be also
modified by nitration or sulfidization. In order to functionalize with nitrogen the sensor is
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Figure 2.20: Circuit attached to the DAQPad. The purple leads going to the bread board
from right to left are voltage output, voltage reading, and ground. The alligator clips go to
the sensors. The circuit is a simple voltage divider passing the current across the 1000 ohm
resistor. All wires on the right side of the DAQPad go to the gas controllers with the color
coded lines corresponding to the different gas flow regulators.
soaked in triethlyamine for 30 s. The sensor is then air dried overnight [68,129].
A similar method is used to functionialize the sensor with sulfur. The sensor is exposed
to diethylene sulfide, butanethiol, or ethanthiol for 30 s, and is allowed to air-dry overnight.
[129]
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2.3 Simulation and Data Extraction.
All data processing and simulations were done using MATLAB. The initial simulations
were done using a simple one dimensional diffusion model. Since there is little to no dif-
ference between the pores, instead of simulating multiple pores only one pore is simulated.
The pore is assumed to be a symmetric tube with no torsion, so it can be divided into a
one-dimensional uniform mesh. Then the analyte gas diffuses into the simulated pore by




where φ is the concentration of the gases at different points and D is the diffusion coefficient
of the gases.
The Fickian equation was numerically solved by subdividing the tube in to a finite
number of sections then the gas was allowed to diffuse through each sections by time evolving
the system. The Fickian equation was rewritten for a discrete steps in space. The change
in the concentration for each section was
∆Ci = ∆t ∗D
Ci−1 − 2 ∗ Ci + Ci+1
∆X
(2.2)
Where Ci was the concentration of the gas at the ith section in the tube, Ci+1 and Ci−1 are
the i+1th section and the i-1th section of the tube, ∆t is the time step, and ∆X is the size
of the section. Using this equation it is easy simulate the diffusion of a gas into the system.
Once the gas is in the pores, the average concentration of the gas is the response function
for the simulation. These simulations had a reasonable match with experiment [9].
While this simulation models the actual sensors to first order, modifications are required
to better fit the response data. The first thing modified is the turn on of the analyte gas.
While the gas ideally would turn on instantaneously, the gas does take a second or so to
open up fully, which causes a slight dip in the initial response. Once the gas is allowed
to turn on slowly the model shows a better match with the sensor response. The increase
in the fit can be seen in Figure 2.21. Other more complicated changes to the model are
discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.21: Numerical fits for a gas, which increases the resistance, upon increased gas
exposure.
While the simulation is important, in order to extract information from the actual data,
a numerical derivative was used. While the initial response to the analyte gases is very quick,
the time scales for reaching the gas saturation can be longer. By taking the derivative of the
data, we deal with this problem. However, real data, in its raw form, is too noisy to take
numerical derivatives, so the data has to be smoothed with a weighted moving average. A
moving average takes an average of only the last few data points. If the average is weighed,
different data points count more for the average. So if we took the last five data points from
time T to T +5*dT, the data points at T and T+dT are worth less than T+5*dT. This
weighted average allows for smoothing the data without removing the quick response. The
derivatives of the data show a correspondence to the initial gas turning on and off. This
spike can be measured and the resulting size correlated to the sensor response.
Once the sensor responses are extracted we use a basic form of multiple linear regression
(MLR) to find the gas concentrations. This assumes that there is a simple relationship
R=B*C+E. where R is the response vector for the different sensors, C is the concentration
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Figure 2.22: Taking a derivative of the analyte response data. The derivative is scaled for
easy of viewing. Notice the peaks corresponding to the changes in the analyte gas.
of the different gases, E is the error function of the response, and B is the response matrix.
The response matrix is the response of each sensor to each gas. This linear regression should





Porous silicon(PS) is an ideal material for the creation of a gas sensor due to its high
surface area and low cost. PS can be used to create conductometric sensors that can be
operated at low temperature and can be easily added to integrated complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits. The high surface area and low cost also make porous
silicon ideal for microreactors. Because PS is an extrinsic semiconductor, it is also easy to
predict the precise nature of the conductometric response due to the analyte gas.
This prediction requires two fundamental ideas of chemistry and solid-state physics.
The first idea is that the resistance of an extrinsic semiconductor depends on the number
of majority charge carriers. The more charge carriers, the easier electricity moves through
the medium thus lowering resistance.
The other idea needed for this theory is the Lewis definition of acids and bases. By
definition, Lewis acids take electrons and Lewis bases donate electrons in a chemical in-
teraction. A molecule could normally be considered mildly acidic, but if in a reaction the
molecule donates electrons, it would be the Lewis base in the reaction. This definition is
different then the Brønsted–Lowry theory which defines the acid and base on the basis of
the exchange of a proton.
Combining those two ideas creates a theory for the nature of the conductometric response
to an analyte gas. As an example of this theory, we look at a PS gas sensor created
from n-type doped silicon, where the majority carriers in the sensing region are electrons.
When the n-type silicon surface interacts with acidic gases, the gases will take electrons
from the surface. The electron removal will lower the number of majority carriers and
increase the resistance of the sensor. Likewise when basic analyte gases interact with n-
type sensors, these gases donate electrons to the porous silicon interfaces. These donated
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electrons increase the majority carriers, decreasing the resistance of the gas sensor.
When the analyte gases interact with p-type silicon sensors, where the majority charge
carriers are holes instead of electrons, the process is reversed. When acidic gases interact
with p-type doped surfaces, electrons are removed increasing the number of holes, and
increasing conductivity. If a basic gas interacts with a p-type surface, the donated electrons
will cancel the holes. This decrease in the number of holes, increases the resistivity. This
theory allows us to predict the direction of the sensors response to the analyte gas with
simple chemistry and accurately describes the first order response to all gases used in these
experiments.
While being able to predict the direction of the sensor response is important, it is only
part of the gas-sensing problem. Selective response to the different analyte gases is vital
for any gas sensor application; however, unmodified PS does not give us enough selectivity
to differentiate analyte gases. In order to meet the criteria necessary for the detection and
monitoring of a diversity of materials and effluents for sensing purposes the porous silicon
interface has to be modified.
The literature shows that conductometric gas sensors can be created from a sensitive
surface layer, like porous silicon, that can then be transformed through the introduction
of nanostructures [66, 67, 141, 142]. These sensors have been shown to respond to rapid
transduction of sub-ppm levels of analyte gas with changes in their conduction (resistance);
making the sensors ideal for many cases. Because the nanostructures have a dominant
effect, it could be possible to create an arrayed configuration of sensors capable of highly
distinct, predictable, and inexpensively calibrated responses for a prescribed set of analyte
gases, while operating at room temperature.
The Gole group has produced individual gas sensors utilizing a hybrid nano/microporous
silicon medium as the sensitive surface layer. These sensors can have selective fractional
depositions of nanostructured materials deposited on them. These modified semiconductor
interfaces can then be used to create microfabricated arrays for sensing purposes [9, 10, 66,
67,74,141–145].
Now we look at how these deposited nanostructures drive the selectivity. It has been
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shown that adding various nanostructures to the PS sensors can enhance the sensitivity to
different gases; the specific sensitivities will be detailed later [9,10,66,67,74,141–145]. The
nanostructures have two different methods of enhancing the signal. The first possibility is
that the nanostructures increases the number of active surface sites. There are more spots
for the gases to adsorb on the surface, so the sensor is more sensitive. However, this answer
does not give us the observed selectivity, so it must be the other option. The other concept
is that the surface chemistry has changed due to the nanostructures, modifying the surface
interaction with the analyte gases.
Looking at these changes in response to different analyte gases due to the fractional
deposition of nanostructured materials, Gole and Ozdemir have formulated an approach to
describing the complicated interactions of the PS metal oxide nanoparticles and the analyte
gases [74]. This approach to classifying and understanding these interactions is the inverse
of the hard/soft acid/base principle.
The hard/soft acid/base principle (HSAB) proposed by Pearson provides a semi-quantitative
indication of why certain chemicals bond together [146–150]. However for reversible con-
ductometric gas sensors, weak chemical interactions (physisorption) are needed, not the
strong chemical interactions (chemisorption) predicted by HSAB. In physisorption the elec-
trons are weakly held by the molecules resulting from a large mismatch of their molecular
orbitals. This weak binding allows the chemical interaction to be easily reversible, and this
mismatch of electron molecular orbitals allows the physisorpion interaction modifying the
bulk conductivity.
The HSAB concept predicts those factors leading to covalent or ionic bonding (chemisorp-
tion). If we take the inverse of this concept, it can be shown to predict weak bonding,
physisorption. The HSAB concept says that hard acids like to pair off with hard bases in a
chemical reaction and form ionic bonds and soft bases like to react with soft acids forming
covalent bonds. When Pearson first proposed it, he used empirical observations to categorize
the acids and bases. Later it was correlated using chemical reaction rate theory [151]. This
followed the use of density functional theory (DFT) which was used to correlate hardness
with molecular properties, and later to give it a deeper foundation. [146,152–156] Conflicts
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underlying the correlation of the DFT and CRT theories have largely been resolved by Co-
hen and Wasserman [151] as well as Zhan et al. who have further refined the concepts of
electronegativity and hardness [156].
Hard acids and bases are not necessarily strong acids and bases, instead hardness is de-
fined as having a small physical size, with low polarizability, high oxidation state, and large
electronegativity. Since hard acids and base are difficult to polarize, when these molecules
come together, they form an ionic bond. On the other hand, soft acids and bases are larger
molecules with high polarizability, low oxidation states and low electronegativity. When
these soft chemicals combine, they form a covalent bond. Examples of hard, borderline,
and soft acids and bases are seen in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: List of hard, soft, and borderline acids and bases.
Hard Borderline Soft
Acids H+, Li+, Na+, K+,
Be2+, Mg2+, Ca2+,






















N2, H2S, C6H5N, SCN
H-, R-, CN-, CO, I
SCN-, R3P, C6H5, R2S
When HSAB was first proposed hardness was not well defined, it took DFT calculations
to numerically define the hardness quantity. The first step was to define the electronic
chemical potential. Equation 3.1 is used to show how the energy of the ground state of
an N electron system, E(N), changes with the addition of an extra electron. Since E is a
calculated using the electron density %, we can also look at the change in the energy due








If we use the three-point finite approximation to determine the electron chemical po-
tential, we arrive at Equation 3.2. µ is approximately equal to the negative of the Mulliken
electronegativity. I is the ionization potential and A is the electron affinity.
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In order to calculate the absolute hardness(η) of the chemical of interest, we take the
second derivative of the energy with respect to N. Also by definition, this is equal to the
first derivative of the chemical potential with respect to N. Since the hardness is the shift
in the chemical potential, it is roughly equivalent to the energy gap between the ionization







]ve ≈ (I −A) (3.3)
Since the ionization potential and electron affinity relate to the outermost orbitals of a
molecule, it is useful to define the basic concepts of molecular orbital theory. All electrons in
a molecule are assumed to occupy molecular orbitals (MO). The highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) is the highest energy orbital occupied by electrons. The lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is the lowest energy electron orbital that does not have any
electrons in it. These roughly correspond to the valence (HOMO) and conduction (LUMO)
bands in the solid state. Using Koopman’s theory for the ionization energy and the electron
affinity, we get Equation 3.4 [157]. EHOMO and ELUMO are the energies of the HOMO and
the LUMO respectively.
−EHOMO = I − ELUMO = A (3.4)
Plugging these definitions into Equation 3.3 shows that large gaps between the HOMO
and the LUMO cause an atom or molecule to be hard while small gaps correspond to
softness. This fact allows us to define the hardness by another physical quantity, the energy
gap between the HOMO and the LUMO.
Since the softness is the inverse of the hardness, it is simply defined at the inverse of
η. This gives a completely quantitative method for calculating the hardness and softness of
molecules.





A problem highlighted with this method is that the difference between the LUMO and
the HOMO varies across the molecule, so there can be some variance in the hardness of the
molecule. η is only the global average of the system. In order to overcome this difficulty
Parr and coworkers have defined a local hardness that can change over the chemical system
being studied. Cohen and Wasserman have used a different approach creating a hardness
matrix to correlate the reaction rates of the different molecules in the system. [151,158] The
molecules have an interactive hardness with themselves and other species in the system being
examined. This hardness matrix depends on the interaction distance and becomes diagonal
once the species separate in the system. Thus the hardness and softness of a molecule
depends on the local context. This theory of local hardness allows for the nanostructured
islands to control in interactions of the whole system. This is vital to IHSAB theory.
Using molecular theory it is possible to establish a more general theory of equalization
using the MO’s involved in the process of electron transfer. When an acid and a base are
combined, electrons flow from the system with lower χ to higher χ. This equilibrates the
system.
If the electron flow is driven by the difference in each interactant’s χ, there should be
some resistance to the flow. Since η is correlated to the difficulty in polarizing a molecule





Where χC and χB are the chemical potentials of the interacting chemical systems and the
ηB and ηC are the hardness of the chemical systems. This allows for the flow of electrons to
be determined by the relative chemical potential between the two chemical systems and their
hardness without worrying about the specific electron orbital being used in this exchange.
Note that if the chemical potential changes with time, the electron flow can reverse.
Now we look at the sensor response reported by the Gole group [66, 142, 145]. Figure
3.1 shows an excellent example of the signal enhancement for the detection of PH3 after
the surface of the sensor was decorated with Au nanoparticles. PH3 is known to display a
great degree of interaction with a nanostructured surface and has a high sticking coefficient.
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[9,66,67,141,144]. This stickiness can be seen in the gradual increase in the sensors baseline.
This change is due to the equilibration of adsorption and desorption of the PH3, also
manifest in NH3. The sensor response and recovery time scales for these gases are distinctly
different even though the sensors were only exposed to an unsaturated amount of PH3,
[66,67,141,144]. Weak chemisorptions of PH3 could also be the cause of the small baseline
drift. This chemisorption of PH3 is in addition to the dominant physisorption [9]. If, after
exposure to a 300 s PH3 gas pulse, the sensor surface is purged with ultrahigh purity (UHP)
nitrogen for longer durations(Figure 3.1), enhancing the return to the initial baseline. A
more tightly confined gas flow has also been found to speed up the return to baseline. In
addition, the application of Fourier fast transform (FFT) pulsing techniques can be used
to average out the effects of the baseline drift. However, even with this drift, the gold
nanoparticles can be seen to drastically enhance the sensor’s response to analyte gases.
Figure 3.1: Shows the enhanced signal from a gold clustered oxide decorated PS substrate
compared to an undecorated PS substrate for PH3 on p-type silicon. [9].
Figure 3.2 shows actual numerical resistance changes for the response of the sensors to
different gases. Here the response of SnO2 and AuxO nanoparticle decorated and undec-
orated PS surfaces are compared for various different analyte gases. Note that all these
tests took place at room temperature, much lower than the 300 to 500 oC operational
temperature of SnO2 sensors [3].
Table 3.1 identifies Sn as a hard acid and Au as a soft acid. CO is soft base while NH3 is
a hard base. Comparing the response it is clear that the Sn has a better response with the
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Figure 3.2: The response of the various decorated sensors to various analyte gases. From
Seals et al., Lewis et al., and Ozdemir and Gole, [66, 142,145]
soft base CO then the harder base of NH3, while Au has a minimum response to CO but
has a large response to the hard base, NH3. Taking this further, Gole and Ozdimer looked
at the change in response from an untreated sensor to a decorated sensor for multiple gases
and metal oxide nanoparticles and compiled their results in Table 3.2. They looked at the
change in the response for 1 ppm of the different gases before and after depositing the metal
oxide nanoparticles. Equation 3.6 was used to generate the numbers in Table 3.2 where R0
is the baseline of the sensor before exposure to the gas and ∆R is the resistance change in
the senor due to the exposure.
Table 3.2: Increase in the signal for p-type silicon for various analyte gases after decorating
with different metal oxide nanoparticles relative to an undecorated PS surface.
Tin (SnO2) Nickel (NiO) Copper (Cu)xO) Gold (AuxO)
PH3 2 2.5 4 5
NO 7–10 3.5 1 1.5
NH3 1.5 (1.5–2) (2–2.5) 3
SO2 4 2 1+ 2
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Reiterating the HSAB concept of Pearson, when hard Lewis acids combine with hard
Lewis bases they chemisorb to form an ionic bond. When a soft Lewis acids combine with
soft Lewis bases, they chemisorb to form a covalent bond. Physisorption would mainly
happen when a weak Lewis acid interacts with a strong Lewis base or a strong Lewis acid
interacts with a weak Lewis base. [147–151, 156, 158] Using this principle of physisortion
and the data in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, we can begin to compare the data.
The first thing Table 3.2 demonstrates is that the hard to moderate base gases (ammonia
and phosphine) have the strongest response (largest transfer of electrons) to a nanostruc-
tured AuxO decorated surface, which creates a soft acid (Au
0, +) interface. In contrast,
the soft bases (CO and NO) display a maximum response (change in resistance) with the
borderline to hard acid SnOx (Sn
2+, 4+). Note also the minimum response of the untreated
PS surface to CO and the subsequent decrease for the AuxO nanostructure treated surface
displayed in Figure 3.2. There was a minimum measured response with either an untreated
or an AuxO nanostructure treated PS surface nor any change in that signal. The decrease
in a small, almost negligible, resistance response for hybrid PS is consistent with the ex-
pected effect of chemisorption for the interaction of a weak acid with a weak base to create
a stronger, more covalent, chemical interaction that does not facilitate electron transfer or
transduction.
With all this data it is now possible to correlate the interaction of gaseous bases with
the nanostructured surfaces. The location of each of these bases in a hard, soft dimension is
evaluated based upon their observed interaction with the range of treated PS surfaces. The
data in Table 3.2 suggest the combination of a weakly acidic sensor surface with a strongly
basic interacting molecule, or vice versa, is the driving force for optimal PS conductometric
sensor response.
Describing this observation within the framework of MO theory, we are attempting
to promote a mismatch between the HOMO–LUMO gaps associated with the analyte and
nanostructure orbitals. This mismatch in orbital gaps is used to produce rapidly responding,
“reversible” sensor configurations. By promoting this interaction, we minimize the effect of
chemical bond formation that inhibits the transfer of electrons to the modified PS interface
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and maximizes a physisorbed interaction that encourages the transfer of electrons to the
interface.
Figure 3.3: Estimated relative positions of the metal oxides and the analyte gases in the
IHSAB theory based on observations.
The responses outlined in Table 3.2 in concert with Figure ??, Figure 3.2, and Table 3.1
can further be correlated to generate the materials positioning depicted in Figure 3.3. This
positioning diagram was generated based on the relative responses for the gases studied, with
several nanostructured deposits over an extended period. The five base gases NH3, PH3,
H2S, NO, and CO are positioned relative to the PS (Si
1–4+) and the PS modified acidic
interfaces generated with a nanostructured SnOx (Sn
2+, 4+), Al2O3 (Al
3+), NiO (Ni2+),
CuxO (Cu
+, 2+), and AuxO (Au
0, +) deposit. The basis for the positioning of H2S in Figure
3.3 is the comparison of the relative responses for one ppm H2S with a AuxO deposited
surface vs an untreated PS surface [67, 141] and to the data for NH3, PH3, and NO in
Table 3.2. The ionization potential [159] and proton affinity [160], for H2S are very close
to PH3. Due to the sensor response, H2S is placed to the soft acid side of PH3. The basis
for the positioning of CO is its virtually non-existent response to AuxO and its substantial
response to SnO2 seen over multiple experiments, summarized in Figure ??. Comparing
the data for the response of Al2O3 deposits to the hybrid PS interface for PH3 shows no
difference. Thus the acidic strength of the alumina modified PS surface as well as the
untreated PS surface and the basic strength of PH3 are closely aligned.
Now we look at the acidic metal oxide surfaces. We constructed Figure 3.3 within the
framework of the acid and base character outlined in Table 3.1 considering, to first order,
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the hard acidic strength associated with an Sn4+ (SnO2) configuration, the soft acidic
strength associated with a Au0, +1 (AuxO) configuration, and the intermediate (borderline)
acidic strength associated with the PS hybrid surface. The silicon (SixOy) oxidation state
is considered to vary from 1–4+ [161]. From this simple framework, we insert the results
outlined in Table 3.2 for the intermediate acid Ni2+, the soft to intermediate acids Cu1+, 2+,
and the intermediate to strong acid state associated with Al3+ (Al2O3).
Additional factors are used to refine Figure 3.3. A greater resistance change associ-
ated with SnO2 suggests that ammonia lies closer to PS than to the strong Sn
4+ acid.
The inherently hard basic character of ammonia is also consistent with the strong resis-
tance change observed for its interaction with the AuxO nanostructure deposited surface
(Table 2). The behavior of phosphine is similar to ammonia. PH3 displays an expected
strong increase in resistance change relative to the “p-type” PS surface modified with CuxO
and AuxO nanostructure-modified surfaces. The Ni
2+ oxide nanostructure deposition does
not increase the signal as much as the CuxO and AuxO for PH3. This suggests that the
Ni2+ treated surface lies to the soft acid side of the untreated hybrid PS surface. The re-
maining interactions with NO and NH3 suggest a Ni
2+ acid strength in closer proximity to
PS. This defines the broader relative response for the Ni2+ and hybrid PS regions indicated
in Figure 3.3. As noted for phosphine, the Al2O3 should be closely aligned with PH3 in
relative hardness. Since tin oxide has a greater response to PH3, it is consistent with the
acid character of Sn4+ considerably exceeding that of Al3+. The positioning of TiO2 in
Figure 3.3 is based on the observations in Refs. [74] and [140]. This hard acid is seen to
react more strongly with NH3 than SnO2 putting it to the harder side of Sn.
NO is a special case since it is a radical with a singly occupied HOMO, as compared to
the doubly occupied HOMO of closed shell ammonia or phosphine, and represents a weak
base. The open shell nature of NO would suggest a very different interaction with hybrid
PS and the nanostructure-treated PS interface. In addition, NO can bind an electron
while NH3 and PH3 cannot. The soft base–hard acid interaction of NO with a SnO2
nanostructured coating leads to a substantial resistance change relative to PS. This is the
signature of the reversible interaction of a strongly acidic surface with a weak base. Further,
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the response to gold, copper, and nickel treated surfaces, while considerably muted relative
to the tin treated surface, suggests that NO should be positioned directly below the copper
(Cu+, 2+) systems and intermediate to gold (Au0, +) and nickel (Ni2+). The interaction
of NO with Ni2+ suggests a greater separation from nickel than from gold. While PS and
Ni2+ may lie in a similar intermediate region, the greater resistance change observed for NO
with a Ni2+ surface suggests that the (Ni2+) modified PS surface lies to the hard acid side
of PS, acting as a harder acid deposited to the PS surface. This again suggests a broader
range for the relative response of the Ni2+ and PS regions as indicated in Figure 3.3.
The IHSAB concept offers a plausible mechanistic principal for the PS sensor resistance
changes observed for the effectively oxidized gases. This process is amplified and dominated
through the interaction of a modified acidic metal oxide surface. In effect, the nanostructures
act as gateways to transduce charge due to physisorption.
The IHSAB concept suggests that nanostructured sensor surfaces for conductometric
array-based devices can be constructed from a simple table. Once the gas is classified as a
hard or soft, acid or base, a suitable range of nanostructured fractional deposits can be cre-
ated to modify a prepared semiconductor interface to encompass the needed range of acidity
and basicity. While there are other factors, including steric effects, polarization [162], and
the nature of the open or closed shell character of interacting molecules to consider, the
acid/base makeup of the nanostructure modified PS sensor surface and the mismatch of
hard and soft acid/base molecular orbitals with the species to be detected appears to be
the primary mechanism for sensor gas interactions. As an overriding principle, the max-
imum physisorption response (resistance change) is to be expected from combinations of
hard acid surfaces with soft bases, and vice versa.
It should be noted that there is nothing unique about the silicon substrate for the IHSAB
concept. There are alternate extrinsic semiconductor (e.g., GaP, InP, CdTe) onto which a
porous nanostructure coated microstructure can be generated [163] In theory, the porous
silicon (PS) structures, devices, and methods described in the following discussion can be
replaced with these surrogate porous semiconductors.
The IHSAB concept can also predict the response of extrinsic semiconductor sensors in
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Figure 3.4: (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image and (b) energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (inset) of Pd nanoparticles deposited to SnO2 nanowires.
(Reprinted with permission from Li, et al., [164]Copyright 2010 Elsevier.)
a nanowire configuration if these nanowires are decorated with electrically non-interacting
nanoparticles. In one case, Li, et al., placed Pd on SnO2 nanowires, seen in Figure 3.4, to
enhance the sensing to H2S. This is in line with the IHSAB concept since the palladium is
a soft acid and H2S is a moderate base. The orbital mismatch will enhance the electron
transduction interaction on the surface. Thus the nanowire becomes more sensitive. This
response would be less if the doping material were Ni or other moderately hard acids with
which the orbital mismatch would be less. Since the SnO2 is considered an n-type system,
the interaction with the base H2S will increase the major carriers (electrons) and thus the
sensor resistance will decrease. This predicted response matches this group’s results. [164]
Kim, et al., have also studied nanowires for sensing applications. They used In2O3
wires to detect the presence of O2. When they added small amounts of Pt forming islands
instead of coating the entire wire with Pt as seen in Figure 3.5, the response increased
significantly. Since O2 is a moderate base, the soft acid platinum has an orbital mismatch
with O2 increasing electron transduction and the O2 signal. Also since the In2O3 is a p-
type semiconductor the increased electrons decrease the number of holes causing a resistance
increase when sensing O2. [165]
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Figure 3.5: a) Low-magnification transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of an
800C-annealed, core-shell nanowire. (b) Corresponding x-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum.
(Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. Copyright 2010 IOP Publishing.) [165]
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Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic view of the formation of electron-depleted regions beneath and
in the immediate vicinity of two Pd nanoparticles. (b) Response of a pristine (dashed line)
and Pd- functionalized (solid line) nanostructure to sequential oxygen and hydrogen pulses
at 473 K (top pane) and 543 K (bottom). (Reprinted with permission from Kolmakov et
al. [166] Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.)
Finally, we note that Kolmakov et al. studied the response of a Pd-functionalized
SnO2 nanostructure to sequential oxygen and hydrogen pulses at 473 and 543 K (Figure
3.6). There was a strong response to hydrogen at both temperatures where the resistance
increased. This resistance increase was enhanced by the Pd. No response was observed
for oxygen at 473 K, but a drop in resistance was monitored at 543 K. These results can
be readily explained within the IHSAB model. The hard acid hydrogen interacts with
n-type SnO2, removing electrons and leading to an increase in resistance. At the higher
temperature, O2
-, a moderate to hard base, is created on the SnO2 surface. This base
provides additional electrons to increase conductance decreasing the resistance. Again all
interactions are enhanced by the presence of the soft acid Pd nanostructured islands. Since
the H2 has a much larger mismatch in its energy orbital with Pd than with O2, the relative
increase in the signal is greater as well [166].
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3.2 PH3 detection
We have obtained results for p, p+ and n-type PS interfaces treated with nanostructures
of TiO2 and SnO2, both strong acids, with the moderately soft acid CuxO, and with the
soft acid AuxO (x>>1). These results exemplify the dynamic interplay associated with
these systems and the importance of the IHSAB principle. The resistance change with
concentration for the p-type systems is positive for the PS interface even if it is treated with
TiO2, SnOx, CuxO, or AuxO fractional nanostructured depositions. This is as predicted by
IHSAB.
Table 3.3: Relative increase or decrease in resistance (decrease or increase in conductance)
of TiO2, SnOx, CuxO, and AuxO (x 1) clustered oxides treated “n-type” “p-type” and “p
+-
type PS interfaces. (a) Ratio of resistance decrease vs. untreated PS; (b) Ratio of resistance
increase vs. untreated PS from Ref. [9]; (c) Ratio of resistance increase vs. untreated PS;
(d) See Figures 9,11. The table constitutes a response matrix for PH3.
TiO 2 SnO 2 Cu x O Au x O
PH3
a ”n” 2-2.5 —- —- —-
PH3
b ”p” 5 2 4 5
PH3
c ”p+” 4 2 3-3.5 7d
The resistance change for nanostructure deposited vs. untreated n, p, and p+ sensors, is
summarized in Table 3.3. The data for p-type silicon is taken from previous publications [9]
and the response of p-type silicon can be seen in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.9 demonstrates relatively rapid scans of the responses that an untreated (see
also Figure 3.8 and compare to Figure 3.9(a)) and nanostructured oxide decorated p+
interfaces show to PH3. In these figures, the first 1800 seconds represent a drop in resistance
as a nitrogen purge is applied to the p+ interface. This drop in resistance shown in Figure
3.8 is characteristic of the removal of water, a moderate base from a p type substrate. Also
the nitrogen is used to remove OH groups and hydrocarbons, deposited from the air, from
the substrate.
It can be argued that the oxidized, deposited, metal-based nanostucture islands, which
we form on the PS interface, correspond to metal ions that are not accessible due to a
combined oxide-surface hydroxide coating. Note that if the surface is completely coated
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Figure 3.7: Response to 2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm PH3 for a p-type PS interface. After purging
with UHP nitrogen for 1800s, PH3 was pulsed onto the interface with a 300 s half cycle
followed by a 300 s half cycle UHP nitrogen cleaning. In all cases the introduction of
PH3 leads to a significant increase in resistance which is enhanced with the introduction of
nanostructure metal oxide fractional depositions.
(covered) with hydroxide ions so as to block the exposure of an oxidized metal, this will
nullify the effect of the corresponding metal ions rendering moot the observation of clearly
dominant changes in sensitivity. This suggests two effects. First there should be little or
no differences in the responses to different analyte gases to the metal oxides and secondly a
completely OH- covered surface should act to repel basic analytes,considerably decreasing
the response of the sensor.
The sticky nature of PH3 slows the return to base line in the Figures. Attempts to
observe residual PH3 by chemical analysis (TEM) of the PS modified material after the
experimental runs have not been successful, since we use at maximum of 100 ppm of the
PH3 in these experiments and the residual does not survive the vacuum for TEM. However
other results discussed below suggest the presence of additional phosphorus compounds at
higher PH3 levels.
The response for the untreated PS interface (Figure 3.9) is linear for 2–5 ppm while the
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Figure 3.8: Relative response of the p+ type porous silicon to the PH3 gas. The dashed
lines show the ppm levels of the PH3.
response begins to saturate at 10 ppm. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the effects on a p+ PS
interface that TiO2, SnOx, CuxO, and AuxO fractional nanostructured depositions have on
the reversible response to PH3. The signals are all enhanced from the uncoated p+ PS, due
to the nanostructures decorating their surfaces. But the responses are different then the
p-type PS systems. The gold deposited sensors are enhanced by a factor of seven compared
to the factor of five for TiO2. This should be compared to the data obtained for the p-type
system where enhancement by the nanostructured gold clustered oxide surface appears to
be equal to TiO2. Also the p+ system has a decreased enhancement of the signal due to
TiO2 compared to the p-type system.
There appears to be a playoff of these strong (TiO2) and weak (AuxO) metal oxide
acid depositions in the p and p+ systems. The data appear to demonstrate a shift of the
sensitivity matrix from one that is virtually symmetrical with similar resistance responses
for both the TiO2 and AuxO modification of the sensitivity of a p-type interface to a
skewed enhancement of the relative sensitivity of the weaker acid coating. These results
suggest that the decorated p+ doped interface is more effectively than the p-type decorated
interface at extracting electrons. TiO2, as a strong acid, and CuxO, as a moderate acid,
can compete with the p+ interface during the electron transduction process decreasing the
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Figure 3.9: PS interface consisting of an untreated p+-type interface with those treated with
(a) TiO2, (b) SnOx, (c) CuxO, and (d) AuxO fractional nanostructured island depositions.
PH3 was pulsed onto the interfaces with a 300 s half cycle followed by a 300 s half cycle
UHP nitrogen cleaning. In all cases the introduction of PH3 leads to a significant increase in
resistance which is enhanced with the introduction of nanostructure fractional depositions.
These systems were purged with UHP nitrogen for 1800s before operation.
response. AuxO, as a weak acid, does not compete nearly as effectively for these electrons.
This lack of competition while enhancing the Si process can lead to an increased electron
transfer to the p+ semiconductor and thus an increased response for the AuxO treated p+
interface relative to the untreated p-type interface. The data in Figure 3.9 allows us to
begin to develop a sensitivity and selectivity matrix for the PS-PH3 interaction and PH3
gas detection.
Figure 3.10 indicates the typical error bars associated with the measurement of each
of the decorated interfaces. All of the systems outlined in this chapter are characterized
multiple times and the data reported in Figures 3.9-15 are accurate and reproducible.
We indicate the data spread for a typical system in Figure 3.11. This is an excellent
result in view of the spread in resistivities of the silicon wafers used in this study. Further,
since PH3 is a “sticky” gas (see also above), the return to baseline is notably slower than is
the onset of the response when the sensors are exposed to the PH3. This has been considered
in the evaluation of the data in Figures 3.9. Similar comments can be made concerning the
data for the untreated p-type PS interface in Figure 3.12, which clearly demonstrates the
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Figure 3.10: Uncertainty in the measured response after measurements of the PH3 concen-
tration as this analyte is sensed with TiO2 coated p+ sensors.
effects of residual PH3.
The data for three different gold depositions given in Figure 3.11 exemplifies the im-
portance of fractional nanostructure deposition in these systems. The ratio of the response
p+ interface with ten seconds of gold deposited, suggests a factor of 1.1 to 1.2 enhancement
over the untreated surface(Fig. 3.11(a)). A twenty second gold deposition (Fig 3.11(b) and
Table 3) demonstrates a notably higher relative response (∼7) which then decreases to be-
tween 3.5 to 4 with a extra ten seconds of nanostructure deposition. Here the gold clustered
nanostructures begin to cross talk as they interact electronically. The need to optimize the
fractional nanostructured coating in these and other system for optimal detection is clearly
show by this data.
PH3 represents a moderately strong base whose behavior on an n-type surface, as it
contributes electrons, should correlate a decrease in resistance with increased concentration.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of responses to 2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm PH3 for a PS interface
consisting of an untreated p+-type surface with those treated with differing AuxO fractional
nanostructured island depositions. In all cases the introduction of PH3 leads to a significant
increase in resistance which is enhanced with the introduction of nanostructure fractional
depositions. Figure (a) corresponds to a short ten second exposure to Transcene, the gold
source. Figure (b) corresponds to a 20 second optimal exposure. Figure(c) corresponds to a
30 second exposure with an enhancement notably less than scan (b). PH3 was pulsed onto
the interfaces with a 300 s half cycle followed by a 300 s half cycle UHP nitrogen cleaning.
The system was purged with UHP nitrogen for 1800 s before operation.
However, the responses observed for the interaction of PH3 with an n-type interface are more
complicated. While we initially observe a decrease in resistance upon the initial exposure to
PH3, the response of the interface is found to transform, especially for these more sensitive
decorated interfaces. We observe the transformation from a response, which corresponds
to the transfer of electrons from PH3 at lower concentrations, resulting in a decrease in
resistance, to a positive resistance at higher concentrations and/or with increased exposure
to phosphine.
The response for the TiO2 decorated n-type interface depicted in Figure 3.12 is only
a factor of two times more intense than the undecorated interface (Table 3). Note that the
response rises during the initial nitrogen purge cycle as water is removed from the surface
of the n-type system. The observed results suggest the minimal chemical transformation
of PH3 on the p and p+ boron doped PS interfaces and a significant chemical interaction
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of responses to 2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm PH3 for (a) a PS interface
consisting of an untreated n-type surface with that treated with (b) TiO2 fractional nanos-
tructured island depositions. PH3 was pulsed onto the interfaces (a, b) with a 300 s half
cycle followed by a 300 s half cycle UHP nitrogen cleaning. In all cases the introduction of
PH3 leads to a significant decrease in resistance which is enhanced with the introduction of
nanostructure fractional depositions of TiO2. The system was purged with UHP nitrogen
for 1800 s before operation.
with the n-type interface.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates the response behavior for a CuxO decorated PS interface
where, at 1–3 ppm of PH3, we observe a response corresponding to a decreasing resistance
(increased conductance). At 3 ppm the conductance has decreased relative to that at 1 and
2 ppm and at 4, 5, and 10 ppm the resistance increases, indicating the interaction with
an analyte that extracts as opposed to donates electrons to the PS interface. We theorize
that this interaction behavior results from the chemical conversion of PH3 on the n-type
PS interface as PH3 interacts with the phosphorus dopant in the silicon.
Figure 3.14 demonstrates the result observed after an n-type sensor system is exposed
to a large concentration of PH3 (80 ppm) for half an hour. The data in Figure 3.14 show the
trailing edge of a large phosphine signal where the concentration of PH3 has been sufficient
to saturate the sensor, leaving it with a decreased resistance. The corresponding feature
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of responses to 1–5, and 10 ppm PH3 after purging with UHP
nitrogen for 1800 s before operation for a PS interface consisting of an untreated n-type
surface with that treated with a CuxO fractional nanostructured island deposition. The
introduction of PH3 to the CuxO decorated interface at first leads to a decrease in resistance.
At analyte concentrations in excess of 2 ppm, the response is reversing, suggesting that the
PH3 is converted on the copper oxide decorated PS interface. PH3 was pulsed onto the
interfaces with a 300 s half cycle followed by a 300 s half cycle UHP nitrogen cleaning.
associated with the pulsed PH3 analyte observed after this treatment cannot be associated
with the character of the basic analyte PH3, its lack of an electron affinity, and its ability
to provide electrons which Figure 3.13 demonstrates should lead to a decreased resistance.
Rather, the observed signal most likely is from a transient species that has a positive
electron affinity generated by the interaction of PH3 with the n-type PS interface. A strong
candidate is the PH2 free radical whose significant electron affinity (1.25 eV.) [167,168] and
ionization potential (9.83 eV.) [167–169] should lead to the extraction of electrons from the
PS interface and an increase in the conductometric resistance. This change in the resistance
suggest a change in the charge density of 340% or around 1.6 e13 per cm3, which is an order
of magnitude smaller than the density of the PH3 at 80 ppm.
The results presented in Figures 3.8–3.12 for the interaction of PH3 with untreated and
fractional nanostructure treated p, p+ and n-type porous silicon clearly indicate a diversity
of dynamic reversible interactions for basic phosphine with majority electron charge carriers
and holes. The data presented in Figures 8–11 demonstrate important correlations with the
schematic temperature dependence of an extrinsic semiconductor. First the temperature
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Figure 3.14: Sensor response after exposure to a high concentration of PH3 (80 ppm) for
half an hour. In this figure, the high concentration of PH3 produces a positive signal, which
for the concentration applied is quenched relative to the responses in figures 3.9, 3.12 and
3.13. The subsequent response spectrum after a period of 1500 seconds, indicative of the
formation of an analyte with non-negligible electron affinity, is tentatively associated with
PH2.
dependence for the p-type semiconductors is such that one can expect available holes for a p-
type system at room temperature [170]. PH3 corresponds to a moderately strong base with
a doubly occupied HOMO similar to ammonia. As Figure 3.2 demonstrates, PH3, induces
an increase in the resistance of a “p-type” porous silicon (PS) surface as would be expected
when a base contributes electrons to “p-type” PS and thus diminishes the majority carrier
concentration. The nanostructured metal oxide islands [74, 126, 171] we have deposited
to the surface of PS to increase the surface activity are selected to modify and direct a
dominant electron transduction for rapidly responding, reversible PS gas sensors.
PH3 is a moderately strong base. Thus, its position among several bases as indicated
in Table 3.1 which summarizes primarily the acid-base strength of ions associated with the
oxides. From this table, the IHSAB model suggests that PH3 will give the best reversible
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response with either a TiO2 or an AuxO (x>>1) modified PS surface since Ti
+4 represents a
much stronger acid whereas AuxO represents a very weak acid. CuxO represents a borderline
to weak acid (Cu+1,+2), and provides a decreased response as it lies closer in molecular
orbital makeup to PH3.
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3.3 Interaction with an untreated Porous Silicon Interface
for other gases
We now consider the interaction with the gases NH3 NO and NO2. NO2 represents a
moderately strong acid [172] whereas NH3 corresponds to a strong base [173]. We expect
these analytes to induce the opposite response from an n-type and p-type semiconductor
interface. NO, however, is an amphoteric free radical [174] and, for this reason, its interac-
tions are far less straightforward as will be seen later. In Figure 15, we display the typical
response changes for an untreated n-type PS interface to NO2, NO, and NH3.
Figure 3.15: Response of n-type PS micro/nanostructured interface to 1,2,3,4,5 and 10
ppm NO2 (a) and NH3 (c) and 1-5 ppm NO (b) after purging with UHP nitrogen for 1800s.
These gases were pulsed onto the PS interface with a 300s half-cyclefollowed by a 300s
half-cycle UHP cleaning.
The positive resistance changes for NO2 and NO vary linearly and correspond to an
exposure to 1,2,3,4,5 ppm (10 for NO2) of test gas. The recorded signal for NO2 on n-type
PS, is that of an acid which has a significant electron affinity [172] and withdraws electrons
from the PS interface. In contrast, we observe a decrease in resistance as NO2 withdraws
electrons from p-type PS [10]. The absolute recorded signal for NO on n-type PS corre-
sponds to 100 Ohms/ppm [137] which considerably exceeds the 2 Ohm/ppm signal recorded
for p-type PS [10]. For both n- and p-type PS, the observed change in response corresponds
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to an increased resistance. Thus, with n-type PS, the amphoteric NO radical acts like an
acid withdrawing electrons whereas with p-type PS, the NO radical acts like a soft base,
contributing electrons but at a much lower rate. The response for the moderately hard
base, NH3 (Fig. 3.15(a)), corresponds to a significant drop in resistance which, while it ap-
pears linear to 4ppm, begins to saturate at concentrations around of 5 ppm and definitely
is partially quenched at 10 ppm.
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3.3.1 Interaction with Nanostructure Modified Porous Silicon Interfaces
Table 3.4 summarizes the changes in response observed when n-type porous silicon is treated
with fractional nanostructured depositions of several metal oxides including TiO2, SnOx,
NiO, CuxO, and AuxO. These data should be compared with the results obtained for the
fractional deposition of nanostructures on a p-type PS interface (Table 3.2). This com-
parison indicates that there are clear and significant differences between the n- and p-type
systems. While Table 3.5, shows the changes in the derivative of the observed response.
Note that the derivatives are similar to the observed response changes and follow the IHSAB
principle.
Table 3.4: Response change due to nanostructured metal oxide depositions on n-type
silicon.
Titanium (TiO2) Tin (SnO2) Nickel (NiO) Copper (CuxO) Gold (AuxO)
NO -12 -2* 4 1.2 1.5-2
NO2 0.75** 0.5** (0.9-1) 1 1.1
NH3 (3.5-4) 2.5 1.5 2 3
Relative increase or decrease in resistance of TiO2, SnOx, NiO, CuxO, and AuxO clustered
oxide treated “n-type” PS interfaces. The table constitutes a response matrix for the gases
NO, NO2, and NH3. a-dynamic time response, * indicates reversal in responce with analyte
exposure, ** indicates initial response.
Table 3.5: The derivative response change due to nanostructured metal oxide depositions
on n-type silicon.
Titanium (TiO2) Tin (SnO2) Nickel (NiO) Copper (CuxO) Gold (AuxO)
NO -3 -1 3 1.3 2
NO2 0.75 0.5 3 2 1.1
NH3 6 4 3 1.4 1.5
Figure 3.16 compares the response of a prepared “ n-type” PS interface to NH3 with
that for the same PS interface treated with SnOx, NiO, and AuxO nanostructures. The
responses are distinct and do not have the same magnitude for the same concentration of
the tested gas. This feature allows us to begin to develop a selectivity matrix for PS gas
detection.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of sensor responses to 1,2,3,4,5 and 10 ppm NH3 (a) before and
after treatment with SnO2, (b) before and after treatment with NiO, (c) before and (d)
after treatment with AuxO.
The fractionally deposited nanostructures clearly enhance the transfer of electrons from
NH3 to the n-type PS interface. The degree of enhancement follows the tenants of the
IHSAB principle as physisorption (electron transduction) is greatly enhanced by the mod-
erately strong base ammonia as it interacts with the very strong acid SnO2 and the very
weak acid AuxO.
The enhancement observed for the NiO nanostructure deposited interface is less than
that for either the SnO2 or AuxO treated interfaces. The borderline acidity of NiO (Table
3.1 ), intermediate to that of SnOx and AuxO, places the hard/soft nature of the NiO
nanostructures in much closer proximity (Figure 3.3) to ammonia in orbital differences. This
match up results in the diminished enhancement of reversible electron transduction. These
results are consistent with observations of the interaction of NH3 with nanostructure treated
p-type silicon (Table 3.2). However, the absolute resistance changes are more pronounced
in all the sensors as the NH3 molecules now interact with the highly mobile donor electrons
of the extrinsic semiconductor.
While the response of the untreated PS interface varies linearly with concentration over
the range 1-5 ppm, this is not the case for the SnO2 and AuxO treated systems. Here,
especially for the AuxO treated interface, the resistance reaches a limiting lower value. The
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nanostructured oxides enhance the rate of electron transfer to the PS interface via electron
transduction. In all of the cases outlined in Figure 3.16, the ratio of the 10 to 5 ppm
resistance change does not double, again indicating a saturation effect and a limit on the
conductance.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of responses for NH3 in the concentration range 10-250 ppm. (a)
and (b) correspond to the response of untreated and AuxO treated n-type PS interfaces
to 10, 20, and 30 ppm NH3. (c) corresponds to the response of an untreated n-type PS
interface to 50-250 ppm of NH3. With the exception of the NH3- AuxO data whose time
scale is indicated in the figure, the gases were pulsed onto these interfaces with a 300s
half-cycle followed by a 300s half-cycle UHP cleaning.
Figures 3.17 (a) and (b) demonstrate a slightly different behavior for the response of
untreated and AuxO treated n-type PS interfaces to higher concentrations of NH3. The
interaction of ammonia with an n-type PS interface demonstrates a significant drop in re-
sistance associated with exposure to 10 ppm of NH3, (Figure 3.17(a)). After the initial drop
in resistance, the system reaches a plateau response that appears to saturate and remain at
the lower resistance even though there is nothing on the surface to limit this reaction. The
subsequent exposure to 20 ppm NH3 again decreases the resistance, however, it is clear that
there is a minimal concentration dependence. The introduction of a second nitrogen purge
again leads to a plateau in the response to a lower resistance. Upon introducing 30 ppm
of NH3 to this sensor we observe a significantly muted resistance decrease even though the
introduced gas concentration has increased. Removing the NH3 leads to a slight increase in
the baseline established upon exposure to 30 ppm NH3. This behavior could be related to
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the nature of the majority carriers, electrons, in this n-type semiconductor and the inter-
action as these electrons, contributed to the donor level population of the PS interface by
NH3, reach a saturated level where the electrochemical potentials are equal .
The results obtained for an AuxO treated prepared n-type PS interface are considerably
more pronounced. Figure 3.17 (b) demonstrates a very significant resistance drop upon
introduction of 10 ppm NH3 after an extended nitrogen purge. This is followed by a series
of very much smaller and virtually constant decreases in the resistance with introduction of
progressively higher NH3 concentrations after nitrogen purging. This behavior is directly
related to the combination of the weak acid nature of the AuxO nanostructured islands
deposited to the PS interface, their ability to enhance the rate of electron uptake and inter-
action with the majority carriers, again electrons, in the semiconductor, and the saturation
of electron donation.
Figure 3.17 (c) displays the observed response to NH3 at concentrations ranging from
50 to 250 ppm. This very high ppm response is very similar to that for the AuxO treated n-
type PS interface in the range 10-30 ppm. It is clear that, in both cases, we are observing a
bottoming-out of the resistance as NH3 contributes electrons to the donor level population.
This implies a limit to the electron contribution to the donor levels of the semiconductor.
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3.3.2 NO on n-type silicon
The data obtained for the amphoteric free radical NO are intriguing. Figure 3.18 compares
the response for a prepared “n-type” PS interface with that for the same PS interface
treated with TiO2, SnO2, NiO, CuxO, and AuXO nanostructures. In all cases relative
measurements for the treated and untreated PS samples exposed to NO at 1,2,3,4,5, and
10 ppm are considered.
Figure 3.18: Comparison of responses for 1,2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm NO for (a), (e), (g) sensors
consisting of an untreated n-type PS interface with those treated with (b) TiO2 , (c) SnO2
, (d) NiO , (f) CuxO , and (h) AuxO fractional nanostructured island depositions. The
untreated PS interface in (a) is that treated with TiO2 in (b). The response for the untreated
PS interface in (a) is duplicated precisely for the untreated PS interfaces to which we
compare in (c) for SnOx and (d) for NiO . The untreated PS responses in (e) and (g)
correlate with the CuxO (f) and AuxO responses in (h) respectively. NO was pulsed onto
these interfaces with a 300s half-cycle followed by a 300s half-cycle UHP nitrogen cleaning.
The data in Figs. 3.18 (a), (e), and (g) correspond to untreated PS interfaces. The
responses show a rise in resistance indicating that NO acts as a weak acid, removing elec-
trons from the n-type PS interface, and leading to an increase in resistance (decrease in
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conductance) associated primarily with the depletion of donor level electrons. The observed
responses for the untreated samples are virtually linear to 5 ppm although a slight delay
in the gas system flow to the sensor and response is evident below 2 ppm. The observed
response again does not double from 5 to 10 ppm, indicating a saturation of the avail-
able levels manifest as a decrease in the rate of conductance increase at the highest NO
concentrations.
The variations in response observed for the nanostructure treated PS interfaces, while
reflecting the donor level population, demonstrate the important role played by the de-
posited nanostructures and the nature of acid/base interaction they direct. The observed
trends are remarkable and correlate well with the relative responses observed as NO inter-
acts with “p-type” PS (Table 3.2) [10]. These data, for p-type PS lead to the positioning
of NO (≈ weak base) below Cu+2- Cu+1 in Table 3, based on the relative response matrix
for SnO2, NiO, CuxO, and AuxO.
The acid strength of the nanostructures deposited to the n-type PS interface decreases
from the strongest acid TiO2 to the weakest acid AuxO in the order TiO2 > SnO2 > NiO >
CuxO > AuxO. Figs. 18 (e) - (h) demonstrate that the deposition of both AuxO and CuxO
nanostructures increases the response of the PS interface (Table 3) and that the increase
is greater for the weaker acid AuxO. As observed for the nanostructure modified p-type
interface, the data suggest that the acid/base strengths of NO and CuxO are comparable.
Here, AuxO and CuxO act to slightly enhance the electron withdrawing power of the NO
radical which suggests that they represent softer acids on the n-type PS interface. The
effect of the enhanced rate of transfer in Figs. 3.18(e) and (f) are shown by both a decrease
in the rate of conductance increase with concentration and a decrease in response with time
at the highest concentrations.
The observed response for the more acidic metal oxides is in distinct contrast to that for
CuxO and AuxO. By comparison, the response depicted in Fig. 3.18 (a) for the untreated
prepared PS interface is identical for the three samples used for the TiO2, SnO2, and NiO
treated systems. The nanostructure deposition of n-type PS with the strong acids TiO2
and SnO2 results in a significant reversal of response as the treated PS interface acts to
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remove electrons from the NO radical. The amphoteric NO radical thus acts as a base.
The effect is far more pronounced for TiO2 then in the SnO2 decorated surface indicating
a much greater acid strength for TiO2. This relative acid strength is also apparent for the
PH3 interaction with a p-type PS interface mentioned earlier in the chapter [9].
When NiO nanostructures are deposited to the prepared n-type PS interface, the ob-
served dynamic response is indeed intriguing. NiO is an intermediate acid. Figure 3.18 (d)
demonstrates that at the lowest NO concentrations, the response of the n-type PS inter-
face is enhanced as the ratio of the response 2ppm/ 1ppm increases significantly relative to
that for the untreated n-type PS. However, at an NO concentration of 3ppm, the dynamic
response increases to a maximum, then decreases, oscillates, and finally increases once the
gas is turned off. This nonlinear behavior is even more pronounced at 4, 5, and 10 ppm.
An explanation for this phenomenon is that as the NO concentration increases, the
transfer of electrons to NO increases to a maximum. This transfer reaches a limit when
the decorated n-type PS interface is sufficiently depleted of electrons that the interface acts
as a stronger acid than the amphoteric NO radical. At this point electrons are extracted
from NO (acting as a base) accompanied by a decrease in the measured dynamic resistance
(increase in conductance) as the semiconductor donor levels are repopulated. In other
words, at the lowest concentrations the NiO nanostructure deposited interface mimics the
simple behavior of the weak acids CuXO and AuxO. At higher concentrations, the dynamic
interplay between the metal oxide particles, the available surface electrons, and the analyte
gas transmute the surface. The surface then acts like it was treated with the stronger
nanostructured acids TiO2 and SnO2. In summary, NO acts as both an acid and a base as
a function of concentration for the intermediate acid sites of NiO.
The intermediate behavior observed for NiO would appear to correlate to the results
obtained for p-type systems as exemplified in Figure 15. Here, NO as an analyte interacting
with the p-type PS interface was placed as a weak base [74] in a region close to the region
between Cu+2 and Ni+2 . This is, in effect, the fulcrum region, which is also observed for
the n-type PS interface.
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3.3.3 NO2 on n-type silicon
NO2 represents a moderately strong acid. The behavior of this acid with an n-type surface,
and the corresponding increase in resistance (Figure 15(a)) with concentration is not sur-
prising. However, unlike NO, NO2 has a large and substantial electron affinity; this affinity
causes a significantly different behavior than that of the NO radical for a similar interface
preparation.
The electron affinity of NO2 greatly enhances electron withdrawal and can deplete the
donor level population. However, this depletion happens at much higher concentrations then
NO. The extent of this process, while it depends on the initial PS donor level population,
is such that the n-type interface, once depleted, can become more electron withdrawing
than NO2, in a similar manner to the results seen for NO with TiO2 and SnO2. This
interaction can subsequently produce a response for both SnO2 and AuxO nanostructure
treated surfaces, which mimics that of NH3 (Figure 3.16,17).
Care must be taken while making the measurements with the NO2 system. While
NO2 is a moderate acid, NO2
- , a byproduct of NO2 extracting an electron from the n-type
PS interface, is a moderate to strong base. Figure 3.3 suggest that a p- or n-type PS
surface corresponds to a borderline acidic surface. For this reason, we expect the chemical
interaction (chemisorption) with NO2 and NO2
-, as dictated by the IHSAB/HSAB principle,
to be minimal. If, however, the PS surface is treated with nanostructured SnO2, we expect
a strong chemical interaction between this strong acid and NO2
-. A significant dynamic
interaction also characterizes the interaction of NO2 with a TiO2 nanostructured surface. In
contrast, the fractional nanostructure deposition of CuxO has virtually no effect on the PS
interface and the fractional nanostructure deposition of AuxO creates an interface (Table
4), which appears to promote a modest enhancement of the rate of electron transfer to NO2.
The data in Figure 3.19 corresponds to exposures of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 ppm of test
gas, as denoted by the green saw-teeth in the figures, which indicate the time range over
which the gas is turned on and off. The untreated sensor interface in Figure 3.19(a) and the
CuxO treated interface in Figure 3.19(d) for which the NO2 signal varies linearly to 3ppm are
distinct from those for the untreated sensors in Figures 19(c) and 19(e) which are somewhat
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of responses to 1,2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm NO2 for (a), (c), and (e)
PS interfaces consisting of an untreated n-type surface with those treated with (b) SnOx ,
(d) CuxO , and (f,g) AuxO fractional nanostructured island depositions.
less responsive but display a linear response to 5ppm. This less than linear increase in signal
with concentration indicates a more rapid response to the limit of electron depletion, which
is reached at lower concentrations for the more sensitive interfaces. At concentrations in
excess of 5ppm all of the systems begin to display a quenching of the resistance response.
The results obtained for the PS interface treated with nanostructures of TiO2 and SnOx,
both strong acids, with the moderate to weak acid CuxO, and with the very weak acid AuXO,
exemplify the dynamic interplay for these systems and the importance of the coupling to the
PS interface created by the nanostructure deposits. The IHSAB principle and the acid/base
character of theses metal oxides dictate the degree of this coupling. The results obtained
with TiO2 also demonstrate the important dynamic interplay induced by this strongly acidic
nanostructure as it competes with NO2 for electrons. Remnant effects further characterize
the manifestation of this electron dynamics and donor level electron depletion for the SnOx
and AuxO system. At elevated pressure, we observe the time dependent interaction of NO2
and NO with an untreated PS surface.
Figure 3.19(b) demonstrates the IHSAB effect, which the strong acid SnOx has on the
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NO2 interaction with the PS interface. Here, both an acidic analyte and the nanostruc-
ture modified PS surface compete for electrons. If NO2 and SnOx compete effectively for
electrons, the competition might be expected to diminish the sensitivity of the interface,
influencing directed electron transduction as measured by a significantly diminished resis-
tance change. We do observe a muted response. However, the weak and diffuse nature of
the observed response after SnOx treatment suggests that it is equally likely to be strongly
influenced by chemisorption. While NO2 is a moderate acid, NO2
-, which can be formed as
NO2 extracts an electron from the n-type PS interface, corresponds to a moderate to strong
base. Figure 3.3 suggests that an n-type PS surface corresponds to a borderline acidic sur-
face. For this reason, we expect chemical interaction (chemisorption) with NO2 and NO2
-
as dictated by the IHSAB/HSAB principle to be of only moderate effect. If, however, the
PS surface is treated with nanostructured SnOx , we expect a strong chemical interaction
between this strong acid and NO2
-. The muted and diffuse response with concentration in
Figure 3.19(b) signals this chemisorption. It is to be emphasized that the base strength
of NO2
- and the acid strength of SnOx are much more closely matched than those of the
much stronger acid, TiO2, or the weaker acids CuxO and AuxO. For this reason we expect
a chemisorptive interaction. [74]
In contrast to SnOx, the nanostructured deposition of AuxO, a weak acid (Table 3.1 )
significantly enhances the rate of electron transfer to NO2. However, in comparing Figure
3.19(f), where the AuxO nanostructures are deposited in a ten second exposure, and Figure
3.19(g), where the PS interface is deposited for a 30 second exposure, with the data for
the untreated PS interfaces in Figures 19(e), we observe a significant enhancement at 10s
which is considerably diminished on exposure for 30s. The decrease in sensitivity at higher
AuxO concentrations results as the second exposure over-deposits the PS interface with
electroless gold. Cross talk between the deposited nanostructures decreases the efficiency
of electron transduction and leads to a notable decrease in response. This emphasizes
the requirement for careful fractional deposition to the PS interface. For the optimally
deposited AuxO system, the response verses the untreated PS surface is multiplied by a
factor of approximately 5. We find that the deposition of CuxO nanostructures in fractional
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deposition to the prepared n-type interface of Figure 3.19(c) (deposited surface 19(d))
increases the system response by in excess of a factor of 2. The response of the CuxO
treated interface rises linearly, but much more rapidly than that of the untreated interface
to 3 ppm. This response, however, corresponds to an increase in the rate of electron removal,
which begins to quench at 4 ppm in contrast to the untreated PS interface. Further at 10
ppm we observe directly the effect of the dynamic behavior of the electron transduction. The
resistance first increases sharply as NO2 is extracting electrons. However, this extraction is
soon countered as the donor level population is depleted to the extent that the decorated
CuxO-PS interface begins to act as a stronger acid than NO2. This effect is even more
apparent in the TiO2-based systems discussed below.
Figure 3.20: Comparison of NO2 response to (a) an untreated and (b) a TiO2 nanostructure
deposited PS interfaces for low TiO2 deposition. In both cases the response corresponds to
an increase in resistance with NO2 concentration as NO2 dominates the TiO2 nanostructures
and extracts electrons. ).
Figures 3.20-22 demonstrate the effect that TiO2 fractional nanostructured depositions
have on the response of an n-type PS interface to NO2. Figures 3.20(b) corresponds to
the results obtained for low TiO2 deposition times (≤10s) or under conditions that do
not produce sufficient concentrations of the strongly acidic TiO2 to facilitate its ability
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to dominate NO2 and attract electrons that are transferred to the PS interface. Here,
the response to NO2, which extracts electrons, leads to a resistance increase (conductance
decrease). The TiO2 treated system has a similar but weaker response than the untreated
interface .
Figure 3.21: Comparison of responses to 1,2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm NO2 for (a) a PS interface
consisting of an untreated n-type surface with (b) that treated with TiO2 fractional nanos-
tructured island depositions. The figure (c) corresponds to the overlap of the response
observed for the untreated PS interface (blue) to that modified with TiO2 (green). The
arrows point to the measured peaks for the TiO2 island system.
Figures 3.21 (a-c) demonstrate the effect that an intermediate TiO2 fractional nanos-
tructured deposition (20s) has on the response of an n-type PS interface to NO2. Figure
3.21(a) corresponds to the response of the prepared untreated PS interface while Figure
3.21(b) demonstrates the response after TiO2 is introduced. The results, demonstrated
also in the overlapped response data of Figure 3.21(c), are striking. Here at the fractional
concentrations deposited, the strong acid, TiO2 [74], competes quite effectively with the
moderately strong acid, NO2, for the available electrons in this system. The untreated
PS interface (Figure 3.21(a)) displays a significant increase in resistance as NO2 attracts
electrons and depletes majority carriers. However, at the higher NO2 concentrations, we ob-
serve a peaking in the resistance followed by a near exponential decay of the resistance. The
rate of exponential decay observed in Figure 3.21(a) is seen to increase in magnitude with
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increasing NO2 concentration in the range 4- 10 ppm. The intensity is seen to maximize at
˜3 ppm and the initial intensity maxima are similar for 3,4,5,and 10 ppm. The effects of
electron depletion and subsequent repopulation are manifest at the higher concentrations.
Figure 3.21 (b) demonstrates results obtained at an intermediate TiO2 nanostructure
deposition. For those NO2 analyle concentrations in excess of 2 ppm, as the response
begins to increase with the introduction of NO2, it is suddenly and rapidly quenched. This
behavior is more pronounced at higher analyte concentrations. The spike-like response is
also illustrated in Figure 3.21(c). As NO2 attempts to extract electrons from the decorated
PS interface, the resistance rises rapidly to a point when the electron depletion reaches a
limiting value. Here, the nanostructured TiO2 islands coupled to the PS interface interact,
preventing further electron withdrawal, and reversing the electron flow so as to increase the
donor and conduction level electron concentrations. This is manifest by a sharp decrease in
the resistance. The affect clearly onsets at 2 ppm and increases in a manner proportional
to concentration. The dynamic nature of this interplay is further evident as the resistance
drops to a minimum value and then begins to again increase when the NO2 is removed.
As NO2 is introduced in a new cycle the spike-like increase in resistance is again observed
followed by a sharp drop in resistance. This behavior is explained as TiO2 competes with
and counteracts the extraction of electrons by NO2, insures the flow of electrons to the
decorated n-type PS interface, and leads to the significant decrease in resistance. The
process of interaction is a dynamic one as TiO2 and NO2 vie for the available electrons. As
a result the observed increase in resistance decreases by ˜25% relative to the untreated PS
interface.
Table 3.6: Observed dynamic interplay resulting from the depletion of donor levels and
subsequence reversal electron exchange associated with the interaction of NO2 and a TiO2
treated PS interface (Figure 3.21). The elapsed time follows a linear inverse with concen-
tration..
2 ppm 3 ppm 4 ppm 5 ppm 10 ppm
Elapsed time till peak maximum 32 s 15 s 11 s 9 s 4 s
Peak width s 57 s 14 s 8 s 5 s 1 s
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The spike like features depicted in Figures 3.21(b) and (c) show a clear dependence
on the NO2 analyte concentration. These features show a concentration dependence as the
elapsed time to their appearance displays an inverse linear proportionality to the concen-
tration. In addition as the concentration of analyte increases the peak width decreases and
displays a sharp exponential decay. This time dependent behavior and the features that
are observed are distinct from those associated with analyte diffusion. Figure 3.21(a) would
suggest that the desorption kinetics associated with NO2 is quite efficient. While adsorption
to the PS interface influences the observed process this unusual behavior is difficult to re-
late to the adsorption/desorption process as it appears more closely related to the interplay
associated with electron exchange. As opposed to the adsorption and desorption kinetics
associated in part with gaseous diffusion the observed behavior appears to be characteristic
of systems where analyte and interface compete for electrons.
Figure 3.22: Comparison of NO2 response to (a) an untreated and (b) a TiO2 nanostruc-
ture deposited PS interface for TiO2 depositions notably higher than those associated with
Figures 4 and 5. The response curve for the untreated n-type interface corresponds to an
increase in resistance with NO2 concentration; the TiO2 decorated surface displays a de-
crease in resistance (increase in conductance) as TiO2 facilitates electron extraction from
NO2. Here, the signal begins to saturate between 3 and 4 ppm
*.
Figure 3.22 (b) demonstrates results at a somewhat higher TiO2 concentration (30s
deposition time) Here, the TiO2 coupled to the PS interface creates a surface which can
overcome the electron withdrawing power of NO2. Now, the response is that of a system
which attracts electrons to the PS interface leading to a decrease in resistance (increase in
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conductance). By comparison the data in Figure fig:c23 is intriguing in that it represents
a variation of response as a function of NO2 concentration. Here, we have converted the
TiO2 nanostructures deposited as in figrue 3.22 to their corresponding oxynitride, TiO2-xNx
[66,171]. This creates a more basic interface and thus diminishes the ability of the deposited
nanostructures to attract electrons. At NO2 concentrations ≤ 5ppm, the system again
responds to the gas by removing electrons from NO2. This corresponds to a decrease in
resistance although the decrease is less than that for the TiO2 decorated system. However,
an NO2 concentration of 10 ppm is now sufficient to reverse this response, leading to a
positive resistance change, which results from a dominant electron extraction by NO2.































































































































Figure 3.24: Comparison of responses to 1,2,3,4,5,and 10 ppm of analyte gas. 3.24(a)
NO2 interacting with an SnOx treated n-type PS surface 24 hours after an initial exposure
produced the response in Figure 3.19(b). Figure 3.24 (b and c) corresponds to the response
of AuxO treated (10 and 30s exposures) PS surfaces for the surfaces generating the responses
in Figures 3.19 (f and g) 24 hours earlier. Figure 3.24(d) corresponds to the response (two
cycles) to NH3 of an SnOx treated n-type PS surface also used in Figure 3.24(a). Note that
the scale for this figure is compressed relative to Figures 3.24 (a,b,c).
In all of the systems studied here, the electron affinity of NO2 enhances its ability to
withdraw electrons, eventually depleting the donor level electron population. The extent of
this process and the dynamics of its time dependent reversal is pronounced as the interface,
once depleted, becomes more electron withdrawing than NO2. In compliment to the time-
dependent behavior of the electron transduction in TiO2, we find that the depletion process
can lead to significant remnant effects. Figures 3.24(a-d) demonstrates these remnant effects
as we observe a response for both the SnOx and AuxO nanostructure modified and depleted
surfaces which mimics that observed for interaction with an electron donating analyte.
Figure 3.24(a) depicts the response of the SnOx treated PS interface 24 hours after the
initial experiments as described in Figures 19(a) and 19(b). The observed response is that
which would be expected of an analyte that is contributing electrons to the SnOx/n-type
PS interface. The decorated PS sample is now extracting electrons from NO2. A similar
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behavior is observed for the AuxO decorated PS (initially Figure 3.19(f) and 19(g)), which
now extracts electrons from NO2. Figure 3.24 (b) demonstrates a resistance decrease for
the 10 s exposed interface and Figure 3.24(c) indicates a slightly smaller decrease for the 30
s AuxO exposed interface. Even more compelling are the results obtained in Figure 3.24(d)
when the system, treated for 10 s with AuxO, is subsequently treated with NH3, again 24
hours after the experiments depicted in Figure 3.19. Figure 3.24(d) indicates a significant
resistance decrease and minimal quenching even at concentrations of 10 ppm. NH3, as a
strong base, contributes electrons, which leads to the repopulation of a strongly depleted
donor level population.
The IHSAB principle which we describe briefly above and elsewhere [9,74] dictates the
means to obtain an initial dominant directed electron transduction and minimal chemisorp-
tion with respect to the acidic analyte NO2. Because of the potential for the chemisorbed
interaction-reaction of SnOx with surface generated NO2
-, the interaction leading to directed
electron transduction enhanced via coupled gold clustered oxide AuxO (x >>1) nanostruc-
ture deposits provides a more efficient means for the initial “reversible” extraction of donor
level electrons (Figs. 19). However, Figure 3.24 demonstrates that this previously treated
and apparently depleted tin oxide surface now appears to act similarly to the depleted AuxO
surfaces capturing electrons to populate the donor levels and subsequently decreasing the
system resistance (increasing conductance).
The dynamic nature of electron depletion and exchange is demonstrated as elevated
concentrations of NO2 and NO interact with an untreated PS interface. Figure 3.25 depicts
observed responses for an untreated PS interface to NO, and NO2 at concentrations in
excess of 10 ppm. The data for NO and NO2 in Figures 3.25 (a)-(d) reflect a clear dynamic
interplay. The data for NO at 10 ppm display a rise to a maximum resistance as electrons
are attracted by this analtye. A similar rise is observed for NO2 although the change in
resistance is considerably greater. At 20 ppm and again at higher concentrations, the NO
response at first peaks and then decays. On the time resolution of Figs. 25(a) and (c) these
features appear as a sharp initial resistance increase, which at higher time resolution, is seen
to decay as a slow, near exponential tail to a subsequent limiting value. The NO2 responses
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of responses for NO2 and NO in the concentration range 10-80
ppm. Figures (a) and (b) for NO and (c) and (d) for NO2 depict the response to 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, and 80 ppm of these gases. Figures (b) and (d) represent higher resolution time scales
. The maximum response is seen to peak and then slowly decay as the system approaches
an equilibrated resistance level. The change in resistance for NO2 is a substantial 10,000
Ohms but the NO only approaches 800 Ohms.
at 20 and 30 ppm again display a rise to a maximum resistance during exposure, although
the rise appears muted at 30 ppm. At 40 and 50 ppm, NO2 also displays a signal, which first
peaks and then decays at a much faster rate than that observed at lower concentrations.
An indication of this slow near exponential decay at higher time resolution and ana-
lyte gas concentrations of 80 ppm is presented in Figures 3.25 (b) and (d). The onset of
this behavior at lower concentrations for the NO system would suggest an origin for this
phenomenon. NO2 has a substantial electron affinity [72, 172, 175–177] compared to NO,
which has a small if not negligible electron affinity [174, 178, 179]. This fact dictates that
NO2 withdraws electrons considerably more efficiently than the amphoteric NO radical. As
NO2 and NO withdraw donor level electrons, the n-type PS interface is depleted to the point
where it begins to compete for available electrons. Because of its much more substantial
electron affinity, NO2 competes more favorably for these available electrons than does the
amphoteric NO radical. Hence the dynamic signal decay onsets at higher concentrations
or higher resistances. The near exponential decays depicted in Figures 3.25 (b) and (d)
correspond to the process whereby the degree of electron extraction reaches a maximum
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and is then counteracted by the depleted n-type PS interface that now acts as a stronger
acid than either NO2 or NO.
3.3.4 Depleted System Responses
Figure 3.26: Comparison of responses for depleted or near-depleted n-type PS interfaces to
80 ppm (a,b) NO2 , (c) NH3, and (d) NO. The gases were pulsed onto these interfaces with
a 1800s half-cycle followed by a 1800s half-cycle UHP cleaning. The system was purged
with UHP nitrogen for 3600s before operation.
It is possible to so severely deplete the n-type PS systems to the extent that these sys-
tems become inverted. The resulting responses observed after depletion provide additional
relevant information. Figure 3.26 (a) and (b) demonstrate the response of a PS interface,
which has been depleted to near p-type character, to a concentration of 80 ppm of NO2. The
data in Figure 3.26 (a) were obtained for a system with an extremely small residual donor
electron population whereas that in Figure 3.26(b) was obtained for a thoroughly depleted
system. Figure 3.26(a) displays a spike-like rise in resistance (decrease of conductance)
suggestive of the removal of electrons due to the interaction of NO2 with the residual donor
level population. In both Figure 3.26(a) and 26(b) we observe the rapid drop in resistance
indicative of the interaction with a p-type system (depleted n-type) and with holes in the
valence band (as opposed to electrons in the donor level). Further note the slow decrease
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in resistance following the sharp drop in resistance as NO2 extracts electrons (Fig. 26(b))
and compare this response to that for 80 ppm NH3 in Figure 3.26 (c). After the initial
resistance drop indicative of an ammonia interaction with a small residual concentration of
donor electrons, the NH3 response now increases, indicative of the interaction with holes in
the valence band [143]. The rate of increase in resistance over this intermediate time pe-
riod is notably greater than the corresponding decrease observed for NO2. The thoroughly
depleted system for NO2 (Fig. 26(b)) displays an extremely sharp return to baseline as the
NO2 gas flow is terminated. The return to baseline is much slower for the NH3 system
and for the NO system depicted in Figure 3.26(d). These results suggest that extracting
electrons from these depleted systems (NO2) is much more difficult than donating electrons
(NH3 and NO).
3.3.5 Discussion
The underlying IHSAB principle dictates the physisorption directed response that we have
observed from an acidic (NO2), basic (NH3), and amphoteric (NO) analyte as they interact
with a treated n-type PS interface. A first order comparison of the response data in Tables
2 and 4 with the exemplary list of hard, borderline, and soft acids and bases in Table 3.1
clearly demonstrates that hard bases such as NH3 respond most strongly when exposed to
an AuxO nanostructure treated PS surface. Within the framework of the IHSAB principle,
this is not surprising since AuxO is a soft acid (Au
0,+1).
The results presented in Figures 15-26 for the transduction of NO2, NO, and NH3 with
n-type porous silicon indicate a more dynamic reversible interaction for acids and bases
with majority electron carriers than with holes. Further, the influence of the nanostruc-
tured metal oxides, fractionally deposited to the PS interface, is notably more pronounced
as these metal oxides influence the modification of the initial donor level concentration. The
materials selected in this study for the nanostructured islands serve the role of guiding an-
tennas to force a dominantly physisorbtive (vs. chemisorbtive) interaction at the decorated
extrinsic semiconductor interface. We have established that the process of selectivity is best
implemented on a nanopore coated microchannel array. The nanoporous coating provides
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a phase match for the unique fractional deposition of select nanostructures. The nanostruc-
tured islands provide the gateways for a physisorptive (electron transduction) interaction
at the decorated PS interface .
The IHSAB model [9, 10, 74, 137, 140]suggests that the proper combination of nanos-
tructure deposition techniques could be employed to produce combinations of array based
multiple sensor devices of varying sensitivity to a variety of gases and that a matrix of array
responses might be correlated to selectivity for a given gas mixture. This is because the
selection of the nanostructures that are deposited to the nanopore covered microchannels
and the variable surface sensitivities that are produced, as they form in-situ metal/metal
oxide deposits, can now be predicated not in a random fashion or based on limited previous
observations but in a clearly designed procedure based on established molecular properties.
The plateau resistance observed for the NH3, NO, and NO2 systems at elevated concen-
tration (Figure 3.17 and 25) seems to correspond to the equilibration of the Fermi levels for
the analyte- semiconductor interface to a position intermediate to that above the donor lev-
els and the limit of energy corresponding to the Fermi level for the intrinsic semiconductor
(Figure 3.27). Here we make note of the changes in the Fermi level with temperature.
Figure 3.27: Fermi level of extrinsic semiconductors as a function of temperature.
Figure 3.27 describes the variation in the position of the Fermi level with temperature for
n-type and p-type semiconductors [170]. This temperature dependence forms a basis for our
considerations of electron transfer to and from an extrinsic semiconductor, the nature of the
interaction with majority carriers in that semiconductor, and the corresponding influence,
which this transfer has on the semiconductor conductance and transduction. For an n-
type semiconductor, donor electron levels lie just below the conduction band (Fig. 27(a)).
At 0 K, the Fermi level lies at an energy Ed (≈0.025eV)/2 below the conduction band. At
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moderate temperatures, the vast majority of donor level electrons have been excited into the
conduction band as eventually the semiconductor practically reverts to that of an intrinsic
material at temperatures above 600 K. Here, the Fermi level has shifted to the energy EFi
≈ Eg/2 where Eg is the intrinsic semiconductor bandgap energy. A similar situation holds
for a p-type semiconductor (Fig. 27(b)) as electrons are excited to acceptor levels (holes are
excited into the valence band) at an energy Ea ≈ 0.036 eV. above the valence band. At 0
K , the Fermi level lies at an energy Ea/2 above the valence band, however , Figure 3.27(b)
depicts the corresponding shift of EFp as it transcends with temperature to the value EFi ≈
Eg/2 for the corresponding intrinsic semiconductor.
From the temperature dependent behavior depicted in Figure 3.27, it is apparent that
vacant donor level sites and valence band hole sites increase with temperature. From the
temperature dependent behavior depicted in Figure 3.27, it is apparent that the addition of
electrons to an “n-type” system should contribute to and eventually “top-out” the donor
level population whereas the removal of electrons and increase in resistance is very much
analogous to the effect of temperature rise. In contrast, the removal of electrons from a
“p-type” system can potentially maximize conductance (decrease resistance to a minimum
value) whereas an influx of electrons is very much analogous to the effect of temperature
rise. These effects, resulting from analyte interface interactions, the preparation of the in-
terface, and the population of donor and/or acceptor levels, have now been clearly observed.
Further, the Fermi level shifts that accompany these dynamic interactions are significant.
The data presented in Figures 3.17-3.26 demonstrate important correlations with the
schematic temperature dependence of an extrinsic semiconductor presented in Figure 3.27.
First the temperature dependence for both p and n-type semiconductors is such that one
can expect vacant donor levels for an n-type system and available holes for a p-type system
at room temperature [170]. If an analyte acts to add electrons to the vacant donor electron
levels of an n-type extrinsic semiconductor, we anticipate that the population of these
levels will “ top-out” and the resistance will reach a limiting lower value. This minimum
resistance is demonstrated for the interaction of basic NH3, especially for the exposure to
SnOx (Fig. 3.16(b)) and AuxO (Fig. 3.16(f)) treated n-type PS , at elevated concentrations
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in the range 10-30 ppm for interaction with AuxO treated PS (Fig. 3.17(f)), and at even
higher concentrations in excess of 50 ppm for the exposure of ammonia to untreated PS
(Fig. 3.17(g)). An analogous decrease to a minimum resistance is observed for the p-type
PS system. Here, however, NO2 extracts electrons and enhances conductance. Figure 3.25
demonstrates the bottoming-out of the resistance associated with the removal of electrons
as would be expected from Figure 3.27.
The outlined correlations associated with Figure 3.27 point to an additional aspect of
the dynamic nature of these systems. The Fermi level is dynamic and the change in the
Fermi level energy must be evaluated as we consider processes initiated with extrinsic semi-
conductor interfaces. This could have significant consequences as one attempts to employ
these prepared interfaces in transduction processes which include any type of dynamic elec-
tron transfer and, for that matter, solar pumping involving these systems. While many
approaches to transduction focus on the bandgap when considering interactions associated
with an extrinsic semiconductor, this focus lacks appropriate dynamic considerations. The
effect of the intraction process on energy increments in a dynamic system and especially on
the Fermi level should be strongly considered.
NO and NO2 are found to extract electrons from the untreated n-type PS interfaces
that we have prepared in this study. From the data in Figures 3.15 and 3.25, it is apparent
that NO2, with its significant electron affinity, is more effective at electron extraction than
is the amphoteric NO radical. The data in Figures 3.18-3.25, however, demonstrate finer
detail in the dynamic process of electron withdrawal. The data in Figures 3.18-3.25 provide
a window to the dynamic process of electron withdrawal and exchange. At lower concen-
trations, it is apparent that the nature of the nanostructure deposition can have a strong
and variable impact on the control of analyte electron extraction. This is demonstrated by
the variations in the TiO2 decorated PS interfaces in Figs. 3.20-3.23. The possibility exists
to reverse the process of electron extraction whenever an acid is countered by a strongly
acidic nanostructured deposition (Figures 3.18-3.25).
It is also apparent, for both NO and NO2, that without the nanostructures, the in-
teraction with the extrinsic semiconductor donor electrons reaches a limit where electron
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withdrawal can no longer proceed. The extrinsic semiconductor is depleted to the extent
that it, in effect, becomes a stronger acid than NO or NO2. This, of course, occurs first
for NO, as demonstrated from the comparison of Figures 3.25(a) and (c). As demonstrated
vividly at these elevated pressures, the dynamic process corresponding to a resistance rise
to a maximum and the limit of electron removal, is followed by a near-exponential decrease
to a plateau resistance (Figures 3.25(b) and (d). Here, the electron population of the semi-
conductor interface now is depleted to the extent that it becomes a stronger acid and begins
to remove electrons from NO or NO2.
The results presented in Figures 3.18-3.25 for the transduction of NO2 and NO with
both untreated and fractional nanostructure treated n-type porous silicon indicate a very
much more dynamic reversible interaction for acids and bases with majority electron carriers
than with holes [10,145].
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CHAPTER IV
MULTIGAS SENSING AND MODELING
4.1 Simulation
While enhancing the sensor response to analyte gases is important, equally important is the
ability to extract analyte gas concentration data from a sensor array [107,120,180]. For that
purpose, a basic two-sensor array was created and the sensor response data analyzed. We
also ran two gases at once on these sensors, giving a better understanding of the interactions
of the analyte gases with themselves and the extrinsic semiconductor surfaces. In order to
extract the gas concentrations from the sensor response, the response mechanism has to
be understood. One method to understand the response is to start with a simple model,
then modify it with various other models to fit the recorded sensor response. While there
are many complicated models for gas diffusion [181, 182] we began these studies using a
simple model of diffusion into a 1-D tube [66,183]. The gas diffusion into a 1-D tube model
is simulated using a basic numerical diffusion code, described previously [66], the code is
in Appendix A. While analytic solutions do exist for the 1-D diffusion problem, they are
extremely dependent on initial conditions and do not handle the dynamic flow back and
forth of the pulsing of the analyte gas. This difficulty requires us to use a numerical solution
for the gas diffusion [183]. For the simulation, the pore is assumed to be uniform for its
entire length, so the diffusion coefficient is constant in the tube. No major adsorption
is assumed to happen at the bottom of the tube. The simulated response is the average
concentration of the gas diffused in the tube. While this is a simplistic model, it does give
a good fit to the basic features of the sensor response. An example of a simulation using
a simple diffusion model is seen in Figure 4.1, where the calculated response amplitude is
very similar to the actual response data seen previously.
The simulated data is much smoother than the recorded data and allows us to easily take
first and second order derivatives. The amplitude of the spikes in the derivatives correlates
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Figure 4.1: Basic diffusion model of the response. The calculated sensor response is
green and actual experimental results are in blue. With a simulated diffusion constant
of D=5X10-12m2 per second much slower than the calculated diffusion of NO in air of
2x10-4m2 per second at standard pressure and temperature [184].
almost perfectly with the gas concentration. The size of the spike translates to the size of
the gas concentration pulse as seen in Figure 2.22. Another advantage of the derivatives
is that they spike early in the gas pulse and don’t require the sensor to reach saturation
allowing for a quick response, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 2. Using the information
gleaned from this simple model, we attempted to extract gas concentrations from the raw
sensor responses. Figure 4.2 shows the normalized resistance response to NO on n-type
PS. This is the resistance change of the sensor in the presence of the analyte gas divided
by the baseline. This baseline can fluctuate due to the variation in the resistivity of the
wafers. Also shown is the normalized conductance response to NH3 for n-type sensors.
For ease of comparison, the inverse of the normalized response (the conductance) is shown.
The average response in Figure 4.2 is over several different sensors with different coatings;
however, they all have a similar response curve, which is similar to the PH3 response on
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p+-type sensors [185]. The response is near linear at very low ppm (1-4 ppm). However,
the response begins to saturate at higher ppm.
Figure 4.2: (Top) Normalized response to NH3 (left) and NO (right) for several different n-
type sensors and the magnitude of the 1st derivatives(Bottom) of the normalized response.
Blue points are the actual data along with error bars and the green line is the linear fit.
The nonlinear response of the sensors at higher concentrations makes it difficult to use
the raw response to find the analyte gas concentration. The saturation curves go roughly
as the square root of the concentration; however, the inverse power can vary from sensor to
sensor. Another issue with using the raw response from the sensor is the saturation of the
analyte gas. The sensors require an extended time to reach their saturated response. The
required time to saturation can be as short as 2 min to more than half an h of exposure to
the analyte gas dependent upon the nature of the analyte gas and the exact shape of the
etched pores.
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Figure 4.3: The figure shows the derivative of the simulated response in green. The sharp
spikes correspond to the gas turning on and off.
Taking the derivative of the response both quickly determines the concentration of the
gas, and the maximum size of the spike in the derivative correlates linearly with the con-
centration of the analyte gas. The spike in the derivative appears almost instantaneously
once the gas interacts with the surface; however, the spike quickly tapers off until the gas
concentration changes again. While taking the time derivative of the simulated conductro-
metric response is easy, the raw sensor data has some noise in it, causing large false signals
in the derivative. In order to remove the noise, a moving average is used [186]. The moving
average takes some previous number of points and averages over these points. The moving
average reduces the high frequency noise in the system clearing up the derivatives. After
taking the moving average the spikes in the derivative of the sensor response can be easily
seen and measured. Figure 4.2 shows that the height of the spikes correlates linearly with
the analyte gas concentration. The linearity in the response even at higher ppm values
is very encouraging, both for being able to extract concentrations from the response and
showing that even a basic model can point the analysis in the correct direction. Expanding
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upon the success of the basic model, a simplistic two gas interaction was simulated. Using
an additive model for the gas response, we simulated a two-sensor response to two different
gases. The gases were non-interacting and the sensor response was a linear addition of
the concentration for each gas that diffused into the sensors. We then tried to extract the
concentration from the simulated response for the two sensors.
Figure 4.4: Extracted gas concentrations from the simulated response. Gas simulations of
two sensors without any noise are presented at the top. The extracted concentration vs the
actual concentration is seen at the bottom of the two simulated gases. Diff 1 represents the
extracted concentration using only the first derivative while Diff 2 represents the extracted
concentration using the second derivative.
The simulated response was modeled using the data from Table 3.2. We simulated SO2
and PH3 pulsing on a gold and tin decorated surface. Using the table we created a simple
response matrix. Assuming that the sensors had equal responses to the two gases before
they were treated with metal oxide nanoparticles. The matrix says that the tin decorated
sensor resistance increases by 2 for 1 ppm of PH3 and 4 for 1 ppm SO2, while the Gold
decorated sensor has a response that increases by 5 for 1 ppm of PH3 and 2 for 1 ppm of
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Using this response matrix derived from the data, we have found that the optimal
method for extracting the concentration from the simulation involved taking a second deriva-
tive of the data and then multiplying the derivatives with the inverted response matrix for
the sensors and gas response. The program is included in Appendix B. Once the responses
were calibrated, the code extracted the concentration data from the simulated data with
high accuracy.
Figure 4.5: Here a large pulse of gas is followed by a small pulse of gas. While the
simulation does not show any change, finding the size of the change in the 1st derivative
requires applying the 2nd derivative.
The code was able to handle a wide variety of gas concentrations. One important
problem with only using the first derivative is if you had a very large pulse of gas followed
by a very small amount, the system might not have enough time to recover. However, there
still would be a discontinuity in the first derivative. Using the second derivative removes
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this problem as shown in Figure 4.5. The code, shown in Appendix B, could also handle
two gases diffusing into the sensor at different rates. For different molecular masses, the
diffusion rates of different gases also differ. However, the code was able to address the
simulation even for significantly different rates of diffusion varying by over two orders of
magnitude. This happened when the response to the gases Another problem to consider
was the orthogonality of the different gas responses. It should be easier to separate out
two gas responses if a dominate response to each gas is provided by only one of the two
sensors. As an example NO and NH3 both have a strong response to SnO2 and AuxO
clustered oxides respectively. However, nickel and copper have a similar response to these
two analyte gases. The further apart the response vectors are for a set of analytes, the
stronger their orthoginality. While a decrease in orthogonality could pose a problem, the
code was able to correctly identify each gas. While the results obtained with this approach
were promising, two issues remained. First, we assume that the dependence of the sensor
response on concentration will always be constant. However, as we have seen, the response
does vary as the concentration changes. So the response of the sensor at 10 ppm of the
analyte gas is not 10 times the response of the same sensor at 1 ppm of the analyte gas.
The other issue arises dealing with the second derivative. The second derivative by its
nature is very sensitive to noise in the system. This sensitivity is seen in Figure 4.6 where
we take the same system as in Figure 4.4 and add a small amount of random noise to the
sensor response. Even using a smoothing function to correct for this small amount of noise
can cause some issues in determining the gas level. This can be seen in the shifts away from
the actual gas levels in Figure 4.6. This problem can be dealt with using multiple sensors to
increase redundancy and decrease the noise in the system. Since the sensor array will have
noise, the more sensors used will allow the noise to average out to a small value. A slightly
different way of viewing the problem is that the more sensors in the array the greater can
be the orthogonality of the sensor arrays responses to the different analyte gases, easing the
extraction of the analyte concentration.
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Figure 4.6: Adding small amounts of noise to the two simulated sensors shown at the top.
Extracted gas concentrations from simulated results with noise are seen at the bottom.
Note how little noise is needed to frustrate the data analysis. Diff 1 represents the extracted
concentration using only the first derivative. Diff 1 smooth is the extracted concentration
using only the first derivative after smoothing the data. Diff 2 represents the extracted
concentration using the second derivative and Diff 2 smooth is the result using the same
algorithm only smoothing the data first.
4.1.1 Nonlinear response
While the results from the simulated responses are encouraging, we have not addressed
the major problem with all the simulations. The mechanism for the nonlinear response at
higher concentrations is not understood. The simulation code assumes that the response
has a simple linear relationship. If there is 10 ppm of gas the response is 10 times larger
than the 1 ppm response. While this model works at very low concentrations; the response
to the studied gases at higher ppm values is not linear as seen previously in Figure 4.2.
Understanding the nonlinearity will allow a reduction in the uncertainty of the concentration
by correlating the measured sensor response with the derivative measurements.
Several methods were used in an attempt to address this issue of nonlinear response.
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Figure 4.7: The difference between the 1-D diffusion and the 2-D diffusion models of
response. The only major change can be seen in the time derivative of the responce where
the sharpness of the derivative is muffled in the 2-D simulation.
We modified the diffusion and the response simulation trying to better fit the collected data
from the PS sensors. When iterating the code, we looked not only at the observed response
but also at the calculated derivative. Since the actual sensors do show a linear response in
the derivative of the resistance, it is important that any change to the code also correctly
modifies the time derivative of the response.
The first approach to this problem was to model 2-D diffusion into the pores. We mod-
eled the gas diffusing into the micropores and then into the nanopores on their surface,
adding the extra dimension. The nanopores are assumed to be smaller but with a larger
surface area. These nanopores are where the majority of the gas interactions occur. How-
ever the resulting response from the 2-D simulations did not significantly differ from those
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achieved by doing a simple one dimensional simulation, as seen in Figure 4.7. The only
major change observed in the results was the sharpness of the derivative, due to the time
delay for the gases to diffuse into the set of pores. This time delay results as the analyte
gas travels down the main pore and then diffuses into the nanopores. Since the simulation
takes an average of the all the nanopores, the delay in the gas diffusing into the bottom
pores smooths out the derivative. This smoothing of the derivative is the only major change
in the modeled sensor responses observed.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the exponential decay model to the straight mean method for
calculating the response with a fast diffusion constant (4.9e-10 m2/s).
Another method was used by Lewis et al. [66] to model the nonlinearity. The model
assumes that the response decays exponentially from the bottom of the pores. which works
out to







Where Ωi(t) is the resistance value measured by the sensor, Ω0 is the baseline resistance of
the sensor, Si is the sensitivity of the sensor to the analyte gas ,C(x,t) is the concentration
of the gas in the pore as a funtion of time and distance into the pore, and B is the fitting
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parameter of the gas used. The simulated results are shown in Figure 4.8. However using
the Lewis model to simulate the sensors did not give a nonlinear response to the sensor.
The only advantage seen with this model is that the tops of the peaks take longer to reach
a saturation value. As the gas diffuses into the pores it reaches the saturation limit slowing
down, but the Lewis model has an exponential term enhancing this small final change, thus
modeling the actual response of a gas a bit better. The slow change also smoothes out
the derivatives seen in Figure 4.8. However, at much lower diffusion constants the response
doesn’t seem to fit as well. At the slower diffusion rates, the calculated response is smoothed
so much as to lose all sharp peaks, no longer fitting the observed gas sensor responses shown
in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the exponential decay model to the straight mean model for
calculating the response with a slower diffusion constant (4.9e-13 m2/s).
A term that models the stickiness of the gas to the pore surface wall can be added to
the simulation for better modeling. This gas adhesion has been observed and mentioned
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previously [9, 66, 137]. Therefore, for the simulation, the diffusion constant of the gas out
of the pore was different than the diffusion into the pore by 50 percent. The slowed down
diffusion models ”simulate” the gas adhesion to the surface. This gas adhesion model
roughly approximates the actual gas adhesion to the surface. However, this is a very simple
model to deal with the adsorption dynamics. There are other more complicated models
used to deal with adsorption dynamics, but these models generally deal with effects that
appear at much higher concentrations of the analyte gas. [187,188] Despite the simplicity of
the model, it does seem to have some resemblance to how the actual gas in the sensor acts.
Figure 4.10 shows a very strong sticking factor modifying the simulation. The major effect
on the simulation to notice is the asymmetry in the size of the spikes in the derivative when
the gas is turned on versus when the gas is turned off. This same asymmetry is seen in
the derivative of actual data, though to a much smaller degree. The simulation is modeling
something similar to the response; however, it still does not create a non-linear response to
the gas concentration.
4.1.2 Decreasing Resistance Simulation Issues
Another simulation problem is how to model decreasing resistance (increasing conductance).
The decreasing resistance cannot be linear otherwise we would get zero or a negative value
for the resistance at high enough ppm levels, which is not physically possible. Instead
the sensor saturates as seen for NH3 on an n-type PS sensor. Any simulation where the
conductance increases has to take this behavior into account. In addition, the data in
Figure 4.2 suggests that inverting the change in resistance will describe the concentration.
The simplest function to describe this requires that we have the response mechanism be
the inverse of the concentration. However, there is no discontinuity in the response or
the derivative of the response when the resistance decreases below the baseline. This tells
us there is one mechanism for the analyte gas interacting with the surface that describes
both the resistance increasing and decreasing. So a piecewise function where the response
increases linearly with resistance increase and then goes as the inverse of the concentration
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Figure 4.10: Using a slower desorption then adsorption in blue. Notice the linearity even
though the gas does not diffuse off easily.
when the resistance decreases below the baseline, like this
f(x) =
 C + Ω0 : Ω ≥ Ω0Ω0/C : Ω < Ω0
does not work. One mechanism must handle both increases and decreases in the resistance.
4.2 Saturation Effects
While the use of derivatives is very useful for a pulsed analyte gas configuration, other
methods must be used for non-pulsed systems where there is a slow increase in the analyte
gas concentration. This requires that we study and classify the nonlinear response of the
gas impingent on the PS sensor.
The first step to understanding the saturation effect requires that we measure it. Several
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Figure 4.11: The sensor response to 800 seconds of increasing ppm from 1-49 ppm of NH3
in red. The response for two different uncoated p-type sensors is shown in blue and green.
sensor runs were used to study how the gas response changed over 12 hours of increasing
ppm levels. The analyte gas was run for 800 seconds at 1 ppm then it was instantly
increase to 2 ppm for 800 seconds without a purge of N2 between subsequent ppm levels.
The concentration of the NH3 analyte gas was increased in the same manor until it reached
49 ppm, the maximum concentration for the gas configuration.
The first gas adsorption curve studied was NH3 on an uncoated p-type surface. The
results of the data collection are seen in Figure 4.11. On this system the response increases,
levels off at high concentration, and then begins to decrease at even higher concentrations.
Special note should be made to the bumpy looking response at higher concentrations (Figs.
4.11,4.12). Every time the gas concentration increases at higher ppm values, the sensor
response increases then decreases, causing the observed bumps in the response (Fig. 4.13).
The sensor response for NH3 on an untreated p-type surface, versus concentration,
was extracted from the data. Graphing the concentration and response on a log-log plot
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Figure 4.12: Close up of the first few gas steps for the NH3 saturation curves.
shows a straight line at lower concentration levels and another straight line at the higher
concentration levels as depicted in Figure 4.14. The straight line on the log-log plot is an
indicator of Freundlich adsorption. The Freundlich adsorption model is an empirical model
for adsorption. It was empirically created for very low partial pressures and the model breaks
down at higher pressures as other effects dominate [189]. The exact form of the equation is
shown in Table 4.1. Theoretical calculations show the presence of heterogeneous adsorption
sites give rise to the Freundlich adsorption [190, 191]. The smaller the slope of the log-log
plot in the adsorption curve, the more heterogeneous the surface is. The adsorption slopes
are different for different sensors suggesting that they are caused by slightly different etch
conditions.
The p-type PS sensors were then treated with the metal oxide nanoparticle. Sensor 1
was treated with AuxO and Sensor 2 with SnO2 nanoparticles. These decorated sensors
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Figure 4.13: Close up of the higher ppm values: note how the resistance goes up with each
increase in concentration then decreases
were exposed to the same conditions used to generate the data in Figure 4.11. The results of
the response versus concentration curves are seen in Figure 4.15. Note that this figure does
not have the sharp drop off in response at higher ppm concentrations. Note also that there
is no pulsed roughness in the response. The response does not increase and then decrease
with increase in analyte concentration as seen in Figure 4.11. Also since AuxO increases
the sensor response more for the NH3 than the SnO2, Sensor 1 now has a larger response
to NH3 than Sensor 2. Since Figures 4.11 and 4.15 are so different, something must have
changed the interaction between the sensor and the analyte gas. The only candidate is
the metal oxide nanoparticles deposited on the surface. There are a couple of theories as
to how the sensor interaction with the gas changes with the addition of the metal oxide
island sites. There might be a size effect as the nanoparticles are much smaller than the
PS surface and thus effectively confining the electron transfer. Another possible theory is
that, at higher concentration, the effect of the uncoated p-type sensors is analogous to the
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Figure 4.14: log-log plot of the maximum resistance vs gas concentration. Note the straight
lines at low and high concentrations.
effect observed for the response to NO of an n-type interface [137]. An n-type interface
for which enough electrons are removed so that the surface becomes more acidic then NO,
subsequently extracting electrons from the NO gas. In a similar manor, donated electrons
could change the acidic nature of a p-type surface, weakening the acidity. If the p-type
surface becomes more basic than NH3, this would result in the surface donating electrons
to the gas and decreasing the resistance or alternatively not accepting the electrons which
would stabilize the resistance changes. An n-type sensor subsequently deposited with strong
acids such as TiO2 and SnO2 metal oxide nanoparticles has been shown to make the surface
more acidic removing the electrons from the NO. The metal oxide nanoparicles on the p-type
sensor also increase the surface acidity. This increase in acidity prevents the back donation
of electrons at higher concentrations. A more complicated theory for the untreated surface
starts with the assumption that the analyte gas is physisorbed to the silicon surface. The
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Figure 4.15: Response of AuxO coated (blue) and SnO2 coated (green) p-type sensors to
increasing NH3 concentration. Notice the minuscule drop in the response over time with
the Au deposited sensor compared with the relatively stable response of the SnO2 deposited
sensor. There is no huge drop off in resistance for SnO2 and there is only a small increase
at the end of the run.
number of electrons donated to the surface per adsorbate can be modeled approximately





We note that the hardness is defined as the change in the chemical potential with respect
to the number of electrons. Since the bulk silicon can take extra electrons without radically









2(ηC − ∂χB∂N )
(4.3)
This expression is a differential equation that can be solved for χB to create an equation
relating the chemical potential of the silicon and the number of electrons donated:
χB = χC +N ∗ ηC ∗ (Q− log(N)) (4.4)
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,where Q is a dimensionless quantity created from solving the differential equation. Since
there are only a limited amount of electrons a gas can exchange, when the concentration of
the analyte gas increases so does the number of electrons donated to the surface, N. This
allows us to relate the concentration of the analyte gas to N by an arbitrary factor.
Figure 4.16: Best fit using a simulation in blue and the actual response of untreated p-
type silicon with NH3 in green. The equation appears to roughly describe the experimental
results.
Now we relate the resistance to the chemical potential. The electron chemical potential
is related to how many electrons are in various bands, and the number of electrons in the
various bands controls the conductance. Using this substitution we create a relationship
between the concentration and the resistance
R = (Q− log(C)) ∗B ∗ C + Ω0 (4.5)
, where C in the gas concentration R is the resistance, Ω0 is the baseline resistance, B is
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the sensitivity of the sensor to the gas, and Q is the parameters that controls the saturation
point. Graphing the formula gives decent agreement with the results seen in Figure 4.11
shown in Figure 4.16. The formulation requires that the hardness of the silicon only be
determined by the changes in the electron electrochemical potential. Once metal oxides
decorate the PS surface, they set the hardness at a fixed value, and the equation doesn’t
apply, allowing other effects to dominate the interaction. While this formulation is fairly
tenuous, but it does at least fit the uncoated response to the analyte gas, and gives a more
comprehensive reasoning behind the difference between the response of the decorated and
undecorated sensors. The interactions mediated by the nanoparticles are dominated by a
response mechanism, which appears to be of simpler form. It is more important to find
a function that deals with the decorated surfaces, since the surface will correspond to the
majority of sensors that are used in a sensor array.
To study the analyte gas interactions with the metal oxide decorated silicon surface, we
took the concentration responses and attempted to fit an adsorption model to them. This
model should reflect the actual interactions causing the concentration dependence. Multiple
isotherms were tested. One isotherm was the Langmuir isotherm, which is mainly used for
modeling a monolayer of gas adsorbing on a homogeneous surface [192]. It is one of the most
commonly used isotherms. Another common isotherm is the Freundlich isotherm, which
has been described earlier [193]. The Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm is used to model
subcritical vapors on micropores [194]. It is an empirical model with a built-in temperature
dependence. It is mainly used to distinguish between physisorbed and chemisorbed ions.
The Temkin isotherm is used to model close packed uniform adsorption [195]. However,
since the PS surface is not homogeneous, the isotherm does not apply here. Another
isotherm that assumes uniformity is the Hill isotherm [196]. This model is useful when
adsorbed molecules enhance the adsorption process and is a specific case of the NICA
(Nonideal competitive adsorption) model. The Redlich-Peterson isotherm is a combination
of the Freundlich and the Langmuir isotherms [197]. It’s an empirical model designed
to mimic Freundlich isotherms at low pressure and Langmuir isotherm at high pressures.
Sips is another combination of the Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms, sometimes referred
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Table 4.1: List of adsorption isotherms. qe is the quantity adsorbed, Ce is the concentration
of the gas, and RT is the temperature. All other numbers are simply fitting parameters.
Adapted from Foo and Hameed [191] .
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to as the Frendlich-Langmuir isotherm [198]. The Toth isotherm is a modification of the
Langmuir isotherm for odd adsorption energy distributions [199], which does not seem to
be the situation in the current study, since the plot doesn’t linearize in Figure 4.13.
The multi-layer isotherms(Table 4.1) correspond to the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
[200], Frenkel-Halsey-Hill (FHH) [201], and MacMillan-Teller (MET) [202] models. The
BET model is generated from assuming a multilayer Langmuir adsorption. The MET
model is a modification of the BET model assuming surface tension. The FHH model is an
isotherm model constructed on the basis of potential theory.
The first way to test a group of adsorption models is to attempt to linearize the data.
Several of the adsorption models have techniques to linearize the data. If the actual data
follows one of the adsorption curves once the data is linearized it should form a straight
line over the entire concentration range. The list of linearizations is found in Table 4.1.
The resulting attempts to linearize the data are seen in Figure 4.17. Here we attempt to
linearize the response data using eight different adsorption curves. While the Langmuir
plot does appear to be linear throughout the concentration range, there still is a small
curve at the beginning of the data. The Redlich-Peterson equation has the second best fit
of the linearized isotherms, but it does have a significant bow in the line seen in Figure
4.17. The Freundlich isotherm and the isotherms derived from it do have a linear fit at
lower concentrations up to 10 ppm; however, once saturation effects take over, the line has
a sharp bend to it. This suggest that Freundlich can be used to approximate the response
at low ppm.
For the more complicated adsorption curves that could not be linearized, we simply
tried to get the best fit using the different models seen in Figure 4.18. Here the multilayer
adsorption models do not seem to fit the response. The BET model has the best fit of the
group, but even this model does not have a correct curve. It was very difficult to fit the data
using the FHH and MET models. These two models did not describe any of the important
features of the saturation curve. The unimpressive results of the multi-layer adsorption
models suggest that the saturation curve is not due to any multilayer effect. This would be
expected based upon the low concentration of the analyte gas used in the experiment and
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Figure 4.17: Attempts to linearize the response for two different sensors (in blue and
green) to NH3 using 8 different adsorption curves. The different adsorption curves are
linearized using different variables so that the curves change depending on the nature of
the adsorption. Only the Langmuir and the Redlich-Peterson adsorption curves have a
consistent linear shape.
the sparse nature of the decorating metal oxide nanostructure islands.
The Langmuir model appears to be the best fit to the response curve for the metal oxide
decorated surfaces. However on closer inspection, the Langmuir model does not faithfully
describe the important aspects of the porous silicon isotherm. For example in the log-log plot
of the data in Figure 4.19, the Langmuir isotherm curve is curved when the actual response
is linear and linear where the response is curved at lower concentrations. The Redlich-
Peterson fit handles the log-log plot; however, it doesn’t seem to fit the derivative plot very
well. This is important at lower concentrations, where the data must fit well for accurate
measurements [203]. We need to look for a function that increases and plateaus like the
response seen for NH3. In looking for another function that increases and then plateaus, we
used the Fermi distribution function (FDF). If electrical effects cause the saturation curve,
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Figure 4.18: Best fits for BET, FHH, and MET models to the experimental data. The
modeled responses are examined using a log-log scale and the concentration derivative.
than what is saturating are the electrons in the available conduction bands. This electron
saturation can be described using the FDF. The FDF would appear to give a better fit then
the Langmuir equation for the analyte gas saturation data.
4.2.1 Theory behind FDF
The foundation of the FDF model starts with the relation between the Fermi level and the
resistance. Resistance is linked with the mobility and density of the charge carriers. Since
the analyte gas does not change the mobility of the charge carriers, the gas must change
the density of the charge carriers. When the density of the charge carriers changes, it shifts
the location of the Fermi level at room temperature. Depending on whether electrons flow
from the surface to the analyte or vice versa, the Fermi level will shift up or down. This
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Figure 4.19: The sensor response to NH3 is in blue. The best fits using a Langmuir model
are in green, the FDF fits are in red, and the Redlich-Person fit is in cyan. The fits have been
checked against the log-log plot (middle) and the derivative of the concentration (bottom),
for higher accuracy.
room temperature occupation suggests that the Fermi level is tied directly to the resistance
of the sensor. As an example of the electrochemical potential and its correlation with the
resistance, we look at the interaction of NO with an n-type PS interface. As previously
mentioned the surface can become more acidic then the amphoteric NO analyte. At high
enough concentration, when the surface becomes more acidic than the NO, the electrons
reverse their flow. This shift in response suggests that the Fermi level (a.k.a the electron
chemical potential) of the PS drops lower than that for NO, and the electrons flow from
the higher potential to the lower one. This reversal can be seen in Figure 4.20. Here the
resistance increases while the NO, acting as an acid, removes electrons from a NiO decorated
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PS surface. As the electrons are removed from the surface, the Fermi level drops. The lower
Fermi level indicates that the donor levels are depleted. This allows the interface to capture
electrons, increasing the conduction. Since this switch appears to happen at roughly the
same resistance level, the resistance should be heavily tied to the Fermi level of the porous
silicon surface.
Figure 4.20: NO interacting with a NiO enhanced n-type silicon interface. Notice that the
tipping point is at a specific resistance both when the gas is applied and when the gas is
turned off shown by the black bar.
To describe the number of electrons in the different bands we use simple statistical















where Ec is the lowest energy of the conduction band Ef is the Fermi level, kT is the energy
at the temperature, T, and Ne is the denisty of electrons in the valence band. Similarly,















Where Ev is the highest energy of the valence band Ef is the Fermi level and kT is the energy
at the temperature, T [170]. We then assume that the electronic chemical energy of the
air is equal to the Fermi level of the extrinsic semiconductor, since they are in equilibrium.
The electron chemical potential of the air is thus equal to
Ef = χair =
∑
χiCi = Efi − χa ∗ Ca (4.8)
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where χair is the electron chemical potential of the air. χi is the electron chemical potential
of each individual species in the air mixture and Ci is the concentration of the chemical
species in the air. If we assume that the χair, without the analyte concentration, is equal
to the initial Fermi energy Efi, we can write the linear change in the Fermi level with the
concentration of the analyte Ca. For a semiconductor the Fermi level is always in the band
gap, so it is safe to assume that Ec > Ef > Ev. In that case the exponential term dominates
leading to the easy evaluation of the integral.
Ne ≈ 1 + e
Ec−Efi−χa∗Ca
kT (4.9)
for n-type sensors. The conductivity of an n-type semiconductor is directly related to
the number of electrons in the conduction band [170],
σ = Neeµe +Nheµh (4.10)
However Nh is small in an n-type system and can be ignored. Because the resistivity is












. A similar method can be used for p-type sensors where holes are considered instead of
electrons. The only major change in the final formula is switching from Ec to Ev and µe
to µh. As mentioned earlier the response mechanism needs to handle both increases and
decreases in the resistance, and should have a saturation limit. The FDF does seem to meet
these requirements. Also, importantly, this suggests a thermal dependence on the response
of the order E−kT . In order to test this thermal dependence, the sensitivity of a sensor was
tested at room temperature. Then the temperature was increased using a hot plate, and the
sensitivity was tested again. The temperature was increased multiple times and sensitivity
measurements were done at each temperature. The results are shown in Figure 4.21. In
Figure 4.21, the response of the sensor to the analyte gas decreases as the temperature
increases, just as the FDF theory predicts.
This temperature phenomena does lead credence to the FDF theory. There are other
things that might cause this Arrhenius dependence such as an increased reaction rate with
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Figure 4.21: (Top) temperature response curves for p-type silicon to NH3 at different tem-
peratures. (Bottom) The resulting maximum response of the sensors at each temperature
with 10 ppm NH3 shows an exponential decay with a slope of 1 meV.
chemisorption; however, the ease of returning to baseline in these sensor runs does not
support this conclusion. So the Fermi level model remains the most viable way of explaining
the data.
4.2.2 Fitting the results for NO
While the FDF seems to work for NH3, the theory should hold for other gas interactions.
One interaction we looked at was the interaction of NO on a p-type PS interface. After
exposing the PS sensor to increasing amounts of NO concentration in exactly the same
manner as used in Figure 4.11 and 4.15, we fit the saturation curves for NO on p-type
surfaces. The results are shown in Figure 4.22.
In the figure, the Langmuir model doesn’t fit the saturation curves while the FDF model
does. The log-log plot shows greater cohesion for the FDF model than the Langmuir model.
The FDF model is slightly modified from the model used in Figure 4.19. While in Figure
4.19 the NH3 is adding electrons to the surface, NO is removing them. While the coefficient
in front of the NH3 concentration of the fit is positive, the coefficient in front of the NO
concentration is negative. This minor change gives a very good fit to the NO response
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Figure 4.22: The sensor response to NO is in blue. The best fits using a Langmuir model
are in red and the FDF fits are in green. The fits are checked against the log-log plot and
the derivative of the concentration, for higher accuracy. The left side and right side are two
different runs on the same sensor after 12 hours have passed. The Redlich-Peterson curves
were not used to maintain image clarity.
curves. Instead of a complicated formula to take into account the response mechanisms
of adding versus subtracting electrons, the FDF has the required features built into the
equation.
All together these results point to an FDF-like response curve for the PS interface. While
FDF does not describe the more complicated curves associated with response inversion at
the higher ppm levels seen in Figure 4.11, it does give a better fit then a Langmuir isotherm
for both NO and NH3. This suggests that the results are more closely associated with
an electronic band structure saturation than adsorption saturation. This is important
because the saturation curve must be accounted for in order to both properly model the
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gas response and to extract data from the sensor at higher concentrations. For example
Grate and Wise [180] in order to extract data from an array of chemometric sensors where
the gas adsorbs on to a polymer had to take a logarithm of the response in order to handle
the nonlinearity. A similar transform will have to be implemented in order to extract the
concentration data from the current sensor response [204].
4.3 Multiple Gas Interactions
We have measured the conductometric response of NO and NH3 on an undecorated PS
sensor interface followed by combinations with the analytes H2S and CO on several nanos-
tructured metal oxide treated PS interfaces. When measuring multiple gases, as Figure 4.23
demonstrates, it is important to note that the NO and the NH3 responses on p-type silicon
do not add together. This nonlinearity of the response must be understood otherwise the
sensors cannot be used to analyze multiple gases simultaneously. While the gas responses
do not add together linearly, the multi gas response is repeatable and independent of any
initial gas on the surface. This independence is shown by the similar responses of the gas
sensors to NH3 NO mixtures. Further , we have demonstrated26 that diffusion dominates
the sensor conductometric response and modeled this process with the aid of the relative
sensitivities determined previously for the metal oxides. Both the direct conductometric
response and the derivative of this response are used to evaluate and model the sensor re-
sponse. The first derivative, is found to be linear in concentration. Taking the derivative
of the response both quickly determines the concentration of the gas, as the maximum size
of the peak in the derivative is found to correlate linearly with the concentration of the
analyte. A spike in the derivative appears almost instantaneously once the gas interacts
with the PS surface and quickly tapers off until the gas concentration changes.
Because NO and NH3, which represent respectfully a weak acid and a strong base, have
distinctly different interactions with a decorated PS interface, leading to their respective
responses, simpler interactions were analyzed to demonstrate the principles to of modeling
mixed gas response. First we looked at a p-type sensor response to H2S and NH3, two
moderate to strong bases, shown in Figure 4.24. These basic gases add electrons to the PS
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Figure 4.23: Example of the response of a p-type gas sensor to NH3 and NO simultaneously.
Note that the response of the mixed gas levels off to specific value independent of which
gas was exposed to the sensor first.
interface decreasing the number of holes in a p-type system, and increasing the sensor resis-
tance. The H2S, NH3 tests were all done on an AuxO decorated PS interface. Initially NH3
was exposed to the decorated PS surface with the analyte concentration increasing slowly
over 15 minutes. After the NH3 treatment was initially ceased, a background level of H2S
was added to the sensor. The AuxO treated sensor was then exposed to the same increasing
concentration profile of NH3. The AuxO treated sensor displays a greater response to NH3
with H2S present than in its absence.
We examine the reverse dosage in Figure 4.25 where, first, H2S is slowly introduced and
cycled to the AuxO treated p-type interface. A baseline of NH3 was then introduced onto
the AuxO decorated p-type surface, followed again by cycling the H2S. The NH3 background
did not increase the response to H2S as much as the H2S background increased the response
to NH3, however,NH3 was at a much lower concentration due to the required experimental
design. Significant is that even with the much smaller NH3 concentration, an enhancement
of the H2S signal was seen on the AuxO treated sensor.
In both Figures 4.24 and 4.25 the introduced background gas interacts with the decorated
PS interface. As H2S interacts, it lowers the Lewis acidity of the nanostructured AuxO island
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Figure 4.24: The AuxO p-type sensor response to NH3 and H2S. The sensor is allowed to
come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2 have flowed over the sensor.
Then NH3 is slowly added to the decorated interface. Once the NH3 is turned off, H2S is
added to the sensor and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. The NH3 is slowly added again
to the interface. The response of the sensor to NH3 is greater with the H2S background. In
the figure, we denote the onsets of H2S and NH3 with an asterisk. H2S dominates NH3 and
the onset of NH3 points downward (dominant H2S turning off as NH3 turns on).
Figure 4.25: The AuxO p-type sensor response to NH3 and H2S. The sensor was allowed
to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then H2S is slowly added
to the surface. Once the H2S was turned off, NH3 was added to the sensor and the sensor
was allowed to equilibrate. The H2S is slowly added again to the surface. The response of
the sensor to H2S is greater with the NH3 background.
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sites. This means that the orbital mismatch with NH3 will increase. As NH3, acting as a
background gas, interacts with AuxO , it lowers the Lewis acidity to a lesser extent and the
effect on H2S will be less. In summary, the addition of both H2S and NH3 will decrease the
Lewis acidity of the AuxO site, shifting the AuxO site to the soft acid side of Figure 4.26.
This enhances the orbital mismatch of the gases with the PS interface and thus increases
their reversible response. The shift corresponding to a decreasing Lewis acidity is indicated
in Figure 4.26. Figure 4.26 represents the adjustments of the Hard/Soft acid/base diagram.
As the deposited metal oxides change the interface response of PS, so also can adsorbed
gases change the interface response of a decorated PS surface. As they interact with the
metal oxides depending on their acidity or basisicity and their relative location in Figure
4.26 the analyte gases can increase or decrease orbital mismatch. To test this concept, we
compared the responses of a p-type plain PS sensor to that of a SnO2 deposited interface
in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. Duplicate experiments were conducted with the plain PS sensor
and the SnO2 deposited sensor.
The plain PS sensor, Figure 4.27, also demonstrates an increased response to NH3 when
an H2S background is present, in analogy to the AuxO decorated sensor of Figure 4.24. As
H2S interacts with PS, the Lewis acidity of the PS decreases. In Figure 4.26, this leads
to a shift away from both NH3 and H2S, increasing the orbital mismatch and causing the
reversible response to increase. This effect is greater with the plain undecorated PS sensor
of Figure 4.27 than the AuxO deposited sensor of Figure 4.25 because of the closer location
of H2S to PS on the hardness scale (Fig. 4.26. As seen in Figure 4.28, the SnO2 decorated
p-type interface has a decreased response for NH3 when an H2S background is present. This
again is due to a compounded behavior. The SnO2 lies to the hard acid side of H2S and NH3
and when H2S contributes electrons to SnO2, its Lewis acidity decreases. This decreases
the mismatch between SnO2 and NH3, the diminished mismatch leads to an decrease in the
sensor response to NH3.
The SnO2 decorated p-type interface has a decreased response for the H2S when an NH3
background is present as seen in Figure 4.28. This also is in line with the IHSAB concept.
The SnO2 nanoparticles are strongly acidic so when the basicity increases, it also decreases
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Figure 4.26: The IHSAB interaction matrix showing how the different metal oxides would
shift if they became less acidic due to the presence of the basic gases NH3 and H2S. In Figure
4.25 NH3 gas interacts with the AuxO decorated PS interface (noted by the Fig. 4.25-1).
This interaction decreases the hardness of the AuxO. When the H2S interacts (displayed by
Fig. 4.25-2) with the shifted AuxO, the orbital mismatch with H2S has increased and the
response increases. In Figure 4.24 the H2S interacts with the AuxO decorated PS interface..
This interaction decreases the hardness of the metal oxides. When the AuxO interacts with
NH3, the mismatch between the soft acid and the moderate base has increased causing the
conductometric response to increase.
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Figure 4.27: Uncoated p-type sensor response to NH3 and H2S. The sensor was allowed to
come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. NH3 was then slowly added
to the interface. Once the NH3 is turned off, H2S was added to the sensor and the sensor
was allowed to equilibrate. NH3 is slowly added again to the surface. The response of the
sensor to NH3 is greater with the H2S background. * Refers to the initial onset of NH3 and
H2S exposure to the sensor interface. H2S again dominates NH3.
the mismatch between the SnO2 and the NH3 and H2S. The increased orbital matching
leads to a decrease in the sensor response to H2S.
We next examined the interaction of two weakly acidic gases on a p-type PS interface
decorated with SnO2 (Figures 4.29 and 4.30). NO and CO acting as weak acids remove
electrons from the decorated PS surface and increase the number of holes which are the
majority charge carriers. This leads to an increase in conductance and a decrease in the
resistance of the sensor. Each gas was exposed to the surface then the alternate gas was run
to create a baseline in the same way as done for the H2S, NH3 experiments. The first gas
was then pulsed again. A concern with these test gases was the level of response for each
gas. PS is much more responsive to NO than to CO. Despite this limitation, it can be seen
that the gases increase the reversible sensor response to each other for the SnO2 decorated
surface. For NO pulsed with and without a CO background we observe an increase in the
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Figure 4.28: (Top) SnO2 decorated p-type sensor response to NH3 and H2S. (bottom) the
derivative of the sensor resistance. The sensor was allowed to come to a base line after
an 1800 S treatment of UHP N2. NH3 is slowly added to the surface. Once the NH3 was
turned off, the H2S was added to the sensor and the sensor was allowed to equilibrate. The
NH3 was added again to the surface. The slope of the response response of the sensor to
NH3 decreases in the presence of the H2S. This can be seen more clearly in the derivative
than in the plot of resistance. The average slope (the height of the derivative) is greater
without the H2S than the slope when the H2S is present * There is a small enhanced peak
for NH3 initialization. The onset of H2S again dominates NH3.
saturated response to NO in the presence of a CO background for the SnO2 decorated p-
type PS interface. Here, CO on SnO2 leads to an interaction which increases the separation
and orbital mismatch with NO. The effect of the CO background on the NO response is
significant, although not as great as the H2S ?NH3 interaction. For the reversed experiment
on the SnO2 decorated sensor, the CO pulse appears virtually lost in the NO background.
However there is a slight change in the response suggesting that the CO response might
be added to that of NO for a small enhancement of the signal. As CO interacts on an
SnO2 decorated PS interface, the NO (background)- SnO2 interaction increases the orbital
mismatch with CO. In contrast, with AuxO decorated PS sensors the interactions with NO
and CO are greatly modified as shown in Figures 4.31 and 4.32.
While the effect of the CO on the NO response is significant, although not as great as
the H2S-NH3 interaction, the CO pulse appears lost in the NO background for the reversed
experiment on the SnO2 decorated sensor. However there is a slight change in the response
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Figure 4.29: The response of a SnO2 decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO.
The sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment 1800 S with of UHP N2. Then
NO is slowly added to the surface. Once the NO is turned off, CO is added to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. Then the NO is added again to the surface. The
red line represents the ppm values of NO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of CO. The
saturated response of the sensor to NO is greater with the CO.
suggesting that the CO response might be added to the NO for a small enhancement of the
signal. AuxO enhanced PS sensors were also run and they tell a slightly different story as
shown in Figures 4.31 and 4.32.
In the AuxO decorated p-type PS sensor runs the CO response is slightly diminished
when run with NO present (Figure 4.31 ). The AuxO Lewis acidity increases due to the
interaction with the NO background gas. This, in turn, decreases the mismatch with CO
and the conductance. As CO interacts with AuxO, its Lewis acidity increases. The NO
response decreases as it interacts with the CO deposited on and interacting with the AuxO
p-type surface (Figure 4.32 ) and the conductance level is lower with CO present. As CO
interacts with AuxO and its Lewis acidity increases, AuxO shifts toward the hard acid
side of Figure 4.26 ,closer to the NO. This decreases orbital mismatch and the reversible
interaction with NO.
NO and CO mixtures have also been examined on NiO and CuxO deposited p-type
sensors. These systems both see a change in the response for NO in the presence of CO.
The NiO p-type system sees an increase in the conductance when the NO interacts with
it. As the initial exposure to NO ceases, the CO does not increase the conductance of
the system further. When the NO cycle is returned, the conduction increases (resistance
decreases) and saturates to a higher value in the presence of the CO. This results as the
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Figure 4.30: xResponse of the SnO2 decorated p-type sensor response to CO and NO (Top).
(Bottom) Derivative of the resistance. The sensor is allowed to come to a base line after
treatment with 1800 S with of UHP N2. The CO is slowly added to the surface. Once the
CO is turned off, NO is added to the sensor and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. Then
the CO is added again to the surface. The red line represents the ppm values of the CO,
and the yellow line the ppm values of NO. The response of the sensor to CO is greater when
NO has been introduced to the interface. This is observed in the derivative as the spikes,
denoted in the figure by with black arrows indicate that the response to CO is larger with
the NO present. The dip at 3000 s indicates the introduction of NO.
CO extracts electrons and increases the Lewis acidity of the nickel oxide. This increases the
orbital mismatch with NO and leads to an increase in the conductance due to NO as shown
in Figure 4.33 . In concert the change in the responses for the NO-CO system indicate a
tighter positioning for NO and especially CO in Figure 4.37 . The observed interactions
result if CO is directly to the hard acid side of AuxO and NO is to the soft acid side of
Cu+2/ Cu+1.
The CuxO decorated sensor also shows an increase in the conductance when NO interacts
with background CO. This is again results as CO interacts with CuxO and increases the
Lewis acidity of the CuxO This increases the orbital mismatch with NO leading to an
increase in the conductance as shown in Figure 4.34 . Here, CO interacts with and shifts
CuxO, increasing the reversible interaction with NO. It should be noted that the increase in
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Figure 4.31: Response of an SnO2 decorated p-type sensor response to CO and NO. The
sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then
CO is slowly added to the surface. Once the CO is turned off, NO is added to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. CO is then added again to the surface. The red
line represents the ppm values of the CO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of NO. The
response of the sensor to CO is less in the presence of NO.
Figure 4.32: Response of an AuxO decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO. The
sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then NO
is slowly added to the surface. Once the NO is turned off, CO is brought to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. NO is then added again to the surface. The red
line represents the ppm values of the NO, and the yellow line the ppm values of CO. The
response of the sensor to NO is less with the CO background.
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conductance with the NO-CO mixture is greater for CuxO than the change in conductance
associated with NiO. This results since CuxO lies closer to NO so that any small shift will
change the response for the CuxO more than that associated with NiO. The NiO and the
CuxO sensors respond only weakly to CO for the alternate runs (Figures 4.35 and 4.36 ).
However, the CO appears to have an effect on the response of the sensor to NO. This fact
suggests that the gases can subtly change the nature of the metal oxides even though they
are barely detected in the normal sensor resistance changes.
Figure 4.33: Response of a NiO decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO. The
sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then
NO is slowly added to the surface. Once the NO is turned off , CO is added to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. NO is then added again to the surface. The red
line represents the ppm values of the NO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of CO. The
response of the sensor to NO is greater with the CO background.
Figure 4.34: Response of a CuxO decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO. The
sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then
NO is slowly added to the surface. Once the NO is turned off , CO is added to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. NO is then added again to the surface. The red
line represents the ppm values of the NO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of CO. The
response of the sensor to NO is greater with the CO, since the NO saturates at a higher
conductance in the presence of NO than without it.
The changes in response associated with CO and NO mixtures are due to the metal
oxides shifting to a more acidic character (Lewis acidity increases). The AuxO shifts closer
to the NO when exposed to CO and the conductance decreases. The other metal oxides
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Figure 4.35: Response of an NiO decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO. The
sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then CO
is slowly added to the surface. Once the CO is turned off, NO is added to the sensor and
the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. CO is then added again to the surface. The red line
represents the ppm values of the CO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of NO. There
appears to be a slight increase in the response to the CO in the presence of the NO, shown
by the larger spike in the derivative, indicated in the figure by the black arrows, when the
CO is brought to the interface in the presence of NO. *indicates the introduction of NO
Figure 4.36: The response of a CuxO decorated p-type sensor response to NO and CO.
The sensor is allowed to come to a base line after treatment with 1800 S of UHP N2. Then
CO is slowly added to the surface. Once the CO is turned off, NO is added to the sensor
and the sensor is allowed to equilibrate. CO is then added again to the surface. The red
line represents the ppm values of the CO, and the yellow lines the ppm values of NO. There
appears to be a slightly increased response to the CO in the presence of the NO. This can
be clearly seen in the rise in the derivative of the response when the CO is brought into
contact with the NO treated interface. * indicates the introduction of NO.
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Figure 4.37: IHSAB chart showing the effect of the NO and CO on the acidity of the
metal oxides. In Figure 4.32 CO interacts with the AuxO decorated PS interface.. This
interaction increases the hardness of the AuxO (noted in Fig. 4.32-1). When the AuxO
interacts with the NO (Fig. 4.32-2) the decreased mismatch between the AuxO and the
CO causes the conductometric response to decrease. In Figure 4.29 the CO interacts with
the SnO2 decorated PS interface (noted by the Fig. 4.29-1). This increases the hardness of
the SnO2 nanoparticle deposit. When the NO interacts (displayed by Fig. 4.29-2) with the
shifted SnO2, because the orbital mismatch has increased, the response increases.
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shift away from the NO so their conductance increases with the NO. The NO shifts the
AuxO closer to the CO decreasing the reversible response.
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4.3.1 Modeling multigas interactions
With a basic understanding of the analyte gas interaction we began to model it. In order
to model the response we must take into account the previously mentioned fact that the
two-gas interactions are independent of the order the gases are introduced to the system.
This independence can be seen in the NO-NH3 mixtures where the response settles down
to a similar resistance value independent of the order of gas. Any theory that describes the
response change has to take this fact into account. It is also, important is to note the low
concentrations of the gases being used. This fact along with the response enhancements
of specific gases do not suggest that there are any strong binary diffusion constant effects
[205,206].
To test the different theories for gas interaction, attempts were made to fit the data
for NO and NH3 interacting using a Langmuir fit, a simple cross term fitting model, and
the FDF model. Each model required a few fitting parameters, which were calculated from
the heights of the different responses for each data set. These parameters are listed in
in the appropriate tables. The gases were simulated diffusing into the surface. We then
applied the different models to the diffused gas and used these to generate a response from
the simulated diffusion. Then in Figures 4.38-4.40 each model was assessed visually to the
accuracy of fit.
The Langmuir formula for multiple gases was used to describe the two gas interactions.
The Langmuir formula was implemented for modeling the interaction of NO and NH3;
however, it had two flaws. The first flaw is that the model does not fit a simple one-gas
case, and the second issue is that the enhancements of some gas responses are not well
described. While the sharp rise of the response in the Langmuir simulation is an issue,
the major issue with the model is with the derivative of the response. In the derivative,
the data does spike up when an analyte gas is added or removed, then the spike quickly
decreases. However, in the Langmuir simulations, the derivative is seen to slowly increase
and then slowly decrease as seen in Figure 4.41. This broad symmetric response in the
derivative severally limits the accuracy of any simulation using the Langmuir formula for
the response. This result suggests that we look at other classes of functions for the multi
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Figure 4.38: Ca oxide decorated sensor exposed to NO and NH3 (cyan) along with simula-
tion of the response in red, green, and blue. Top is the actual data and simulated responses
bottom is the derivatives of the actual response and the simulated data.
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Figure 4.39: Ti oxide decorated sensor exposed to NO and NH3 (cyan) along with simula-
tion of the response in red, green, and blue. Top is the actual data and simulated responses
bottom is the derivatives of the actual response and the simulated data.
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Figure 4.40: Au oxide decorated sensor expose to NO and NH3 (cyan) along with simulation
of the response in red, green, and blue. Top is the actual data and simulated responses
bottom is the derivatives.
gas response. All fitting parameters for the Langmuir equations are shown in Table 4.2.
Another model was based on the assumption that there is a cross term effect between
the two gases. So instead of a straight linear function like y=a*C1+b*C2 we add a cross
term in the response, resulting in a response function like y=a*C1+b*C2 +d*C1*C2 were
C1 and C2 are the concentrations of the analyte gases. This function is more of a test
case for complicated interactions than an actual theory. However, while the cross term
model describes the basic features, it has difficulty describing largely mismatched gas sensor
responses. For example, the response of the AuxO decorated p-type surface to NH3 is around
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Table 4.2:
Fitting parameters for the Langmuir equation for different metal oxide coatings.





Metal oxides A B E D
Gold -0.27 14.4 24.76 0.47
Ca -0.21 0.2267 0.527 0.3777
TiO2 -0.737 0.921 69.76 0.4117
Figure 4.41: Close up of the hump in the derivative generated from the Langmuir model
which is both huge in duration and fairly symmetric unlike the derivative of the actual
response which has a short duration and is very asymmetrical.
10 times greater than the response with NH3 and NO. So in order to properly model it, the
cross term has to be very large. This large cross term which makes a slight change in the
ratio of the gases causes a large bump in the response when the gas concentrations change.
The close up of this feature is shown in Figure 4.42. This bump is feature when the gas
changes suggesting that any function of the gas interaction does not have a strong cross
term in it.
Finally we used the FDF model and simply modified it to include the two gases modifying
the Fermi level in the exponential. While this might not be the optimal way to model these
interactions, it does have some advantages. It does model the shift in sensitivity of the
analyte gas interaction. And even if the function is not linear then it is at least easy to
reverse, since it is a single value function without any cross terms.
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Table 4.3:
Fitting parameters for the Cross fit equation for different metal oxide coatings.
Where CNO and CNH3 are respectively the concentrations of the NO and NH3.
R = A ∗ CNO +B ∗ CNH3 +D ∗ CNO ∗ CNH3 .
Metal oxides A B D
Gold -0.1542 1.9943 -0.3682
Ca -0.0223 0.0417 -0.0001
TiO2 -0.121 5.612 -0.651
Figure 4.42: Close up of the predicted broad response rise caused by the cross term for the
AuxO decorated interface.
While none of the fitting methods works perfectly the overall result is that, the FDF
model gives the best fit of all the methods. None of these models handle the gas stickiness in
the pores, which is a problem with the diffusion simulation, not the interaction models. The
response models only take the gas concentration from the diffusion model, but do not modify
it.The problem of concentration changes is only calculated from the diffusion simulation.
Despite this the FDF model does seem to fit and model the multi gas interactions quite
well of short runs. In addtion we have a fundamental understanding of how the FDF model
works instead of only empirical proof.
4.3.2 Electronic conduction calculations
Now let us look at the fitting parameters for the Fermi model and see if the numbers make
sense for the change in the charge carrier density . In order to calculate the change in the
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Table 4.4:
Fitting parameters for the Fermi equation or different metal oxide coatings.




Metal oxides A B D
Gold 7.922 0.2767 -0.1868
Ca 2.472 0.038 -0.068
TiO2 575.1 0.186 -0.415
charge carrier density, we must know the initial charge carrier density of the doped silicon
wafer. Using the formula for resistivity ρ=1/Ne *e*µe we can calculate that a 8-13 ohm-
cm resistivity p-type wafers with mobility around 397 Vcm2/s will have a doping level of
between 1.70 to 1.04 e15 boron atoms per cm3 of silicon. For n-type wafers with resistivity
between 1-20 ohm-cm and mobility of 1396 Vcm2/s the doping levels are between 4.96 e15
to 2.24 e14 phosphorus atoms per cm3, much greater than the intrinsic charge density of
e10 charge carriers per cm3.
For comparison to the charge density of silicon, 1 cm3 of air at normal pressure and
temperature has 2.65 e19 molecules. If there is 1 ppm of NH3 in the air, there are 2.65 e13
molecules of NH3 per cm
3, so the theoretical maximum possible charge carrier change is
2.65 e13 per cm3. The charge carrier density of the analyte gas is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the number of majority charge carriers in the porous silicon. The difference
in density implies that the shift in the charge carriers is not due to the addition or removal
of electrons by the analyte gas, but instead the manipulation of the Fermi level. The metal
oxide nanostructure island sites can control this shift in the Fermi levels as they dictate. a
focused transfer of electrons governed by the IHSAB theory. This transfer of electron to
the island sites acts to force a larger change in the Fermi levels of the PS, enhancing the
response.
But the electron density calculations are for bulk silicon, we must examine what happens
to the electron properties when the PS is etched. The studies by Timoshenko, et al., have
shown that the charge carrier density of the porous silicon do not change after etching in
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the bulk porous silicon [207]. However, the porous silicon does have a different band gap
then the bulk silicon, so this causes a depletion of the charges when the porous silicon is
in contact with the bulk silicon [208]. This depletion causes a diode effect at the PS-silicon
junction, suggesting that small changes of the Fermi level will lead to large changes in the
conduction. [209–211]
Also when the PS is etched, the mobility of the electrons decreases by at least three
orders of magnitude from the bulk silicon [207,212]. The decrease in mobility increases the
resistivity of the PS. This means that the charge carriers will minimize travel in the PS
and flow through the porous-bulk silicon interface, which has been seen to act as a diode.
Rough estimations of the resistance breakdown suggest that the PS-silicon layer accounts
for at least 99% of the base resistance measured. So changes in the density of the charge
carriers in the PS-silicon layer will greatly affect the measured resistance.
The numerical data from the Fermi fits seen in Table 4.4 are multiplied by 0.0257 eV(kT
at room temperature). This gives a Fermi level shift of 0.05 eV to 0.001 eV per ppm. These
numbers are around the energy of physisorption. The base Fermi level is seen to be around
0.05 to .16 eV away from the valence band. The resulting shift in Fermi level should increase
the electron density by around 1014 electrons per cm3 per ppm. For example the shift in
the p type TiO2 decorated surface is an increase in the range of 1.04 to .66 e12 holes per
cm3 for exposure to 1 ppm NO and a decrease of around 3.02 to 1.86 e11 holes per cm3 for
1 ppm of NH3. For gold the concentration change is in the range of 5.03 to 3.09 e13 holes
cm3 for 1 ppm of NO and 2.08 to 1.28 e13 holes cm3 for 1 ppm of NH3. These changes
in the charge carrier density are range over two orders of magnitude; however, they are
consistent with the variation in the sensitivities between sensors. In general the shifts in
charge carrier density are on the same order of magnitude as the analyte gas. However some
are larger than the density of the analyte so, it is likely that a shift in the Fermi level causes
the resistance change. These shifts are likely governed by the metal oxide nanoparticles
interacting with the analyte gases, which then leads to a modification of the PS Fermi level.
This does not change the results of the acids and bases interacting with the semicon-
ductor. As an acid has a lower electrochemical potential, it will shift the Fermi level down
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decreasing the number of electrons in the conduction band and increasing the number of
holes in the valence band. A base has a higher electrochemical potential and shifts the
Fermi level higher, increasing the number of electrons in the conduction band and decreas-
ing the number of holes in the valence band, as shown in Figure 4.43. So acids are still
shifting electrons away from the semiconductor and bases are a shifting electrons into the
semiconductor.
Figure 4.43: Top normal semiconductor, left semiconductor interacting with an base with
the bands bent up. right semiconductor interacting with an acid with the bands bent down
4.3.3 Advanced Testing
For a more advanced test, longer sensor runs with more gas interactions were recorded
as shown in Figure 4.44. Here, we attempted to take the response for the first half of
a response measurement and use that to simulate the response in the second half of the
run. However, the adsorption effects began to pile up and none of the simulation models
accurately described the sensor response of the gases as the models give too high a response
for one gas interaction and too low a response for the final gas mixture. However, while
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Figure 4.44: Simulation of more advanced gas interactions. Saturation effects seem to
dominate the response at later times.




We also looked at a more qualitative method to extract gas concentrations from the sensor
data, starting with Clustering analysis. We attempted to improve accuracy of the sensor
response by clustering the sensor response datasets [213]. The idea of clustering is to extract
values from the raw data so that the extracted values group similar stimuli together. In our
case, the raw data would be the resistances (conductances) from an array of sensors and
the stimuli would be pulses of analyte gas.
In the ideal scenario, the clustered responses of the stimuli would indicate the gas type.
So for example, if we pulse 3 ppm of H2S on to an array of sensors, we could extract the
highest recorded resistance of each of the different sensors. Then we could repeat the pulse
of 3 ppm of H2S onto the sensor array and again extract the highest resistances of each of
the sensors. Ideally, the maximum values of the different sensors would all be at the same
value for the two pulse sequences of 3 ppm H2S. However, because real data has variance,
we can expect that there would be some spread in the points from the ideal case where the
points have zero variance. In order to minimize the spread of the points, we will try and
pick a value to extract from the raw data that gives the most variance between different
gas pulses. This will be the main thrust of these experiments.
In order to determine the best values for the clustering method, we pulsed short bursts
of H2S and NH3 onto a two sensor array and measured the resistances of the two sensors.
The results are shown in Figure 4.45. We then extracted various data points from the
responses. For each gas pulse, we collected the highest resistance value (the peak), the
amplitude of the derivative peak, the difference between the highest resistance value for a
pulse and the lowest resistance value, and finally we created a vector combining the first
set of values (highest resistance ) with the second set (amplitude of the derivative peak).
We then took each of the aforementioned data sets and plotted the responses of one
sensor against the other, looking at how the points clustered. Ideally there would be a clear
separation between the different types of analyte gas pulses.
Clustering analysis was able to differentiate between the analyte gases. Each of the
different sets of values are plotted in Figures 4.46 to 4.49. All the different value sets show
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Figure 4.45: Results from a sensor run for a two sensor-array, composed of one uncoated
and one TiO2 decorated sensor, interacting with pulses of NH3 and H2S gas. There were
36 pulses of differing ppm values and analyte gas. Each pulse was 60 seconds long with 240
seconds of purging with N2.
a definite separation in the data between the H2S pulses and the NH3 pulses. There are no
H2S responses in the NH3 area or vice a versa. In Figure 4.46 the two highest values for
the resistance are plotted against each other. For this data set the NH3 pulses are in the
bottom two thirds of the graph while the H2S pulses are in the top third. There seems to
be some separation of the H2S ppm values each ppm level makes a small curve in the top;
however, the curve for the 9 ppm of H2S is between the curves for the 3 and 6 ppm pulses.
There seems to be no trend in the grouping of the NH3 pulses.
The data in Figure 4.47 shows a slightly different clustering. Here the H2S pulses takes
up the right half of the plot while the NH3 pulses take up the left half. The 9 ppm pulses of
H2S are separate from the other H2S pulses; however, the 3 and 6 ppm pulses are meshed
together. On the NH3 pulse side there seems to be no clear clustering of the data.
While the method is not as straightforward as the other two, the data in Figure 4.48
does have a clear separation. The H2S pulses takes up the right half of the plot while the
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Figure 4.46: Plotting the highest response of the two sensors.
NH3 pulses take up the left half. The 9 ppm pulses of H2S are again separate from the other
H2S pulses but again the 3 and 6 ppm pulses are meshed together as in Figure 4.47. The
NH3 pulses are more tightly grouped than in Figure 4.47. The only advantage that this
data set has over the derivative set is that the separation between the two analyte gases is
much more distinct. Because the clustering analysis did not show much to distinguish the
NH3 ppm data points apart, we used Principle Components Analysis (PCA) to try to solve
this problem. PCA takes multidimensional data and finds the axes of the data that have
the most variance (a.k.a. the most spread). PCA does this by finding the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the data. The amount of variance of the data in the
direction of the eigenvector is related to the size of the eigenvalue.
In this stage of the analysis, we compared the highest response to the gas with the
largest spike in the derivative, finding the resulting component axes, and we then plotted
the two major axes [113, 114]. The results are shown in Figure 4.49. In the figure the H2S
pulses cluster mostly in the bottom right half of the plot while the NH3 pulses cluster in
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Figure 4.47: Plotting the height of the derivative peak from the two sensors for each gas
pulse against each other.
the top left half. Otherwise, there appears to be no significant separation of the pulses.
The eigenvalues of each axis are included in the figure. There is a large variance in the left
to right axis and a smaller variance in the top to bottom axis. Despite the failure to easily
separate the different gas pulses, the fact that the different gases clustered together shows
the promise of this analysis and we can easily separate out the 9 ppm H2S pulses from those
of smaller value. Improvements would account for saturation effects, which would take into
account the previous pulsed gas studies and could show the promise of this analysis for
sensor applications [119].
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Figure 4.48: Plotting the difference between the lowest part of the response peak and the
highest for the two sensors.
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Figure 4.49: The major PCA axes for combined values of the highest resistance and the
height of the derivative of the resistance.
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4.5 Summary
In summary we have looked at saturation and multi-gas effects and noted that the FDF
model of saturation does seem to model both phenomena. While this model does not explain
higher concentration effects nor does it deal with adsorption effects, it does provide a better
understanding of the extrinsic semiconductor analyte gas interactions. One area of future
research must involve understanding the desorption effect which should allow us to model
the interactions more effectively [191]. Another promising method would be to apply more
complicated techniques to manipulate the response data to allow clustering analysis. This
would include the consideration of previous gas pulsing experiments. In concert, this should
allow cheap effective gas monitoring [119,213].
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CHAPTER V
IN-SITU MODIFICATION OF METAL OXIDES
5.1 Direct Nitridation of Metal Oxide Nanostructures
The addition of nitrogen to a molecular structure, Nitridation, is used to create basic sites
in organic molecules, such as the nucleotides of DNA [214], and inorganic compounds, like
metal oxide particles. The Lewis acidity of the metal sites will change with the addition
of the nitrogen. The nitridation of metal oxides can be done with a variety of meth-
ods [122, 215–217]. Exposing the metal oxide to NH3 for several hours at temperatures
exceeding 500 oC is one method [122]. This process has been applied to TiO2 to produce
the oxynitride, TiOxNy. a More recently, in searching for microscopic strongly basic cata-
lysts, Dogan et al. [216] have created heavily nitrogen doped zeolites, treating these zeolites
with NH3 at temperatures in excess of 750
oC. This process replaces the oxygen in both the
Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al framework. These experiments give precedence to the use of amines
in the nitridation process, as the Lewis acidity of the substituted metal oxide framework
increases, in part, due to the lower electronegativity of nitrogen with respect to oxygen,
as seen using Density Functional Theory (DFT) [215, 217, 218]. The highly active nature
of metal oxide nanoparticles allows for an alternative nitration technique. Porous anatase
titanium dioxide nanocolloids in a size range 5-20 nm can be generated using sol-gel tech-
niques [126,171,219]. These smaller particles can be nitridated directly within seconds using
alkyl ammonium compounds at room temperature to yield the visible light absorbing tita-
nium oxynitride,TiOxNy. This chemical reaction produces significant heat as it forms the
anatase oxynitride nanocolloid. By contrast, purified micron sized anatase Degussa TiO2
requires many hours to produce a weaker transformation to the oxynitride than does the
nanocolloid. Similar unfruitful results with microscale particles and the direct amination
treatment suggest the important role played by the TiO2 nanocolloid porous form and its
interaction. The photocatalytic efficiency of the oxynitride formed from the nanocolloid
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also exceeds that of Degussa P25 [126,171,219,220].
The nitridation process is important in order to harvest white light from the TiO2
photocatalysts. In remote sensing where electrical power is costly, using white light (or
minimal UV light) excitation to create a sensor response at room temperature is a valuable
asset. Since white light represents the major component of the solar spectrum, a light
absorption process that subsequently leads to directed electron transduction corresponds
to ”solar pumped” sensing. These light enhanced or even light operated sensors, could be
reconfigured to sequester and destroy analytes in addition to sensing them.
The creation of highly stable and inexpensive pollutant mediating photocatalysts which
have significant activity under visible light excitation utilizing the solar spectrum or interior
room lighting can be promising due to the availability and cost of the light [122, 221].
These photocatalysts can also offer the potential for the significant improvement of sensor
devices [67]. An extrinsic n-type semiconductor was treated with the strong acid, TiO2,
and its visible light absorbing and more basic counterpart, TiOxNy, to mediate electron
transduction at the interface at room temperature.
A light accessible nanostructure decorated nanopore coated microporous array of n-type
silicon was decorated with active metal oxide nano-photocatalysts [67,74] ( Figure 5.1). This
framework was used to study the effects of light enhancement on TiO2 and the more basic
TiOxNy. This study was done by measuring the change in the conduction of the doped
PS with and without light along with an undecorated surface after exposure to analyte
gases. The nanostructure deposition has to be maintained at a sufficiently low level so as to
avoid cross-talk between the nanostructures which can lead to a noisy device and the loss
of functionality. [67, 74]
As a refresher, Figure 5.2 presents a schematic diagram of the donor level population
and the level structure as a function of temperature for an n-type extrinsic semiconductor
where the basic anayltes can eventually saturate the donor electron level population [137].
Similarly, an acidic analyte depletes and can eventually ”bottom out” the donor level pop-
ulation. Deposited nanostructures of TiO2 and TiOxNy to the PS interface can influence,
direct, and enhance this process. Optical excitation of the nanostructures can also influence,
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Figure 5.1: (Top left) UV-visible reflectance spectra of (1) TiO2 nanocolloid particles;
(2) Degussa P25 TiO2 powder; (3) Degussa P25 TiO2 powder nitridated with triethyl-
amine; and (4) nitridated TiOxNy nanocolloid particles. (Top right) Pore structure of
etched n-type PS, (Bottom) Schematic representation of portion of PS nanopore coated
microstructure (large green structure) treated with active TiO2 (grey sphere shape) and
TiOxNy nanostructures (yellow spheres) acting to enhance solar pumped sensing.
direct, and enhance this process. The energy level and density of states structure for TiO2
and its oxynitride have been discussed previously [122, 137] as have the onsets for optical
pumping [124,126,171,222,223]. The energy levels shift notably on conversion to TiOxNy;
however, the change in electronic level structure as a function of temperature range in these
experiments varies by a very small energy increment [122] as kT is only of the order 208
cm-1 (0.025 eV) at 298 K and k∆T is a small fraction of this energy increment.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of n-type extrinsic semi-conductor level structure and populations
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5.1.1 Results
Figure 5.3: (a) SEM image of undecorated porous silicon pore structure. The pore is
approximately one micron in diameter and 4 microns in length. (b) SEM image of porous
silicon structure deposited with TiO2. Some of the TiO2 nanostructures (10-20 nm) are
encircled in white. (c) XPS spectrum for the decorated porous structure showing the overall
XPS spectrum including background peaks and (d) close-up of Ti 2p XPS region.
Figure 5.3 shows that TiO2 had been deposited onto the surface of the PS. Figure 5.3 (a)
and (b) correspond to SEM images, which compare the pore structure for the undecorated
porous silicon surface and that for the TiO2 decorated pores. The corresponding XPS
spectra associated with the TiO2 decorated pores are depicted in Figures 5.3 (c) and (d).
Figure 5.3 (c) shows the whole XPS spectra where a strong Ti(IV) peak is clearly seen.
Figure 5.3 (d) shows a close up of the Ti peaks.
Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 shows examples of NH3 interacting with both an untreated
and a nano-photocatalyst (TiO2, TiOxNy ) deposited n-type PS interface. The decreasing
resistance of n-type silicon is due to the increase in charge carrying electrons donated from
the Brønsted base NH3. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that both white light and UV light have
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no effect on the response of an ”untreated” PS interface to NH3. This PS response can be
viewed as a backdrop for comparison to the data in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of responses for a PS interface exposed to white light (red), to UV
light (green), and in the absence of light (blue). The magnitude of the response changes
upon UV and white light exposure are identical to those in the absence of light. The
cyan saw-tooth boxes indicate the analyte concentration and the range over which this
concentration is exposed to the sensor interface.
Figure 5.5 shows the response to pulses of NH3 for a surface before being treated with
TiO2 nanostructures, after being treated with the with TiO 2 nanostructures and after the
in-situ conversion from TiO 2 to TiOxNy. [74, 126, 137, 171]. Here, the TiO2 concentration
may be somewhat less than that necessary to produce an optimal response [140]. TiO2 is a
strong (hard) acid that enhances the capture of electrons and increases the response relative
to the undecorated interface. TiOxNy, has gained considerable basic character and does not
capture electrons as efficiently as does the untreated PS interface since the nanoparticles are
less acidic and thus have a better HOMO-LUMO orbital match with the NH3. Therefore,
the interface conductance response decreases. The observed trends are explained within the
framework of the Inverse Hard/Soft Acid/Base concept [74, 137], which we have outlined
earlier.
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Figure 5.5: Response corresponding to decreasing resistance as NH3 contributes electrons
to an untreated porous silicon (PS), TiO2, and a TiOxNy treated PS interfaces. The TiOxNy
treated interface is basic relative to the PS and TiO2 treated PS acidic sites. The boxes
(aqua) denote the analyte concentration. Nitridation for 15 seconds results in a decrease in
the interface response as monitored as a decrease in conductance.
Figure 5.6(a) indicates the response of a TiO2 nanostructure treated PS interface before
and during exposure to both “white light” and UV radiation. Visible radiation has a
negligible effect on both the untreated and TiO2 treated PS interface. When illuminated
by 365 nm (3.4 eV) UV light, the signal from the TiO2 decorated sensor interface, where the
anatase TiO2 has a bandgap of 3.2 eV, is improved by well over 100%. The photoexcited
electrons increase the acidity of the TiO2 nanoparticles. These more acid nanoparticles
enhance the transfer of electrons from the analyte gas to the decorated PS interface leading
to an increase in conductance. The exposure of a 25 W “white light“ source to this TiO2-PS
interface does not photoexcite the electrons and does not enhance the transfer of electrons.
The decrease in the signal for the white light exposure indicates the effect of a slight interface
heating (carefully avoided in all additional experiments). The signal observed in the absence
of surface heating is identical to that of the untreated PS interface. Optical pumping of the
TiO2 decorated interface and the enhancement of interface sensitivity occurs at energies
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Figure 5.6: (a) Response to NH3 of a TiO2 treated PS interface without light exposure
(green) and exposed to “white light” (cyan) and UV radiation (red). The untreated PS
response is inserted for comparison. (b) Response of a TiOxNy treated PS interface with
no light exposure (blue) and exposed to UV (red) and white light (green). Light exposure
produces a moderately higher response at higher analyte concentrations.
exceeding the TiO2 bandgap.
Figure 5.6(b) depicts the response of a TiOxNy treated interface to UV and white light.
Here, the response of the sensor is seen to increase by 100+ % as a result of UV and “white
light” excitation. The TiOxNy is excited by both light sources, enhancing the acidity of
the structure, which in turn enhances the orbital mismatch with NH3 and an increase
in the signal. However, this increase occurs for a strong base, NH3, whose contribution
of electrons to the n-type semiconductor may be sufficient to “top out” the donor level
population [74,137,140]. The optical pumping of the TiOxNy decorated PS interface is seen
at energies well into the visible spectral region. The ability to electronically excite TiOxNy
with visible radiation is consistent with its “effective bandgap” which is on the order of
2eV [122–124,171,220,223].
As seen in Figure 5.2 the addition of electrons to an n-type system can contribute to
the eventual saturation of the donor level population. The data in Figure 5.5 and 5.6(a)
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demonstrate a saturating effect as the response to the increasing analyte gas begins to
decrease between 3 and 4 ppm [137].
Figures 5.7 and ?? show the moderate Lewis acid, NO2, interacting with and attempting
to extract electrons from a TiO2 and TiOxNy nanostructure decorated n-type interface. In
these experiments, the relative strength of the electron withdrawing power of NO2 versus
that of the metal oxide and oxynitride decorated semiconductor interface must be consid-
ered. When the electron withdrawing power of NO2 dominates, the analyte gas depletes
electrons from the majority charge carrier concentration and increases the sensor resis-
tance [137]. However with enough TiO2, the strong acid nanostructures can reverse the
electron flow. Therefore the electron exchange depends on the both the analyte gas and the
decorated surface acidity [74,137].
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the effect of TiO2 fractional nanostructured depositions on the
response of the PS interface to NO2. The untreated PS interface (Figure 5.7(a)) displays
a significant increase in resistance as NO2 attracts electrons and depletes majority charge
carriers. Figures 5.7(b) shows that low TiO2 deposition times (≤10s) do not deposit suf-
ficient concentrations of nanostructured TiO2 to facilitate its ability to compete with the
removal of electrons by NO2. The response to NO2, as it extracts electrons, corresponds
to a resistance increase. Figures 5.7 (c) displays the interaction between an intermediate
TiO2 fractional nanostructured deposition (20s) on n-type PS and the NO2. The TiO2 is
now a strong enough acid to compete effectively with the moderately strong acid, NO2,
for the available electrons. At NO2 analyte concentrations in excess of 2 ppm, as the re-
sponse begins to rapidly increase with the introduction of NO2, it is suddenly and rapidly
quenched. This behavior is associated with the dynamics of electron transduction, and is
more pronounced at higher analyte concentrations.
As NO2 attempts to extract electrons from the decorated PS interface, the resistance
rises rapidly to a point where the electron depletion reaches a limiting value. The nanos-
tructured TiO2 islands, coupled to the PS interface, now begin to compete with the NO2
for the electrons preventing further electron withdrawal. Then the TiO2 reverses the flow
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of electrons causing an increase the donor and conduction level electron concentrations re-
sulting in a sharp decrease in the resistance. The flip in electron flow increases in direct
proportion to concentration [140]. More evidence for the dynamic nature of this interplay
between the NO2 and the TiO2 is shown after the resistance drops to a minimum value
but increases once the NO2 is removed. As NO2 is again introduced the same spike-like
behavior in the resistance is again observed followed by a sharp drop in resistance. The
process of interaction is a dynamic one as TiO2 and NO2 vie for the available electrons.
At higher fractional depositions (Fig. 5.7(d)-30 s deposition time) the TiO2 coupled to
the PS interface overcomes the electron withdrawing power of NO2 at all concentrations and
the response corresponds to a system that attracts electrons to the decorated PS interface,
leading to a decrease in resistance.
To obtain the data in Figure 5.7(e) the TiO2 nanostructure deposit of Figure 5.7(d)
have been converted in-situ to the corresponding oxynitride, TiOxNy, diminishing the
ability of the deposited nanostructures to attract electrons. At NO2 concentrations ≤
5ppm, the system again responds to the analyte by removing electrons from NO2. This
corresponds to a decrease in resistance although the decrease is notably less than that for
the TiO2 decorated system (Fig. 5.7(d)). However, an NO2 concentration of 10 ppm is
now sufficient to reverse this response, leading to a positive resistance change, which results
from a dominant electron extraction by NO2. It is against the dynamic changes outlined in
Figure 5.5 that we consider the response upon exposure to visible and ultraviolet light.
Figure 5.8. Response corresponding to increasing resistance as NO2 extracts electrons
from a TiO2 treated PS interface compared to the same interface exposed to UV and white
light. The response corresponds to a decrease in resistance for the UV pumped interface
Figure 5.8 compares the response of a TiO2 treated n-type PS interface not exposed
to light against the same interface exposed to UV and “white light” excitation for NO2
concentrations of 1-5 and 10 ppm. The TiO2 is at a sufficiently low concentration, so
the NO2 dominates the TiO2, depleting the majority charge carriers from the extrinsic
semiconductor interface [74, 137] (Fig. 5.7(b)). The depletion saturates at a concentration
of 10 ppm as the resistance increase does not double that at 5 ppm.
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Figure 5.8 demonstrates that at the lower TiO2 depositions, the introduction of “white
light” somewhat diminishes the ability of TiO2 to compete with NO2 as indicated by a slight
increase in resistance. By contrast, the exposure to UV light creates an interface, which
competes so effectively for the available electrons that the resistance response decreases and
subsequently reverses. So the treated interface extracts electrons from NO2, causing the
conductance increase (resistance decrease) with analyte concentration. The effect is quite
pronounced at 10 ppm where there is a significant signal reversal relative to the dark TiO2
treated interface. Optical pumping has created a strongly acidic electronically excited TiO2
*
modified interface which is much more efficient at attracting and transferring electrons to
the PS interface.
Figure 5.9 depicts the response of a TiOxNy treated PS interface to NO2. The conversion
to TiOxNy lowers the acidity of the sites. This change weakens the sites so that they don’t
effectively compete with the acidic NO2 for electrons. Further, the more basic TiOxNy
fractional deposition contributes electrons more effectively than can TiO2 [137,224]. When
the decorated sensor is exposed to a low level of “white light” its enhanced acidity, which also
translates to visible light absorption, results in an enhanced electron transfer from TiOxNy
to NO2 due to the mismatch in the electronic bands. The response of the interface resistance
increases to levels, which are well over 100% for 1-3 ppm of the analyte gas. However it
begins to saturate at concentrations in excess of 3ppm. At 5ppm the measured signal is
virtually identical with and without white light excitation, since the excited TiOxNy begins
to counter electron extraction by NO2. At even higher NO2 concentration, the analyte
gas induces a swift response from the oxynitride decorated interface. The “white light”
excited excitation of the TiOxNy interface then no longer encourages the extraction of the
electrons from the surface, instead it slowly extracts electrons from the NO2 at the higher
gas concentrations.
At a 10 ppm NO2 exposure, the response of the TiOxNy interface at first increases with
NO2 electron extraction, however, the response begins to decrease with time as the ability
of NO2 to extract electrons is countered more rapidly by the far more acidic “white light”
excited decorated surface. The observed dynamic behavior resembles the back transfer
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process depicted in Figure 5.7(c). Once the NO2 is introduced to the sensor interface,
the electrons are extracted till the response reaches a resistance comparable to the 5 ppm
maximum response. The resistance then decreases as a function of time, indicating the back
transfer of electrons to the interface and an increase in conductance as the considerably
more acidic TiOxNy
* interface is now more efficiently extracting electrons. There is a
corresponding spiked increase in resistance once the NO2 concentration is rapidly removed.
This a dynamic electron transduction process which is analogous to those observed in Figure
5.7(c) but now resulting from the interaction of a strongly acidic TiOxNy
* excited state on
the PS interface instead of the higher concentrations of TiO2.
Figure 5.10 depicts the response to NO2 where the TiOxNy is optimized at a consid-
erably higher fractional deposition level analogous to that in Figs. 5.7(d) and 5.7(e). At
concentration levels of 1-5 ppm NO2, this leads to a dominance of the oxynitride. Electrons,
extracted from NO2 by the TiOxNy, increase the majority charge carrier concentration and
decrease the resistance. In a reverse of the dynamic behavior observed in Figure 5.9, 10
ppm of NO2 is sufficient to overcome the TiOxNy decorated interface acidic strength. This
is seen by the increase in resistance where the NO2 extracts the electrons decreasing the
majority charge carriers. All of the “white light” responses now show a significant increase
in the response (over 100%) versus the unexposed oxynitride treated surface, so the “white
light” enhances the electron capturing power of the oxynitride. This enhancement leads to
the increasing conduction response for the 10 ppm NO2 exposure.
“White light” excitation greatly amplifies the sensitivity of the decorated interface as
seen in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The optical pumping of the TiOxNy decorated PS interface at
energies well into the visible is clearly shown. This effect is expected from the light response
curves indicated in Figure 5.1. Further, while more basic than TiO2, the concentrated
oxynitride still possesses a sufficient acidic character to overcome the electron withdrawing
power of NO2.
The response is clearly enhanced by “white light” excitation independent of the relative
strengths of the NO2 and the oxynitride-decorated interface. The response enhancement
can both increase the resistance as in Figure 5.9 or by a conductance increase as in Figure
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5.10. The effect of optical pumping clearly amplifies the signal obtained at both high and
low depositions of nanostructures.
The results presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 must be considered with respect to the
response of NO2 to light as it interacts with the PS interface. Figure 5.11 demonstrates
that the response to NO2 decreases for both white light and UV excitation as NO2 extracts
electrons at a decreased rate. This decreasing response is counter to the increase in resistance
observed in Figure 5.9. So the observed increase in resistance in the presence of TiOxNy
represents a lower bound on the enchantment of the signal. The data in Figure 5.11 suggests
the optical pumping decreases the electron extraction by NO2. Despite the decrease in the
signal, NO2 in the presence of PS alone still extracts electrons. This fact is compared
to the data in Figure 5.8 showing the decorated interface extracting electrons under UV
excitation. So while the NO2 is affected by the optical pumping, the dominating influence of
the interface is the optically pumped conversion of TiO2 and TiOxNy to their acidic excited
states.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of responses to 1,2,3,4,5, and 10 ppm NO2 for (a) a PS interface
consisting of an untreated n-type surface with (b) a TiO2 nanostructure deposited PS inter-
face for low TiO2 deposition, with (c) that which corresponds to the overlap of the response
observed for the untreated PS interface (blue) to an interface modified with an intermediate
concentration of TiO2 (green), with (d) a TiO2 nanostructure deposited PS interface for
TiO2 depositions notably higher than those associated with (b) and (c). Whereas the re-
sponse curve for the untreated n-type interface corresponds to an increase in resistance with
NO2 concentration, the TiO2 decorated surface displays a decrease in resistance (increase
in conductance) as TiO2 now facilitates electron extraction from NO2. The signal begins to
saturate between 3 and 4 ppm. (e) A TiOxNy treated PS interface obtained by treating the
TiO2 surface (d) which has now been made more basic. The green and red saw-tooth boxes
indicate the analyte concentration and the range over which the concentration is exposed
to the sensor interface.
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Figure 5.8: Response corresponding to increasing resistance as NO2 extracts electrons from
a TiO2 treated PS interface compared to the same interface exposed to UV and white light.
The response corresponds to a decrease in resistance for the UV pumped interface.
Figure 5.9: Response to NO2 of a TiOxNy treated PS interface without light exposure
and exposed to white light corresponds to a lower fractional deposition such that NO2
dominates TiO2. Looking at the response of TiOxNy decorated PS interface at an NO2
concentration of 10ppm, The response at first begins to rise during the initial exposure to
NO2 and subsequently decreases rising again sharply as the NO2 flow ceases.
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Figure 5.10: Responses to NO2 of a TiOxNy treated PS interfaces without light exposure
and exposed to white light. The white light exposure greatly enhances response.
Figure 5.11: Response of untreated porous silicon sensor (a) to NO2, (b) to NO2 in the




The results indicate that light adsorption can influence the electron transduction dominated
interaction of an analyte to the PS decorated interface. The semiconductor interface can
be modified through treatment with nanostructured metal oxides, many of which are pho-
tocatalysts of varying degrees and levels of acidity. These oxides can also be converted to
more basic oxynitrides. This nitridation provides a range of materials that can provide a
variable enhancement of the response from a given extrinsic semiconductor interface and
can be further enhanced through solar pumping.
The previous results significantly improve the nanostructure interactions with the envi-
ronment by pumping the sensor with solar energy. This pumping will be useful for sensing
applications where electrical or battery power is at a premium i.e. off the grid sensing.
Here, solar radiation can be used to significantly enhance the sensor response. The average
spectral brightness of the sun is its luminance divided by the bandwidth of the sun’s visible
output, which is 300 nm for the visible wavelength region, 400-700 nm. The average spectral
brightness of the sun is L µλ ≈ 1.5x105 lumens/cm2 -steradian/300 nm = 500 lumens/cm2
-sterad-nm, the 300nm is the bandwidth of visable light. The white light used in these
experiments comes from an incandescent light bulb positioned 10 cm from the sensor in-
terface. The light source corresponds, at most, to a few lumen/cm2 -sterad-nm. This light
level can easily be obtained with solar radiation.
Care must be taken only that a fractional deposition of the TiO2 and TiOxNy is placed
on the sensor interface [9, 137, 140]. Carefully monitoring of the deposition process can
avoid over depositing and/or the creation of a surface coating [9, 137]. Further care must
be taken so that the source of the optical pumping, light or UV bulb, does not create
a significant thermal excitation of the TiO2, and TiOxNy nanostructure treated surface.




Just as the TiO2 deposition greatly enhances the NH3 response, a similar increase in re-
sponse is seen when UV light impinges on the decorated sensor due to the increase in the
acidic character of TiO2. For the moderate acid NO2, which extracts electrons from a PS
interface, limited concentrations of TiO2 enhance this extraction. However, the UV light
can increase the acidity of the optically pumped TiO2 treated interface causing the electrons
to be extracted from the NO2, decreasing or even completely reversing the direction of the
sensors signal.
In-situ nitridation of the deposited TiO2 forms the oxynitride, TiOxNy. This change
lowers the acidity of the decorated surface and enhances its visible light response. One
effect of this change is that the NO2 dominates low depositions of TiOxNy and extracts
electrons. When the white light excites theses lower depositions, the sensor response to
NO2 increases. However, when higher deposition of TiOxNy, are enhanced by white light, it
causes the extraction of electrons from the NO2 increasing the conductance of the sensors.
Using average light intensities less than a few lumens/ cm2-sterad, the responses can be
enhanced up to 150% through interaction with visible (and UV) radiation. These light
intensities should be compared to the sun’s higher radiation level of 5̃00 lumens/cm2 –
sterad-nm suggesting the possibility of solar pumped sensing.
5.2 Nitridation Concept and Reduced Acidity Associated
with the Formation of Oxynitride Sites.
The combination of tailored active interfaces, the ability to confine processes at the nanoscale,
and the ability to manipulate nanostructured materials and their interaction at these se-
lect interfaces, offers the opportunity to develop economically viable, energy efficient, and
sensitive basic sites for direct sensing and the heterogeneous base catalytic transforma-
tion of chemical species. The site preparation and interaction process driven largely by
nanostructure-focused Lewis acid-base chemistry can provide array-based rapidly respon-
sive and sensitive platforms [74, 92, 137, 140, 141, 225]. Now, we extrapolate from the ni-
tridation of the titanium oxide nanocolloids and focus on the in-situ transformation of the
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metal oxides. Their Lewis acidity can be reduced by substitution of nitrogen for oxygen,
generating the more basic oxynitride material [106,126].
Figure 5.12: Estimated hard and soft acidities and basicities based on resistance changes
relative to a p-type and n- type porous silicon interface. The acidic metal oxides that dec-
orate the semiconductor interface can be modified through in-situ nitridation, decreasing
their Lewis acidity. The analytes remain as positioned. A horizontal line is used to separate
the metal oxides used to modify the interface (above) and the analytes below in the figure.
As previously mentioned the IHSAB concept allows us to predict the response to nanopar-
ticle decorated interfaces and understand what happens to the interface. We have obtained
initial evidence for the facile in-situ transformation of the metal oxides to their correspond-
ing oxynitride at the nanoscale. While the transformation to a light pumped system was
the focus previously we now look closer at the nitration effects on the metal oxides.
In Figure 5.12 the analyte scale is fixed in terms of acid/base properties as determined by
the energy of the lone pair (lone electron) donating to the positive metal site as previously
discussed. The analyte lone pair energies can be evaluated from their ionization potentials
or proton affinities (gas phase basisity). Substituting nitrogen for oxygen donates electron
density into the metal, which can vary the sensor acidity scale in Figure 5.12 but does not
seem to change the oxidation state of the titanium. This lowers the Lewis acidity of the
metal sites in the metal oxide. This transformation is easily accomplished at the nanoscale
through direct amination in a manner analogous to that applied to the facile conversion of
TiO2 to TiOxNy. [126,171] The in-situ formation of the oxynitrides shifts the transformed
oxides toward the soft acid side of Figure 5.12, adding breadth to this materials selectivity
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table and promoting a significant change in interface (sensor) response.
We will consider the measurement of the in-situ change in response resulting from
nitridation, as predicted by the IHSAB concept and its correlation with an enhanced basic
character, gauged alternately by the softening of acidity (lowering of Lewis acidity) for the
metal sites located within the deposited metal oxides.
Figure 5.13: Response of an untreated PS interface to NH3 (blue) and after nitridation of
the interface for 15 seconds with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte
concentration. Nitridation produces an increase in the interface response as monitored as
an increase in conductance (decrease in resistance).
This behavior will be examined by comparing the interactions of NO and NH3 with a
porous silicon and nitridated porous silicon interface and by studying the effect of nitridation
on TiO2, SnOx, NiO, and CuxO nanostructure deposited PS interfaces [137].
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 compare the response for NH3 and NO to untreated and nitridated
n-type PS interfaces. Figure 5.13 corresponds to the responses observed when NH3 con-
tributes electrons to an untreated [137] and nitridated PS interface. For this figure the PS
interface is treated for 15 seconds with triethylamine. The interaction of NH3 contributes
electrons and increases the conductance for both the nitridated and the untreated PS in-
terfaces [137]. However, the increase in conductance is greater for the nitridated interface.
While the nitridation process decreases the Lewis acidity of the PS surface corresponding to
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a shift toward the soft acid side of Figure 5.12. The increase by nitridation thus is predicted
by the IHSAB model. Figure 5.14 demonstrates that the nitridation process extended to
one hour produces a similar, if not more pronounced, modification of the PS interface re-
sponse. We observe a more rapid increase in conductance as well as signal decay as the gas
flow is removed. While the untreated PS interface appears to display a t1/2 dependence,
the interface after nitridation appears to display a more exponential response indicative of
a degree of pore expansion upon nitridation.
Figure 5.14: Response of an untreated PS interface to NH3 (blue) and after nitridation of
the interface for one hour with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte
concentration. Nitridation produces an increase in the interface response as monitored as
an increase in conductance (decrease in resistance).
Figure 15 corresponds to the response observed when NO interacts with an n-type PS
interface. Here, with the untreated PS interface, the amphoteric NO radical acts as a weak
acid [137,226], withdrawing electrons and increasing the resistance.
However, nitridation of the PS interface inhibits the extraction of electrons by NO and
leads to a decrease in the resistance response. The nitridation of the PS interface decreases
the HOMO-LUMO orbital mismatch. The data in Figures 5.14-5.15 provides a backdrop
for the consideration of those changes, which accompany the nitridation of the metal oxide
nanostructure deposited surfaces.
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Figure 5.15: Response of an untreated PS interface to NO (blue) and after nitridation
of the PS interface with trimethylamine for 15 seconds (green). The boxes (red) denote
the analyte concentration. Nitridation results in a decrease in the interface response as
monitored as a decrease in resistance.
Figures 5.5 and 5.16 compare the response for NH3 and NO to a TiO2 nanostucture
deposited n-type PS interface, before and after nitridation. Figures 5.16 corresponds to the
response observed when NO interacts with a TiO2 treated n-type PS interface. Although,
with the untreated interface, the amphoteric NO radical acts as a weak acid [137], with-
drawing electrons and increasing the resistance (decreasing conductance), the strong acid
TiO2 completely overcomes this electron withdrawal as the TiO2 decorated PS interface
extracts electrons resulting in a significant increase in conductance(drop in resistance).
The TiO2 concentration can be optimized further to produce a greater drop in resistance
[124]. Nitridation of the TiO2 decorated PS interface inhibits this electron extraction and
leads to a considerable decrease in conductance.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 compare the responses to NH3 and NO for an SnOx nanostucture
deposited n-type PS interface, before and after nitridation. Nanostuctured SnOx, especially
as SnO2, corresponds to a strong acid, however, its acid strength is notably less than that
of TiO2. The oxynitride, “SnO2-x Nx”, once formed, through in-situ treatment of the
SnO2 deposited interface shows a decreased Lewis acidity and thus gains considerable basic
character.
Figure 5.17 corresponds to the responses observed when NH3 contributes electrons to
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Figure 5.16: Response of a TiO2 treated PS interface to NO(blue) and after nitridation
for 15 seconds with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte. The signal
for TiO2 on the same scale for the oxynitride actually bottoms out. Nitridation results in
a decrease in the interface response as monitored as a decrease in resistance.
Figure 5.17: Response of a SnO2 treated PS interface to NH3 (blue) and after nitridation for
15 seconds with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration.
Nitridation results in a decrease in the interface response as monitored as a decrease in
conductance.
an interface treated with SnO2, formed from electroless deposition [74,137,226] and subse-
quently nitridated. The data in Figure 5.17 compare the response of an untreated n-type PS
interface, upon exposure to 1-5 and 10 ppm of NH3 for the interface treated with a deposition
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of acidic SnO2 nanostructures, and this same interface where the deposited nanostructures
are converted in-situ from SnO2 to the more basic SnO2-x Nx.
Figure 5.18 corresponds to the responses observed when NO interacts with an SnO2
treated n-type PS interface [137]. Although, with the untreated interface, the amphoteric
NO radical acts as a weak acid [137], withdrawing electrons and increasing resistance, the
strong acid SNO2 decorated interface again overcomes this electron withdrawal, although
not to the extent of the TiO2 decorated PS interface. Electrons are extracted from NO,
resulting in a significant increase in conductance (drop in resistance). Nitridation of the
SnO2 decorated PS interface again inhibits the electron extraction as the nitridation lowers
the Lewis acidity of the tin centers.
Figure 5.18: Response of a SnO2 treated PS interface to NO(blue) and after nitridation
for 15 seconds with triethylamine (red). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration.
Nitridation results in a decrease in the interface response as monitored as a decrease in
conductance.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 compare the response for NH3 and NO to a NiO nanostucture
deposited n-type PS interface, before and after nitridation. The in-situ treatment of the
NiO deposited interface creates an oxynitride “NiO1-xNx” that has a lower Lewis acidic
character then the original nickel oxide sites, which were moderately acidic.
The data in Figure 5.19 compares the response to exposures of 1-5 and 10 ppm of NH3
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for the interface treated with a deposition of NiO nanostructures, and this same interface
where the deposited nanostructures are converted in-situ from NiO to the more basic
“NiO1-xNx”. Here, after nitridation, the response to ammonia increases. This surprising
response can be explained within the framework of the IHSAB principle.
Figure 5.19: Response of an NiO treated PS interface to NH3 (green) and after nitridation
for 15 seconds with triethylamine (blue). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration.
Nitridation produces an increase in the interface response as monitored as an increase in
conductance (decrease in resistance.
Figure 5.20: Response of an NiO treated PS interface to NO (blue) and after nitridation for
15 seconds with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration.
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Figure 5.20 corresponds to the responses observed when NO interacts with an NiO
treated n-type PS interface [137]. Although with the untreated interface, the amphoteric
NO radical acts as a weak acid [137], withdrawing electrons and increasing the resistance
(decreasing conductance), NiO and NO compete for the available electrons in this sys-
tem, especially at higher NO concentrations [137]. The process is dynamic and, under the
conditions of the present experiment NiO dominates. Nitridation of the NiO decorated
PS interface again inhibits electron extraction by the decorated interface and leads to a
considerable decrease in conductance.
The observed processes associated with nitridation in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 taken to-
gether are consistent with a greater HOMO (donor) –LUMO (accepter) molecular orbital
mismatch for NH3 and NiO and a decrease in the HOMO-LUMO molecular orbital energy
mismatch for NO and NiO dictated by the IHSAB principle.
Figure 5.21: Response of a CuxO treated PS interface to NH3 (blue), after nitridation with
triethylamine (green), and after white light excitation of the nitridated sample (red). The
boxes (aqua) denote the analyte concentration. Nitridation produces an increase in the
interface response as monitored as an increase in conductance (decrease in resistance).
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 compare the response to NH3 and NO of a CuxO nanostucture
deposited n-type PS interface, before and after nitridation. Nanostuctured CuxO corre-
sponds to a moderate to weak acid. The in-situ treatment of the CuxO deposited interface
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gains considerable basic character by the formation of the oxynitride, “CuxO1-yNy ”. The
data in Figure 21 compare the response upon exposure to 1-5 and 10 ppm of NH3 for a
PS interface treated with a deposition of CuxO nanostructures, and this same interface
where the deposited nanostructures are converted in-situ from CuxO to the more basic
“CuxO1-yNy”. Here, after nitridation, the response to ammonia increases. This surprising
response can be explained within the framework of the IHSAB principle.
Figure 5.22: Response of a CuxO treated PS interface to NO (blue) and after nitridation
with triethylamine (green). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration. Nitridation
produces an increase in the interface response as monitored as an increase in conductance
(decrease in resistance).
Figure 5.22 corresponds to the responses observed when NO interacts with a CuxO
treated n-type PS interface [137]. The amphoteric NO radical and the metal oxide (this
time CuxO) again compete for the available electrons in this system [137] and, under the
conditions of the present experiment CuxO dominates. Nitridation of the CuxO decorated
PS interface increases the electron extraction and leads to a considerable increase in con-
ductance. This is again consistent not with a simple increase in the basic character of the
interface but is consistent with the IHSAB principle.
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5.2.1 Response Matrices and Their Modification on Nitridation
The data in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the changes in response of the sensors to the ana-






Where ∆ is the change in the response. ∆R(deposited) and ∆R(untreated) are the
change in the resistance away from the baseline for the metal oxide deposited and untreated
sensor respectively. R0(deposited) and R0(untreated) are the baselines for the deposited
and untreated sensor respectively.
The importance of this data is that it indicates that the nitridation process creates
additional distinct response matrix elements that can be used to test for a given analyte.
Further, these response matrix elements are determined by the acid/base strength of the
analyte relative to that of the nanostructure deposited interface. The dependence is not
a simple one but is dictated by the manner in which the nitridation process modifies the
molecular orbital makeup of the metal oxides as the nitration process adjusts the HOMO
(donor) – LUMO (acceptor) separation. Since this can enhance or diminish the molecular
orbital matchup of the analytes and decorating nanostructures, all the changes in responses
can be predicted by the IHSAB principle.
Table 5.1: Changes in the relative conductometric responses of nitridated metal oxides vs.







Table 5.2: Changes in the relative conductometric responses of nitridated metal oxides vs.
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5.2.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS profiles for TiO2, SnOx, NiO, CuxO and their corresponding nitridated counterparts
are show in Figures 5.23-5.30. Here, we monitor the electron binding energy of sites a few
nanometers from the decorated interface surfaces. We have examined seven areas of the
XPS spectrum, the C 1s, Ti 2p, Sn 3d, Ni 2p, and Cu 2p, regions, the N 1s region near 400
eV, and the O 1s region near 530 eV.
Looking at the metal spectra for the different coated PS interfaces shows evidence of a
change in the chemical binding for the metals. Figure 5.23 shows the specta of the TI 2p
region with and without nitridation. There is a slight shift of the Ti binding energy from
458.8 eV, decreasing to 458.6 eV upon nitrogen incorporation, a shift of approximately 0.2
eV to lower binding energy. The Sn 3d binding energy associated with SnOx (Figure 5.24)
has a slightly bigger shift after nitration then the Ti, shifting by 0.3 eV to lower binding
energy. The Ni 2p binding energy associated with NiO (Figure 5.25) is at 8̃53.7 eV and
shows a slight red shift of approximately 0.2 eV upon nitridation.
Figure 5.23: Ti 2p XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for the nitridated form
of TiO2.
In contrast to the XPS spectra for TiO2, SnOx, and NiO, the Cu 2p peaks for the
nitridated CuxO sample show not only a weakening and broadening of the XPS features
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Figure 5.24: Sn 3d XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for the nitridated form
of SnO2
Figure 5.25: Ni 2p XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for the nitridated form
of NiO.
but also a shift to higher binding energy (Figure 5.26).
The N 1s XPS binding energies observed for the N-doped oxides (Figure 5.27) are broad
and extend from 3̃98 to 403 eV with the exception of SnO2 which extends to 401 eV. In
all cases, this range exceeds the binding energy of 397.2 eV in TiN [8, 227]. The shift in
the N 1s features to higher binding energy results when the nitrogen is more positive. It
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Figure 5.26: Cu 2p XPS spectrum showing a higher binding energy for the nitridated form
of CuxO.
Figure 5.27: Nitrogen 1s XPS spectra associated with the nitridation ofTiO2, SnOx, NiO,
and CuxO depositions.
is 408 eV. in NaNO3 compared to 398.8 eV [190, 228] in NH3 where the nitrogen has a
formal negative charge. Rodriguez, et. al, [8, 229] have carried out an XPS analysis of the
interaction of NO2 with several polycrystalline surfaces, observing a strong peak at 404.5
eV, intermediate to that for absorbed NO (400-401.5 eV [109,229,230] ) and NO3, [12,231]
which they tentatively assign to NO2. They also observe weak features at 396.5 eV and 401
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eV, which they assign to N and NO in a metal lattice. The observed features, which we
observe are consistent with the N 1s features for NO. They increase in intensity from the
TiO2 treated to the CuxO treated interface.
The observed XPS peaks for the Ti 2p region and their change with nitrogen incorpo-
ration are quite consistent with an XPS characterization carried out by Gyorgy et.al. [232]
These authors have also observed a shift in the Ti 2p binding energy to lower energies as
the TiO2 surface is nitrided, as seen in Figure 5.23. Further, the XPS spectra in Figure
5.23 and 5.27 are consistent with the data obtained by Chen et al. [171] on TiOxNy and the
earlier results of Saha and Tomkins [227] who have used XPS to characterize the oxidation
of a titanium nitride surface.
The observed binding energies for the O 1s XPS spectra are given in Figures 5.28,
5.29, and 5.30. They show significant changes upon nitridation of the metal oxide. The
data for TiO2 are quite interesting verses the typical data that we have observed previously
for TiO2 and its nitridated counterpart TiO2-x Nx. [171][8] The double peak in Figure 28
is, in fact, due to both to SiO2 (high energy peak at 532.3 eV) and TiO2 (low energy peak
at 530.2 eV) as the signals for these oxides overlap eachother. The data indicate that the
nitridated form of both TiO2 and SiO2 show a slight increase in binding energy to 532.4
and 530.3 eV respectively.
The SnOx decorated systems depicted in Figure 29 indicate a significant decrease in
binding energy from 532.8 eV to 531.9 eV with nitridation. The NiO decorated interface
shows a significant decrease of 1̃.8 eV in the O 1s binding energy (Fig. 30) on nitridation
and the decrease in binding energy for the CuxO decorated interface is even greater (2̃.8 eV
). These are important trends and distinctions.
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Figure 5.28: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the nitridation of TiO2 depositions.
Both TiO2 and SiO2 peaks are observed and suggest a shift to higher binding energy on
nitridation.
Figure 5.29: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the nitridation of SnO2 depositions.
The spectra show a notable red shift on nitridation.
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Figure 5.30: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the nitridation of NiO, and CuxO
depositions. The data show an increasing and notable shift on nitridation.
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5.3 Functionalization with Sulphur Compounds
Now we look at the sulphidation of the nanostructured metal oxides. The sulfidation of the
nanostructured metal oxides is facile and represents a means to create sulfur functionalized
extrinsic semiconductor interfaces. One possible use for these sulfur functionalized interfaces
is in the capture and functionalization of biomolecules [59, 137, 233, 234]. Another possible
use for an SR2 or RSH functionality is to create a viable platform for Li battery operation
[235,236]. Here, we employ the organic sulphides for the in-situ transformation of the metal
oxides to their more basic sulphur treated moieties and the corresponding modification with
the thiols to form Brønsted acid sites, in a similar manner to the nitridation.
5.3.1 Results of Sulfidation
The sulfidation of the metal oxides [129] can be used to modify the nanostructure island
site Lewis acidity through in-situ transformation, interacting with sulfur functionalities(S-
(CHx)y ) and their Brønsted acid counterparts(SH-(CHx)y). Sulfidation with diethyl sul-
phide are used to introduce a progressively decreasing metal site Lewis acidity (̃increasing
basicity) shifting them to the right on Figure 5.31. However, similar in-situ treatments
with ethane- or butanethiol introduce a progressively increasing acid character ascribed to
Brønsted acid SH sites shifting the metal oxysulfides to the left in figure 5.31. The trans-
formation is accomplished in a manner somewhat analogous to that applied to the facile
conversion to the oxynitrides following initial studies on the transformation of nanostruc-
tured TiO2 to TiO2-x Nx discused earlier [126,171].
Figure 32 corresponds to the responses observed when NH3 contributes electrons to
an untreated [137] and ethanethiol treated PS interface. As NH3 contributes electrons to
the treated interface, the conductance of the system increases (resistance decreases).
Figure 5.33 displays the responses observed when NH3 interacts with an ethanthiol
treated TiO2 deposited PS interface. The interaction increases the conductance for both the
etanethiol treated and TiO2 deposited PS interfaces [137]. Once optimized, the ethanethiol
treated surface displays a significant increase in conductance relative to the surface deposited
only with titanium dioxide. We will suggest that this results from an increase in the
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Figure 5.31: Estimated hard and soft acidities and basicities based on resistance change
relative to a p- and n-type porous silicon interface. The acidic metal oxides that decorate
the semiconductor interface can be modified through in-situ sulfidation, decreasing their
Lewis acidity. The analytes remain as positioned. A horizontal line is used to separate the
metal oxides used to modify the interface (above) and the analytes (below) in the figure.
Figure 5.32: Response of ethanethiol treated porous silicon (PS) interface to NH3 (a)
untreated interface exposure and (b) after exposure for 30 seconds (thiol treated interface
is acidic after a 30 second exposure). The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration.
Brønsted acidity of the metal oxide treated interface.
Figure 5.34 displays the observed responses when NH3 when interacts with an ethanthiol
treated tin oxide deposited PS interface. The optimal treatment of ethanethiol on the
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Figure 5.33: Response of ethanethiol treated titanium dioxide nanostructure deposited
porous silicon (PS) interface to NH3 after exposure to thiol for 30 seconds. The sulphidated
TiO2 treated interface is acidic relative to the PS and TiO2 treated PS acidic sites after a
30 second exposure. The boxes (purple) denote the analyte concentration.
surface displays a significant increase in conductance relative to the surface deposited only
with tin oxide. However, Figure 5.34 also demonstrates that at lower thiol exposures, the
response of the metal oxide deposited PS interface is quenched. Thus, the precise level of
thiol exposure displays an onset for enhancing the acidity of the metal oxide surface that
must be carefully assessed.
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Figure 5.34: Response of ethanethiol treated tin oxide nanostructure deposited porous
silicon (PS) interface to NH3 (a) initial exposure for 10 seconds and (b) after exposure for
30 seconds. The sulphidated SnOx treated interface is acidic relative to the PS and SnOx
treated PS acidic sites after a 30 second exposure. The boxes (aqua) denote the analyte
concentration.
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Figure 5.35 illustrates the responses of an ethanthiol treated nickel oxide deposited
PS interface with NH3. With a 30 s exposure to the thiol, the sulfidation increases the
conductance change relative to the NixO deposited interface [137]. A similar behavior is
observed (Figure 36) for both the ethanthiol and butanethiol treated systems.
Figure 5.35: Response of ethanethiol treated nickel oxide nanostructure deposited porous
silicon (PS) interface to NH3 (a) exposure for 30 seconds and (b) exposure only to nickel
oxide. The sulphidated NixO treated interface is more acidic than the NixO treated PS acidic
sites after a 30 second exposure. The boxes (black dashed) denote the analyte concentration.
With each of the treated metal oxide systems, for both the butane- and ethanethiol
treated interfaces, the precise level of thiol exposure must be carefully assessed and opti-
mized. With a 30 s exposure the conductance of the thiol treated NixO interface increases
substantially. This is likely due to an increase in Brønsted acidity.
Figure 5.38 shows the response of a diethyl sulfide treated titanium oxide deposited PS
interface interacting with NH3. The sulfidation process decreases the ability of the interface
to extract electrons from NH3 and the conductance change for the diethyl sulfide treated,
TiO2 deposited, PS interface decreases. Figure 5.31 suggests that this behavior results as a
decreased Lewis acidity on treatment with Et2S produces a smaller HOMO-LUMO orbital
mismatch between TiO2 and NH3.
Figure 5.38 corresponds to the responses observed when NH3 contributes electrons to a
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of response to NH3 of ethanethiol and butanethiol treated NixO
nanostructure deposited porous silicon (PS) interfaces for 30 second exposure to the thiols.
The sulphidated NixO treated interface is more acidic than the NixO treated PS acidic sites
after a 30 second exposure. The boxes (black dashed) denote the analyte concentration.
diethylsulphide treated tin oxide deposited PS interface. The process increases the majority
charge carrier concentration (electrons) and the conductance for both the diethyylsulphide
treated and tin oxide deposited PS interfaces [137]. After an initial treatment of the tin
oxide deposited surface, the diethylsulphide treatment was found to produce a significant
increase in conductance relative to the surface deposited only with tin oxide. However,
Figure 5.38 also demonstrates that a concomitant heating of the sulfidated surface decreases
the conductance relative to the treated metal oxide deposited surface. We will argue that
this loss of conductance is due to the removal of interacting water which as it hydrates the
sulfide forms Brønsted acid sites.
Figure 5.39 corresponds to the responses observed when NH3 contributes electrons to
a diethylsulphide treated nickel oxide deposited PS interface. The process increases the
majority charge carrier concentration (electrons) and the conductance for both the diethyl-
sulfide treated and nickel oxide deposited PS interfaces [137]. The initial treatment of the
nickel oxide deposited surface with diethylsulfide for ten seconds produces a decrease in
conductance relative to the surface deposited only with nickel oxide. However, an increase
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Figure 5.37: Response of diethyl sulfide, Et2S, treated TiO2 deposited porous silicon (PS)
interface to NH3. (a) Exposure to TiO2 treated PS interface (blue). (b) Response of diethyl
sulfide treated TiO2 nanostructure deposited PS interface to NH3 (green). The Et2S treated
TiO2 deposited interface is made more basic relative to the PS and TiO2 treated PS acidic
sites. The boxes (red dashed) denote the analyte concentration.
to a 15 second exposure to the diethylsulphide results in an increase in the conductance of
the sulfidated surface relative to the treated metal oxide deposited surface. Thus, again the
precise level of diethylsulfide exposure must be carefully assessed and optimized.
Figure 5.40 compares the response to NH3 of a CuxO treated PS interface to the CuxO
+ EtSH treated PS interface. The CuxO treated interface has a larger change in conduc-
tance than the untreated sensor as NH3 donates electrons and increases majority charge
carriers, however the conductance response of the etanethiol treated CuxO deposited PS
interface decreases relative to that of the CuxO decorated PS interface. While the CuxO
deposited surface has a greater mismatch with NH3 than the untreated PS interface, the
EtSH treatment shifts the CuxO +EtSH interface to the hard acid side of Figure 5.31 closer
to NH3, resulting in the sensor response decreasing.
Figure 5.41 correspond to a comparison of the responses for PS, PS decorated with
AuxO, and the AuxO decorated PS interface treated with ethanethiol. The deposition
process increases the majority charge carrier concentration (electrons) for the AuxO treated
interface, however the conductance of the etanethiol treated AuxO deposited PS interface
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Figure 5.38: Response of diethylsulphide treated tin oxide nanostructure deposited porous
silicon (PS) Interface (blue) to NH3 (a) initial exposure with water present (green) and
(b) after heating to remove water (red). The sulphidated SnOx treated interface is basic
relative to the PS and SnOx treated PS acidic sites but more acidic in the presence of water.
The boxes (aqua) denote the analyte concentration.
is found to decrease relative to that of the AuxO decorated PS. The AuxO deposited
surface presents a greater orbital mismatch than the untreated PS interface with NH3.
This mismatch increases the transfer of electrons to the interface. However, the EtSH
treatment moves the AuxO +EtSH interface to the hard acid side of Figure 5.31 closer to
NH3. The decreased mismatch reduces the amount of electrons transferring to the sensor,
lowering the response.
An important comparison is demonstrated in Figure 5.42 where we indicate the response
for p-type PS decorated with AuxO, and the AuxO decorated PS interface subsequently
treated with ethanethiol. The interaction process with NH3 cancels the majority charge
carriers and therefore increases the resistance of the p-type interface. The AuxO increases
the flow of electrons to the interface, and further decreases the majority charge carrier con-
centration. This enhancement is due to the larger mismatch between the AuxO deposited
surface and the NH3 than the untreated PS interface and NH3. Upon treatment with thiol,
the ability of NH3 to contribute electrons to the p-type interface is notably decreansed,
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Figure 5.39: Response of diethylsulphide treated nickel oxide nanostructure deposited
porous silicon (PS) interface to NH3 (a) initial response of nickel oxide treated PS, (b)
after treatment for 10 seconds with diethylsulphide, and (c) after treatment for 15 seconds
with diethylsulphide. The sulphidate NixO treated interface treated for 15 seconds is basic
relative to the PS and NixO treated PS. The boxes (aqua) denote the analyte concentration.
demonstrated by a sharp decline in resistance. This decline suggests that the thiol interac-
tion with the AuxO decorated surface decreases the molecular orbital mismatch with NH3
causing the decrease in the electron transduction dominated interaction with NH3.
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Figure 5.40: Response of ethanethiol treated Cux O nanostructure deposited porous silicon
(PS) vs. Cux O treated PS interface to NH3 after exposure for 30 seconds. The sulfidated
CuxO treated interface is more acidic and therefore has a closer orbital matchup with NH3.
Therefore the conductance of the thiol treated interface decreases relative to the CuxO
treated PS acidic sites. The boxes (red) denote the analyte concentration from 2 to 20 ppm
from the beginning of the gas introduction to the end. A rapid response is observed at each
concentration.
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Figure 5.41: Response of AuxO nanostructure deposited and the sulfidated AuxO treated
porous silicon (PS) interface to NH3. The AuxO treated PS interface is acidic relative to
the PS interface. Therefore the conductance of the decorated interface increases relative to
PS. The sulfidated AuxO treated interface is more acidic and therefore has a closer orbital
matchup with NH3. Therefore the conductance of the thiol treated interface decrease rela-
tive to the AuxO treated PS acidic sites. The boxes (aqua) denote the analyte concentration
from 2 to 20 ppm from the beginning of the gas introduction to the end. A rapid response
is observed at each concentration.
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Figure 5.42: Response of ethanethiol treated AuxO nanostructure deposited p-type porous
silicon (PS) vs. an AuxO treated PS interface to NH3 after exposure for 30 seconds. The
sulfidated AuxO treated interface is more acidic and therefore has a closer orbital matchup
with NH3. Therefore the transfer of electrons to the thiol treated interface decreases relative
to the AuxO treated PS acidic sites. The boxes (dashed) denote the analyte concentration
from 2 to 20 ppm from the beginning of the gas introduction to the end. A rapid response
is observed at each concentration.
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5.3.2 Sulfur Compound Functionalization Modification to the Response Ma-
trices
The response strength is calculated using the equation shown earlier and placed into a
response matrix. The matrix records the increase in signal strength due to the metal oxide
nanoparticles relative to the sensor response for the untreated surface. However the data in
Table 3 demonstrate that the response matrices for the metal oxides and their sulfur treated
counterparts are quite distinct. The importance of this data is that it indicates that the
sulfidation process creates additional distinct response matrix elements that can be used to
test for a given analyte. The results follow a similar trend seen in the nitridation of the
metal oxides.
Table 5.3: Change in the relative conductometric responses of sulfidated metal oxides vs.





CuxO - - - .3
AuxO - - - .6
Table 5.4: Change in the relative conductometric responses of sulfidated metal oxides vs.








CuxO - - - .5
AuxO - - - 2
5.3.3 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS profiles for TiO2, SnOx, NixO, and CuxO and their corresponding sulphur compound
functionalized counterparts are show in Figures 5.40- 5.48. Here, we again monitor the
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electron binding energy of sites a few nanometers from the decorated interface surfaces. We
have examined six areas of the XPS spectrum, the Ti 2p, Sn 3d, Ni 2p, and Cu 2p, regions,
the S 2s region near 162 eV, and the O 1s region near 530 eV.
In scanning the Ti 2p regions as depicted in Figure 5.43 we find a slight shift of the Ti
binding energy from 458.8 eV, decreasing to 458.6 eV upon treatment with the sulphides
and thiols. We observe a shift of approximately 0.2 eV to lower binding energy. The Sn 3d
binding energy associated with SnOx (Figure 5.44) shows a greater shift by 0̃.3 eV for the
sulphide which increases to 0̃.4 eV to lower binding energy for the thiol, both being notably
greater than that observed for Ti. The Ni 2p binding energy associated with nanostructured
NixO (Figure 5.45) is at 8̃56.5 eV and shows a red shift of approximately 0.5eV for treatment
with the disulphide. However, the shift increases to +̃ 0.6 eV for the thiol.
Figure 5.43: Ti 2p XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for the sulphur function-
alized form of TiO2.
In contrast to the XPS spectra for TiO2, SnOx, and NixO, the Cu 2p peaks for the
sulphur functionalized CuxO sample show not only a weakening and broadening of the XPS
features but also a shift to higher binding energy (Figure 5.46) like the effect seen with
nitridation. A similar shift in binding energy is seen in the thiol treated material.
The S 2s XPS features (Figures 5.48-5.49) are notably shifted from those for atomic
sulphur. Further, those features associated with the oxygen sites (Figures 5.50 - 5.53) show
a clear shift on sulphur compound functionalization as well. The observed binding energies
for the O 1s XPS spectra show significant changes upon treatment with the sulphides
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Figure 5.44: Sn 3d XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for the sulfur functional-
ized forms of SnOx. The shift to lower binding energy after thiol functionalization exceeds
that for the sulphide both of which are greater than that for TiO2.
Figure 5.45: Ni 2p XPS spectrum showing a lower binding energy for both the sulphide
and thiol functionalized forms of NixO. The shift in binding energy exceeds that for TiO2
and SnO2.
and thiols. The data for TiO2 are quite interesting verses the typical data that we have
observed [9]. The double peak in Figure 5.50 is due to both SiO2 (high energy peak at
532.3 eV) and TiO2 (low energy peak at 530.2 eV) as the signals for these oxides overlap
each other. The data indicate that the sulfidated form of both TiO2 and SiO2 show a slight
decrease in binding energy to 532.2 and 530.3 eV respectively. While the SnOx decorated
systems depicted in Figure 5.51 indicate a significant decrease in binding energy from 532.4
eV to 532 eV with treatment with the sulphides, they demonstrate a clear increase in
binding energy from 532.4 eV to 532.6 eV for treatment with the thiols. By comparison,
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Figure 5.46: Cu 2p XPS spectrum showing a considerable decrease in intensity for the
suldide and thiol groups, and a shift to higher binding energy for the sulfide functionalized
form of CuxO.
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Figure 5.47: Au 4f XPS spectrum showing an increase in the signal for thiol treated gold,
suggesting a partial oxidation of the gold, compared to the plain and sulphide treated gold.
the NixO decorated interface, after treatment with the sulphides, shows a notable decrease
of .̃4 eV in the O 1s binding energy (Fig. 5.52) and a much smaller red shift on treatment
with the thiols. The decrease in binding energy for the sulphide treated CuxO (Fig. 5.53)
decorated interface is even smaller (-.2 eV ). These are clear trends and distinctions.
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Figure 5.48: Sulfur 2s XPS spectra associated with the sulphur functionalization of TiO2,
SnOx, NixO, and CuxO. The S 2p3/2 peak is shifted to considerably higher binding energy
than the typical 2p3/2 feature suggesting a feature due to sulphur bound to a CHx group
or groups.
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Figure 5.49: Sulfur 2s XPS spectra associated with the sulphur functionalization of AuxO.
The S 2p3/2 group is again shifted to higher energies in agreement with bonded CHx groups.
The peak at 158 eV is a strong SiO2 peak dominating any other signals including possible
thiolate signals.
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Figure 5.50: Oxygen 1s XPS spectrum associated with the sulphur functionalization of
TiO2 depositions. Both TiO2 and SiO2 are observed and suggest a shift to higher binding
energy on treatment with the sulphides or thiols.
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 Sulfidated with thiol
Figure 5.51: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the sulphur functionalization of SnO2
depositions. The spectra show a distinct red shift after treatment with the sulphides and,
by comparison a clear, albeit smaller blue shift upon treatment with the thiols.
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Figure 5.52: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the sulphur functionalization of NixO
depositions. The spectra show a distinct red shift after treatment with the sulphides and a
slight red shift upon treatment with the thiols.
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Figure 5.53: Oxygen 1s XPS spectra associated with the thiol and sulphide functionaliza-
tion of CuxO depositions. The spectra, for the disulfides and thiols, show a shift to higher
binding energy after treatment.
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5.3.4 Discussion
The responses reported in Figures 5.13-22 and 5.32-5.42 can be explained within the frame-
work of the IHSAB principle. The data that we have presented suggests that we can modify
the acid/base properties of nanostructured metal oxide (metal centers) and the sensor scale
by modifying the metal positive charge through doping in-situ with nitrogen or function-
alized sulfur groups substituted from appropriate precursors. If nitrogen is used the Lewis
acidity of the metal oxides will decrease. Similarly if basic sulfide groups are used, then we
lower the Lewis acidity of the metal oxide nanostructures. However if acidic sulfide groups
(thiols) are used, the functionalization of S-H with the metal oxides increases the Brønsted
acidity.
The IHSAB principle is used to analyze the results. For a TiO2 nanoparticle site, the
Ti, nominally in the +4 oxidation state, when treated with a thiol becomes more acidic
(Figure 5.33). This will shift the normal metal acidity toward the hard acid side in the
top portion of Figure 5.31. Thus the bonding interaction with the fixed analyte, NH3,
catalogued in the bottom of this figure will decrease and the sensor signal will increase.
The thiol removes electron density from the metal through the interaction with oxygen. As
a counterpoint when TiO2 interacts with an amine or a sulfide (Figures 5.5 and 5.37), the
functionalized sulfide and amine contributes electrons and lowers the Lewis acidity of the
titanium site. This lowering of the acidity increases the bonding interaction with the NH3,
and decreases the physisorption resulting in a decrease in the sensor signal.
Similarly, as the thiol interacts with SnOx (Figure 5.34) the response again increases.
Treatment of the NixO decorated interface (Figure 5.36) with thiol again shifts the acidity
of the oxide to the harder acid side of Figure 5.31, however, now this process moves the
decorated oxide closer to NH3 providing for a better HOMO-LUMO orbital matchup and
the sensor response decreases as the facility for bonding increases. In contrast, treatment
of the decorated SnOx (Figures 5.19 and 5.38) interface with the amines or sulfides as they
contributes electrons, lowering the Lewis acidity of the metal site, leads to a closer matchup
of molecular orbitals with NH3 and a decrease in response. The treatment of the NixO
decorated (Figure 5.39) site, as it lowers the Lewis acidity of the metal, shifts the decorated
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oxide further from NH3 leading to a decrease in molecular orbital interaction and an increase
in sensor response.
The nitridation of CuxO decreases the metal site Lewis acidity (forms more basic sites)
and shifts the response of the modified nanostructures further to the soft acid side of Figure
5.12. It is tempting to suggest that the formation of the oxynitride should simply increase
the basicity of the nanostructure surface and thus should decrease the response to NH3.
However, this does not occur. The nitridated copper oxide is shifted further to the soft acid
side of ammonia in Figure 5.12, dictating a greater HOMO (donor) – LUMO (acceptor)
molecular orbital mismatch and an enhanced reversible response to ammonia. The IHSAB
principle suggests, counter to intuition, that the response of the in-situ treated nitridated
copper oxide interface should increase relative to that of CuxO, precisely as is observed. In
Figure 5.12, NO is positioned directly under the copper oxides. Nitridation shifts the copper
oxides to the soft acid side and away from NO, again leading to an increase in molecular
orbital mismatch and an increase in the reversible response of the oxynitride to NO.
Finally, the behavior observed for the untreated and nitridated PS interfaces is consistent
with the IHSAB principle. Figure 5.12 can be used to demonstrate that the nitridation of
the PS interface causes a shift away from NH3, which leads to an increase in the reversible
response to NH3 and a shift toward NO, which leads to a decrease in the reversible response
to NO. These obtained nitridation results suggest that the IHSAB principle can be used
as an important distinguishing principle of reversible sensor response as dictated by the
dominance of electron transduction over bond formation.
The data in Figures 5.13-22 and 5.30- 5.42 correlates with the XPS data obtained
for TiO2, SnO2, NiO, and CuxO, their oxynitrides, and metal oxide-sulphur moiety. The
conductometric data in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 shows demonstrate a significant increase in
the signal for the nitridated sample, are consistent with the decrease in signal intensity
and the increase in nitrogen binding energy (Fig. 5.26) observed for the copper system.
The clear trend in the decrease of the O 1s binding energy from the titanium to copper
oxides upon nitridation is consistent with the decrease in the titanium, tin, and nickel site
binding energies. However, the data in Figure 5.26 are consistent an increased stability
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for the nitrdated copper sites. The copper (Fig. 5.26) and oxygen (Fig. 5.30) data, in
concert, would suggest a more significant rearrangement of the nitridated lattice for the
copper system.
The sulfur 2s XPS data in Figure 5.47 provide an important result. The data is char-
acteristic of both the sulfides and thiols. The peak response at approximately 168 eV
represents a substantial shift from the typical sulfur peak at approximately 162 eV [231].
This shift is attributed to the remnant binding of the CHx groups to the sulfide and thiol
as they interact with the metal oxide decorated interface. This remnant -S-(CH x ) y may
have application to the use of sulfur- carbon moieties in lithium battery configurations as
we note the complimentarity of physisorption and chemisorption. A further distinction in
these systems is seen in the oxygen peaks described for SnOx and NixO as the shift in the
peak response is less for the thiols than the sulfides. For the CuxO, the sulfide doesn’t shift
the peak; however, the thiol does blue shift the oxygen by 0.2 ev. It seems likely that this
results from the Brønsted acid sites present on the thiols.
The XPS spectra obtained in Figures 5.23- 5.30 and 5.43-5.51 are sensitive to 0.1%. The
typical time frame for the depositions used to obtain the conductometric data in Figures
5.13-22 and 5.32- 5.39 is under 30 seconds. The XPS data requires that we use deposi-
tion times, which are at least 5 minutes. This corresponds approximately to an order of
magnitude increase in concentration to obtain signals in the 0.1% range.
The results obtained for conductometric response display a clear quantitative de-
pendence on concentration, however, they are based on semi-quantitative inferences from
measuring the conductometric signals from the interactions of molecules interacting with
surfaces via donor-acceptor interaction. More detailed physical measurements on the struc-
tures of the surfaces and the energetics of these surfaces will provide enhanced understand-
ing. Molecular data needed to address the orbital energy arguments is available in terms
of molecular proton affinities, acidities, and ionization potentials but these data are not
broadly available for surfaces [163]. While our measurements now provide semi- qualitative




We have demonstrated the efficacy of fractional nanostructure depositions as a means of
obtaining distinct reversible interface responses that show the potential for combination
in an array based format. We have considered the conversion of the metal oxides in-situ
with the amine and organic sulphides. The amines create oxynitrides on the metal oxide
nanoparticle surface, while the sulphide interactions form S-(CHx)y moieties on the metal
oxide nanostructures. The nitrogen and the sulphides are found to lower the Lewis acidity
of the metal oxide nanostructures introducing an enhanced basicity to the nanostructure
decorated PS interface. In contrast, the thiols are found to enhance the acidity of the
metal oxide sites. It is suggested that this results from the S-H bonds and corresponds
to an increase in the Brønsted acidity. The behavior of these systems appears to be well
represented by the newly developing IHSAB model [74, 137, 226]. It’s inverse concept,
corresponding to the HSAB model can provide an indication of stronger metal oxide-sulphur




In summary, we have examined multiple aspects of the metal oxide nanostructure decorated
PS gas sensor interface. We have examined how the analyte gas interactions with the PS
can be affected by the doping material of the silicon. We have investigated the analyte
gas interaction with the nanostructure decorated PS and with other analyte gases on the
surface. And finally, we have functionalized the metal oxide nanostructures and seen how
the functionalized nanoparticles can change the gas-sensor interactions. These changes are
easily explained by the IHSAB principle.
We looked at creating p+-type PS gas sensors, and saw the differences between the p+
and the p type sensors. We also examined the effects of using n-type PS sensors. The
change from p- to n-type silicon predictably switched the direction of the response for the
different analyte gases, since we switched from holes to electrons as the dominant carriers.
The unpredicted result of the switch from p to n-type was at higher concentrations of acidic
gases such as NO and NO2 increased the acidity of the surface. If the surface of the sensor
became too acidic from the acidic metal oxide nanoparticles and analyte gas, the direction
of the electron transduction switched as seen in figures 3.18and 3.19.
Figure 6.1: Left shows the initial flow of electrons to the analyte gas for the unmodified PS.
Right shows the flow after the PS has been modified with acidic metal oxide nanoparticles
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We also examined how the sensor saturates at higher analyte concentrations. This
saturation of the sensor response in the presence of the metal oxides seems to be caused
by the electronic band structure of the silicon saturating, not by the adsorption of the gas.
Also, the analyte gas interaction with other analyte gases on the surface was explored.
These gas on gas interactions seem to be governed by the IHSAB principle.
Finally we studied the functionalization of metal oxides. The nitrating of the TiO2
on the sensor surface forms a light sensitive photocatalysis. This photocatalysis is used
to create a solar pumped sensor. We also looked at the nitration of other metal oxide
nanoparticles. The nitration decreases the Lewis acidity of the nanoparticles. This shift
can either reduce or improve the sensor signal to an analyte gas, depending on relative
position of the metal oxide and the analyte gas in the IHSAB table. Functionalizing the
metal oxide nanoparicles with sulfides or thiols can also change the Lewis acidity of the
metal oxides. The sulfide functionalization lowers the acidity of the metal oxides, while the
thiol functionalization increases the Lewis acidity.
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APPENDIX A
NUMERICAL DIFFUSION SIMULATION CODE
This code simulates the gas diffusing into a 1-D tube using the Fickian equation. It takes
in an array of the gas concentration at different times (the input gastime), the diffusion
constant divided by l2 is df and the response1 is how strong the signal of the sensor is to
the gas. The code simulates the gas diffusion into the tube then outputs the response
function [response] = sensorm(pastime,response1,df)
%Sensor Modeling
%I will assume that the base resistance is 0











function [ fcon] = gasdefussion1(icon,df,n,dt )
fcon=icon;
ddc=icon(1:n-1)-2*icon(2:n)+icon(3:n+1);
%boundaries are icon 1 =the gas flowing in
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GAS CONCENTRATION EXTRACTION FROM A
SENSOR ARRAY CODE
Takes the sensor data from two sensors (inputed as a1 and b1), the code then outputs when
the gases turns on and off and the ppm level of the two gases to a calibration factor. The
code requires a noise cutoff for each of the sensors (cutoff1 and cutoff2) and a gas response
matrix for the sensors (matrix). This matrix can be modified as needed. An example
response matrix is described below.
If the sensor responses goes like this sensor1 = 4*gas2 + gas1
sensor2 = gas2 + 3*gas1
then the response matrix will be
matrix=[1,3;4,1];
Modify the matrix as needed.
function (d2gas1,d2gas2)=gasproblem2(a1,b1,cutoff1,cutoff2,matrix)
% function to extract the gas concentration from the response
%adapted from code created by Christian Reitz
%a1 and b1 are the responses from sensor 1 and 2
% cutoff1 and cutoff2 are noise cutoffs needed for the algorithm
l = length(a1);

















for i = 1:l-2
%——-First gas————————
%Examines to find a positive value above the cutoff. If found, looks for a
%negative value with a magnitude larger than the cutoff.
%The cutoff is to get rid of the slight dip in the second derivative.
if d2gas1(i) ¿ cutoff1 && lookend1 == 0
start1 = i;
lookend1 = 1;









%Same as first gas
if d2gas2(i) ¿ cutoff2 && lookend2 == 0
start1 = i;
lookend2 = 1;
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